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This has been a summer of change. The British people voted for the UK  
to leave the EU, Theresa May has replaced David Cameron as prime 
minister and a new government has been formed. The markets 
traditionally dislike change, but what effect will the turmoil have 
on projects? We sat down with economist Allan Wilén to find out. 
Read what he had to say on page 34.

It’s not all doom and gloom, however. APM’s Salary and 
Market Trends Survey 2016 shows that the vast majority of project 
managers (82 per cent) are happy with their work, and salaries 
have grown by 10 per cent compared with last year. In our special 
report, beginning on page 43, we take an in-depth look at the 
survey’s findings and what they mean for you.

As the cover suggests, the main story in this issue looks at the 
topic of diversity. The research is unequivocal: project teams 
work better when they are diverse. Diversity is not just about 
gender. It means bringing in people from different socioeconomic 
backgrounds and races; with different sexual orientations, religious 
beliefs, political ideologies and physical abilities; and of varying 
ages. It is important – for the profession as a whole – to embrace 
diversity, as it truly does breed success.

This issue also features two phenomenal projects. First, a £300m 
international programme working to help one million girls across 
the world into education (page 28). Second, a project closer to 
home: the story of how Stephen Prowse steered a major renovation 
project to its successful completion despite its main contractor 
going into administration halfway through. Prowse’s story 
illustrates perfectly why he was awarded APM’s Project Professional 
of the Year Award in 2015. Read all about it on page 30.

I have no doubt that you will discover more amazing stories 
later this year, at the APM Project Management Awards 2016, held 
on 7 November in London. TV personality Kate Silverton will host 
the gala this year, celebrating all that is great about the profession. 
Project will be there too, and we will report on all of the evening’s 
winners in our winter edition.

Until then, I hope you enjoy this issue.
Jason Hesse
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PROJECT TEAMS WORK BETTER  
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The timetable for the £55.7bn project to link London to the north of 
England is near impossible to achieve, says the National Audit Office
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The HS2 rail project, linking London to 
Manchester and Leeds via Birmingham, is 
at risk of not meeting its delivery date, says 
a National Audit Office (NAO) report.

The target opening date for Phase 
One, linking London Euston to the West 
Midlands via a high-speed rail network,  
is 2026. Yet, in spite of the project’s  
‘good progress’, the 2026 deadline is  
‘too ambitious’, auditors claim. 

HS2 has already struggled to meet 
deadlines while developing its programmes, 
and cost pressures are mounting. The 
report highlights that Phase One is already 
forecast to cost £27.4bn – some £204m 
more than the available funding. 

With a lack of contingency in place, the 
NAO warns that the combined impact of 
cost and schedule pressures could result in 
reduced programme scope, which would 
also lower the benefit-cost ratio of the 
project. The effective integration of HS2 

HS2 IN  
NUMBERS

£417m
estimated extra funding needed

£55.7bn
funding allocated  

for delivery

32%
planning and development  

milestones delivered late so far

£105m
estimated cost per kilometre 

60%
level of confidence that  

Phase One of the programme  
will be delivered by 2026

2026
target opening date for  

Phase One

COMMENT
The unrealistic timetable set for HS2 by the department 

means it is not as ready to deliver as it hoped to be at this 
point. The Department for Transport now needs to get the 
project working to a timescale that is achievable 
 AMYAS MORSE  comptroller and auditor general, National Audit Office

HS2 has ‘unrealistic timetable’ 

within the wider UK rail system is also 
said to be a challenging area, which poses 
significant risks to value for the taxpayer.

In response to the report, the 
Department for Transport and HS2 Ltd, 
the company responsible for delivering 
the project, are considering the impact of 
extending the Phase One schedule by up to 
12 months. 

“The role of the NAO is to challenge 
projects such as HS2, and through that 
challenge improve the way they deliver for 
the taxpayer,” said Simon Kirby, CEO at 
HS2 Ltd.

The company is in the process of  
handing out £11bn worth of contracts,  
but construction will not begin until the 
bill has obtained Royal Assent, which is 
expected by the end of the year, after a 
hybrid bill passes through parliament.
n View the full NAO report on HS2’s 
progress at goo.gl/xvMSDG 
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AROUND THE UK

JOHN LAING SELLS 
OFF PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT GROUP
FTSE 250 firm John Laing  
Group has sold its UK project 
management service business  
to HCP Management Services  
for an undisclosed sum.

John Laing is a developer and 
operator of privately financed, 
public-sector infrastructure projects, 
such as roads, railways, hospitals 
and schools. The sale is part of 
the company’s effort to focus on 
greenfield investments, and is 
expected to be completed during  
the fourth quarter of 2016. 

Around 90 staff roles and 63 
management service agreements 
will be transferred to HCP, which 
specialises in public-private 
partnerships. John Laing CEO Olivier 
Brousse said that, despite the sale, 
the company will continue to seek 
out the expertise of its former 
colleagues, and continue to work 
closely with them on joint projects.  

IPA showcases tools 
for successful projects
The Infrastructure and Projects Authority (IPA) has published a strategic tool to allow sponsors 
and clients to improve the delivery of major projects.

Forming part of the government’s National Infrastructure Delivery Plan, which sets out how 
the government will deliver key projects and programmes over the next five years, the Project 
Initiation Routemap includes two new modules. The first module looks at risk management, 
helping to identify and deal with factors that can lead to a project’s failure to meet its 
objectives. The second module is about asset management, bringing a focus on how to  
manage a project’s assets across its lifespan.

The routemap aims to mitigate the problems that normally arise at the beginning of projects. 
It has already been used on more than 20 major projects and programmes, including Crossrail 
and Anglian Water’s alliance strategy. 

With the two new modules, the government is now looking to broaden the scope of its 
routemap beyond economic infrastructure, to include construction and transformation 
projects, which sit within the government’s Major Projects Portfolio.

Speaking at the launch event, held at the Institution of Civil Engineers in June, Tony 
Meggs, CEO at the IPA, said: “Studies have demonstrated that many problems encountered 
in the delivery of projects can be traced back to issues in the early stages of development. The 
routemap is a vital tool for setting up major projects to succeed and I look forward to applying 
it to the full range of projects in the government’s Major Projects Portfolio.”

BREAKDOWN OF EIB 
FUNDING IN THE UK:

28%energy  
projects

25% transport 
projects

25% water 
and urban 

development projects

11% education 
and health 

projects

4% small and 
medium-

scale projects

Projects funded by the European Investment Bank (EIB) could come 
under review following the result of the EU referendum. Speaking 
at a breakfast briefing held by Bloomberg and Glenigan in July, Mark 
Hansford, editor of New Civil Engineer, warned that it was very likely 
that UK projects looking for EIB funding will struggle to raise funds.

While the impact of the referendum result on the EIB is uncertain, 
the UK’s withdrawal from the EU will trigger a review of projects 
funded by the EU’s bank. The EIB provides finance to a wide range 
of projects across Europe, with a particular focus on infrastructure, 
social housing, renewable energy and education. Last year, it invested 
£5.6bn in UK projects – over the past decade, it has ploughed £42bn 
into the country.

“The bank will work with member states and other EU institutions  
to assure an orderly transition to a new, negotiated arrangement,”  
said Werner Hoyer, president of the EIB.
n Find out more about the impact of Brexit on projects in our 
interview with Glenigan economist Allan Wilén on page 34

ATKINS JOINS £26BN 
REDEVELOPMENT
Engineering, design and project 
management company Atkins has 
taken on the role of sustainability 
advisor in the £26bn Old Oak 
Common redevelopment project. 

The project is one of the biggest 
of its type in Europe – five times 
larger than London’s King’s Cross 
redevelopment – and one of London’s 
largest investment projects, worth 
£7bn per year to the UK economy.

Once finished, the area is 
expected to deliver 25,000 new 
homes and have the capacity to 
host up to 65,000 jobs. Among 
several sustainability targets, 
Atkins will focus on integrating 
green infrastructure and smart 
technologies into the project.

BREXIT: A THREAT TO EUROPEAN PROJECT FUNDING?



Poor project management practices are 
costing corporations across the globe $122m 
for every $1bn spent on projects. The money 
wasted on failing projects has risen by 12 per 
cent over the past year, research from the 
Project Management Institute (PMI) shows.

While increased competition and global 
economic uncertainties contribute to 
some of these losses, the 2016 Pulse of the 
Profession study shows that corporations 
have the power – and, indeed, the 
responsibility – to do much more to increase 
the success of their project delivery.

The research shows that, on average, 
businesses waste 13 times less when they 
effectively use formal project, programme 
and portfolio management practices. Despite 
similar findings being published in last 
year’s report, data from this year’s survey 
respondents shows that a staggering 83 per 
cent of organisations still lack maturity in 
their project management practices.

“Again, this year, our findings 
demonstrate that organisations are  

not paying enough attention to their ability 
to execute against their strategy,” said Mark 
Langley, CEO at PMI. “Projects – even those 
identified as meeting an organisation’s 
strategic initiatives – are failing, which 
results in wasted money, resources and time. 
That is not a sustainable business practice, 
and it is time to focus on what matters.”

The study participants cited several reasons 
why many doomed projects are allowed 
to proceed. The main reasons include 
pressure to begin before the planning is fully 
conducted, poorly articulated business cases 
and a vested interest in projects that are not 
in alignment with the business.

Organisations would have a lot to gain 
by ensuring that identified project benefits 
are aligned with strategic goals. When the 
two are in sync, 80 per cent more projects 
meet or exceed their forecasted return on 
investment. Projects done in this fashion  
are also highly more likely to be on time  
and within budget, and meet business  
goals and intents.

DUBAI 
CREATES 
NEW AWARD 
FOR PROJECT 
INNOVATION 

The ruler of Dubai and prime 
minister of the United Arab  
Emirates has established  
a new award to celebrate  
project management innovation.

The Hamdan bin Mohammed 
Award aims to encourage the use  
of smart and sustainable solutions  
in project management, and  
seeks to provide a platform for 
encouraging sharing and the 
implementation of new ideas. 

Innovators in local, regional  
and international projects are  
eligible for nomination for the  
prize, worth up to $30,000 for  
an individual, $40,000 for a team 
and $200,000 for an organisation. 
The winners of the award will be 
announced at the Dubai International 
Project Management Forum, to  
be held in October 2016.

PANAMA CANAL 
EXPANSION PROJECT 
COMPLETES
After nine years and $5.25bn,  
the Panama Canal expansion  
has finally opened, allowing more 
and bigger ships to transit from  
the Atlantic to the Pacific oceans. 

The project, completed in  
June, was the largest expansion  
of the canal in nearly a century.  
The multibillion-dollar project 
included the construction of a  
new set of locks that allow ships 
up to three times the previous 
maximum size through the canal.

The project was formally started 
in 2007, but has been plagued  
by numerous delays and massive 
cost overruns.

AROUND THE WORLD

THE PROJECT, 
COMPLETED IN JUNE, 
WAS THE LARGEST 
EXPANSION OF THE 
PANAMA CANAL IN 
NEARLY A CENTURY

Poor project practices  
are costing millions
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Hinkley Point C:  
EDF approves project
EDF’s board of directors has given its final 
go-ahead to build two nuclear reactors at 
Hinkley Point, Somerset. After protracted 
negotiations, the board’s agreement was 
given at the end of July, allowing EDF to sign 
the project contracts with the government, 
EDF’s partner China General Nuclear Power 
Corporation, and the main suppliers of the 
£18bn project. 

Commenting on the announcement, 
Josh Hardie, deputy director general of the 
Confederation of British Industry said that 
new investment in Britain’s infrastructure is 
vital: “The final green light for Hinkley Point 
C is welcome news, as now, more than ever, 
action is needed on key infrastructure which 
will attract investment to the UK.” 

Hinkley Point C has been beset by delays.  
A key part of the government’s energy 
strategy, the nuclear power plant is now set 
to begin producing electricity no earlier than 
2026. When the project was announced in 
2013, the due date was 2023.

Project and programme management is gaining ground as a top 
profession, becoming the second largest sector within consulting 
in the UK. 

The Management Consultancies Association’s (MCA) Annual 
Industry Report 2016 shows that project and programme 
management now accounts for 12 per cent of the total income 
within the consultancy field, overtaking operational consultancy.

At the top of the consulting leaderboard is digital and 
technology consulting, which accounts for 28 per cent of 
consultants’ aggregate income in the UK.

“Consulting is a positive force for the economy, and the industry 
grows by helping others grow,” said Alan Leaman, CEO at the 
MCA. “Increasingly, consulting firms are also changing in order  
to best help clients change. All these changes are helping the UK 
remain a global leader in consulting.”

Project managers working on a self-employed basis are also 
on the increase, the report shows, due to high incomes, greater 
personal freedom and flexible working.

This chimes with research, published earlier this year by Robert 
Half Management Resources (see Project, Summer 2016, page 6), 
which shows that 46 per cent of private-sector businesses are 
looking to hire project managers to cope with a growing number 
of business transformation projects. The strong demand is driven 
by a need for highly specialised skills during periods of transition.

HINKLEY 
POINT C IN 
NUMBERS
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7%
of Britain’s  

power will be 
produced by 

Hinkley Point C 
once running

£3.4bn
invested by  

EDF Energy in the  
project so far

60%
of the project’s 

construction 
value is predicted 

to go to UK 
companies

Project management is 
second largest sector



 

8 September 2016
APM Scottish Conference 
2016, Edinburgh

20 September 2016
The value of integration: 
systems thinking in project 
management, Golborne

29 September 2016
APM National Conference 
for Women in Project 
Management, London

6 October 2016
Governance SIG Annual 
Conference, London

10 October 2016
A world in which all projects 
succeed, Macclesfield

7 November 2016
APM Project Management 
Awards, London

29 November 2016
Successful project 
management through 
storytelling, Norwich

See the full list of diary dates 
and booking information 
online at apm.org.uk/events

How long have you been in your 
current role and what do you like 
about it?
I am a chartered engineer and 
joined the Ramboll project 
management team two years 
ago, working as a project 
and design manager for 
multidisciplinary engineering 
projects. Working on exciting 
projects with great people is 
the best part of my job. My 
current project is a landmark 
commercial building in 
Paddington, London, and 
my previous project was 
fascinating but very different: 
a mosque in the Middle East.

What have been your biggest 
professional challenges over  
the past 90 days? 
Changes often happen as 
design evolves and we start 
understanding the job better. 
This can be challenging 
for a project manager and 

confusing for the team if 
it does not understand the 
reasons for it. A clear direction 
and a common goal should 
be realising the benefits for 
the client – not necessarily 
meeting the original scope at 
the original programme, if it 
no longer proves to be of value.

What is the most important 
lesson you have learned over  
the past 90 days?
Say ‘yes’ to the most exciting 
work and projects. They 
may end up being the most 
rewarding things you work  
on, and you will make time  
to fit them in. By saying ‘yes’,  
I have become involved 
in some brilliant projects 
at Ramboll. I sit on the 
gender diversity panel, 
deliver building information 
modelling awareness training 
and am a mentor for our 
graduate design project. 

Branching out from my 
normal project work has made 
me better rounded.

Looking ahead to the next 90 
days, what will be the biggest 
challenges facing you?
Having said ‘yes’ to so  
many things recently, it  
will be balancing my  
project work with all  
my other commitments!

If you could spend 90 days with 
anyone – living or dead – who 
would it be?
Zaha Hadid – I really admire 
what she achieved. I’d love  
to discuss how a woman  
born and raised in Iraq 
became one of the world’s 
greatest architects. I would 
also ask her where her 
amazing design ideas came 
from, and ask what advice she 
would give to me as a woman 
in the construction industry.

90 DAYS IN  
THE LIFE OF 

Project meets Sarah Ord, principal 
project manager at Ramboll

DIARY DATES

American project managers earn, on 
average, 38 per cent more than their 
British counterparts, research shows.

The median salary of a project 
professional in the US is $108,000 
(£82,000) per year, according to the 
biannual Earning Power survey from  
the Project Management Institute. 
Meanwhile, in the UK, the average  
salary is £50,000, according to APM’s 
Salary and Market Trends Survey 2016 
(read more on page 43).

Salaries at US financial institutions  
are particularly high for project managers, 
the report notes. Banks, hedge funds 
and other financial services firms 
are increasingly turning to project 
management professionals to implement 
new products, services and programmes. 

“Efficiency is critical to financial 
services firms. They seek out high-
performing project managers to help 
the organisation waste fewer resources. 
They want to be best of breed in projects 
and programmes to gain competitive 
advantage over others,” the report says. 
“All strategic change through projects  
and programmes, which increasingly falls 
under the buzzword ‘transformation’, 
needs to incorporate the best practices  
of project management.”

In the UK, the financial services sector 
accounts for just six per cent of project 
management roles, the APM survey 
shows. At the top of the chart is aerospace 
and defence: 15 per cent of the 4,850 
project managers who took part in the 
survey work in this sector.

US project managers out-earn UK counterparts
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ARE PROJECT MANAGERS  
THE SAME AS PILOTS?
The APM Midlands branch recently hosted an interesting 
event to draw comparisons between flying and running  
a project. 

The event, ‘Fear of Flying’, was presented by Stephen 
Carver, a senior lecturer in project and programme 
management at Cranfield University, and was held at  
the Queens Hotel in Leeds on 28 June.

Carver asked attendees to think about how they would 
feel about boarding a plane with a 68 per cent success rate. 
“Would you manage to make it to your seat, buckle your 
seatbelt tight and brace yourself for the risk ahead?” he 
asked. “The plane’s success rate – 68 per cent – is the same 
as the likelihood of success for the average project, yet, as 
projects rarely impact us personally, it is hard to put this risk 
into perspective.”

Comparing a project manager to a pilot, Carver 
emphasised how each role shares the responsibilities of 
planning, carrying out checks and delegating. He followed 
this by discussing his personal experience of chairing 
project updates, talking about how pilots plan further than 
they can see in the sky to ensure that they are ready to act 
accordingly. Attendees said the seminar was informative 
and engaging, and looked forward to using the analogy in 
their own project management practice.

APM TO UPDATE REGISTERED PROJECT 
PROFESSIONAL STANDARD
APM is reviewing the Registered Project Professional (RPP) 
principles, with a view to bringing them up to date with modern 
standards. The reviewed standard, which will launch in early 
2017, will recognise that RPP represents a key milestone in a 
professional-development journey.

Launched in 2011, RPP was developed to meet the needs of the 
profession as a pan-sector standard for those able to demonstrate 
the competence of a responsible leader, reflecting values 
enshrined within the APM FIVE Dimensions of Professionalism.

“The standard will continue to meet the original principles 
of RPP,” said Gill Hancock, APM head of professional standards 
and knowledge. “The review will benchmark RPP against similar 
standards in other professions while recognising the attributes 
that make project management unique.”

12
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NETWORK KEEPING 
APM 
MEMBERS 
CONNECTED

Could you serve 
on the APM board?

TIMELINE FOR THE 2016 BOARD ELECTIONS
 

Nominations 
close  

21 Sept 2016 
 

Elections  
open  

10 Oct 2016 

Elections 
close  

10 Nov 2016 
 

Results 
announced  

21 Nov 2016

The nominations period for members wishing to put themselves 
forward for a place on the APM board is closing soon.

Any full member or fellow who feels they have what it takes  
to fulfil a responsible, diverse and enjoyable role that is central  
to the governance and future direction of APM must submit their 
nomination form by 21 September. 

The ability to think and act strategically is a prerequisite  
for board membership. Previous and effective experience  

of working at senior  
executive and board level  
is highly desirable. The board 
is also keen to be diverse  
and seeks nominations  
from across the membership 
for people who can bring a 
range of backgrounds, skills 
and experiences. 

Once all nominations have 
been received, it will then be 
down to the membership body 
to elect who it feels should 

drive APM forward. If you are not personally interested, please 
consider encouraging others to stand. Also, when the actual 
election takes place, please don’t forget to take part and vote.
n Full details of the role, a briefing pack and a nomination form 
are available online at apm.org.uk/election2016 

PREVIOUS AND 
EFFECTIVE 
EXPERIENCE OF 
WORKING AT 
SENIOR EXECUTIVE 
AND BOARD 
LEVEL IS HIGHLY 
DESIRABLE



EVENTS << NETWORK

Technology and business services firm 
Allstate Northern Ireland recently hosted 
the APM Northern Ireland branch for an 
event on agile project management. With 
more than 50 in attendance from a range 
of industries, the event offered members 
the opportunity to learn more about agile 
and how Allstate is implementing it.

The session kicked off with a welcome 
from Allstate Northern Ireland managing 
director John Healy and APM’s Northern 
Ireland branch chair Gerry Coghlan. This 
was followed by a keynote presentation by 
agile consultant Adrian Pyne, who drew 
from his own experience working with 
companies such as Sainsbury’s, the BBC 
and Gatwick Airport to explore agile in 
depth. The talk also covered the pace of 
change and the value of being agile, as  
well as how to avoid pitfalls.

Following Pyne’s presentation, Allstate’s 
Maura Kelly, project management office 
senior manager, and Leanne Wilson, 
agile programme manager, shared how 
the company is embracing agile globally, 
discussing why and how Allstate is 
transforming, what this means day to day 
and the cultural transformation involved.

APM Northern Ireland 
branch talks agile

APM specific interest groups 
(SIGs) have had a busy few months 
organising and hosting events 

On Tuesday 28 June in London, the 
Value Management SIG welcomed 
Steve Parker, chair at the Institute 
of Value Management, who gave a 
presentation on the critical linkages 
between value and benefits. Benefits 
realisation management has become 
one of the most critical activities for 
organisations that seek maximum 
returns on investment in change. Parker 
explained the critical linkages between 
value and benefits, and the startling 
alignment between value management 
and benefits management processes. 
This underlined the important role 
of the value and benefits manager, 
who can focus on the key difference 
between improving value for money,  
as opposed to just improving value. 
Parker said that, if returns are not 
maximised, there is value wasted;  
how much is wasted is relative to the 
cost and worth of the investment.

The Benefits Management SIG also 
hosted an event in June at which 
speakers explored the current 
state of research into benefits 
management and its incorporation 
into higher-education courses. Thirty-
three participants from a variety of 
backgrounds attended to hear from 
Daniel Nicholls, research manager at 
APM, Richard Breese, senior lecturer 
at Sheffield Business School, and 
others. Outlining the themes of the 
day, Breese referred to a ‘stages and 
layers’ model of the development 
of benefits management, and the 
role of the event in promoting the 
fourth stage: accreditation in benefits 
management. Discussion groups in the 
afternoon covered the state of benefits 
management research, benefits 
management in higher-education 
courses and the issues with benefits 
management in practice. The event 
demonstrated a willingness to continue 
to work together to further develop 
the current momentum in benefits 
management research and teaching, 
in such a way as to be relevant to the 
practical issues facing organisations.

CONFERENCE VIDEOS GO ONLINE 
Videos from conferences 
held by APM specific interest 
groups (SIGs) are now 
available to view through  
the PM Channel’s video  
feed on the APM website.

The stream features a 
range of videos from events 
including the APM Risk 
SIG’s annual conference 
on the value of quantitative 
risk analysis, and the APM 

Programme Management 
SIG’s annual conference, 
with its theme of ‘Equipping 
programme managers for 
global success’. 

Footage from the latter 
conference discusses how 
it is widely accepted that 
the only constant is change 
and, as the programme 
management environment 
becomes increasingly 

mainstream and widely 
adopted, there is a need  
to ensure that current  
and future programme 
managers have the skills  
and experience necessary  
to succeed. The video 
streams show the 
presentations from all  
10 speakers at the event.
n View the conference 
videos at goo.gl/O2NUeN
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WITH MORE THAN 50  
IN ATTENDANCE, 
THE EVENT OFFERED 
MEMBERS THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN 
MORE ABOUT AGILE 
AND HOW ALLSTATE IS 
IMPLEMENTING IT



Why did you decide to become a volunteer with APM?
My main reason for volunteering was to keep my knowledge 
current. It’s easy to go and do a project management course, 
and lots of people do, but how do you then keep yourself 
up to date with developments and advances in both the 
profession as a whole and in different sectors? For me, the 
obvious way to do that was to get plugged into APM so that 
I could get access to, and influence, what was happening in 
my area. I knew that I could do some of that just by going to 
events, but I thought that a more interesting and challenging 
way to do it would be to become actively involved.

What benefits have you gained from being an APM volunteer?
There have been lots of benefits to becoming a volunteer. 
You have the opportunity to get involved in so many things 
– organising events and conferences, mentoring students, 
meeting project and programme leaders across a wide 
range of different sectors, and generally just meeting some 
very nice people. I work in financial services, and one of 
the most useful things for me has been to see how project 
management is applied in other sectors and then take that 
learning back to my day job. I’ve also been lucky enough 
to have the opportunity to get involved in APM events and 
forums across the UK, which has given me the opportunity 
to expand my business network too. This year, the APM 
Scottish Conference on 8 September, which I have been 
involved in organising, will focus on how the profession has 
improved, and continues to improve. It is good to be involved 
in shaping that event.

What would your top tip be to an APM member looking to 
become a volunteer?
Volunteering can be as much or as little as you make it.  
I know some volunteers who just come along and help out  
at events, while others take on a variety of committee roles. 
My top tip would be to work out how much time you have 
available and then speak to your local branch or the specific 
interest groups about where you might be able to help. As  
we are a volunteer community, all help is appreciated.

The APM Assurance Specific Interest Group (SIG) has produced 
a free-to-download toolkit to help project professionals deliver 
assurance more consistently. The toolkit, Measures for Assuring 
Projects, is the latest in a series of guidance documents that 
build on the APM Body of Knowledge.

Designed to be used by project teams for self-assessment, the 
toolkit consists of a summary sheet for rating project assurance 
and examples of evidence that support a good assurance 
measure score. Its release follows an interview with National 
Audit Office director Geraldine Barker (Project, Summer 2016, 
pages 38–39), in which she highlighted assurance as a key factor 
in successful project delivery.

Recognising the need for a more joined-up approach, the 
authors, led by Tim Podesta and Geoff Newton, pooled their 
expertise for the toolkit.

“The lack of a definitive framework and the resulting variation 
of approach reduces the confidence in assurance planning, 
management and outputs; increases the risk of duplication 
or material gaps; creates potential misunderstandings over 
common terminology; and limits comparison of assurance 
outputs for projects, programmes and portfolios,” said the SIG. 
n Readers can download the toolkit at goo.gl/If2Rls

Name: David Hamilton
Membership grade: Full member
Volunteer role: Scotland branch committee

VOLUNTEERING CAN BE AS MUCH  
OR AS LITTLE AS YOU MAKE IT

Profile of  
an APM 

volunteer
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PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT SIG  
HOSTS ANNUAL CONFERENCE
The third APM Portfolio 
Management Specific Interest 
Group conference was held in 
Bloomsbury in May, with the 
conference topic of ‘Shaping 
your portfolio to realise 
organisation strategy’.

More than 130 delegates from 
a range of sectors and specialist 
backgrounds gathered to hear 
a selection of speakers from 
across the portfolio world deliver 
presentations on the theme. 

Stuart Westgate, programme 
development director at  
HS2 Ltd, kicked off the day  
by focusing on the challenge  
of managing the governance 
and benefits delivery of  
one of the UK’s largest 
infrastructure projects. 

He demonstrated how it  
looks to meet the needs of 
different stakeholder groups 

while focusing on the core 
strategic drivers.

Dan Jones, head of 
the enterprise portfolio 
management office at 
Nationwide Building Society, 
gave one of the best-received 
presentations of the day, with 
a clear and concise articulation 
of how to optimise the portfolio 
with an excellent series of top 
tips. Dealing with stakeholders 
and changing the ‘and’ mindset 
to an ‘or’ way of thinking was a 
key insight from his presentation.

In the afternoon, delegates 
broke into workshops that 
focused on the project 
management office, enabling 
change and benefits. 

In a closing speech, Sue 
Kershaw from the APM board 
called the conference “one of the 
best run” that she had attended.
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MEETING OUR PROFESSIONAL OBLIGATIONS
APM’s current Code of 
Professional Conduct 
emphasises that project 
professionals are required 
to work for the public 
benefit. With regards to our 

obligations to the public at large, the code 
specifically mentions that we need to:  
act with integrity in relationships with  
the wider public; take account of wider 
public-interest concerns; and exercise 
sound judgement to ensure public  
interests are safeguarded.

This can be highly demanding, requiring 
more than technical competence. 

Projects considered excellent at concept 
can become sub-optimum during later 
phases due to changes to either external 
‘STEEPLE’ factors (social, technical, 
environmental, economic, political, legal, 
ethical) or to internal design, procurement, 
duration and cost developments.

The temptation for any project  
manager is to see a scheme through  

to completion, but this might clash with 
our code. Throughout the life cycle, it is 
necessary to monitor if and when major 
changes are needed – and if we need to 
remove ourselves rather than compromise 
professional integrity. Professional 
programme and portfolio managers  
face equally demanding decisions.

This can apply to all types of professional 
work. Failures such as the FiReControl 
project, which started in 2004 and was 
cancelled in 2010 – wasting a minimum 
of £469m – and controversial large-scale 
programmes such as HS2 and the Thames 
Tideway Tunnel spring to mind. 

With clients for many major projects 
in the UK now being foreign financial 
organisations, often beholden to investors 
in tax havens, these considerations have 
become ever more significant. Project 
managers need to consider whether 
their continuing involvement meets their 
professional obligations to the public.
David Shannon, Oxford Project Management

Your view
Please send your letters to editor@project-journal.co.uk  
Letters may be edited for publication

FOLLOW PROJECT:  
TWITTER.COM/ 
PROJ_JOURNAL

ADRIAN REED
@UKAdrianReed
Organisations that don’t consider 
scalability, adaptability and 
maintainability are likely to regret 
the oversight #baot #pmot

CESAR ABEID
@PM4TM
The Project Manager’s Guide  
to Managing Job Stress:  
bit.ly/1TwT4FJ by @liquidplanner 
#pmot

CARLOS PAMPLIEGA
@CJPampliega
What makes a high performing 
project team? ift.tt/29GNNOx 
#projectmanagement #pmot

SUSANNE MADSEN
@SusanneMadsen
7 things project managers should 
do every day: bit.ly/1PHITjB #pmot 

ELIZABETH HARRIN
@pm4girls
What to do when your team 
doesn’t believe the project 
schedule: bit.ly/25GPz5d #pmot

BAPTISTE LE SUEUR
@BaptisteLeSueur
Why is your #project  
cancelled for wrong reasons?  
buff.ly/1t1XZ9G #innovation 
#corporateinnovation #pmot

ALASTAIR SMART
@SmartAlastair
Stop and ask ‘who wants to 
know and why?’ to see if your 
performance reporting is adding 
value #pmot #APMweb  
lnkd.in/dVbWp4B 

THE ISSUE
In a Sunday Times article, 
APM chairman Steve Wake 
asked whether the modern 
project manager is about 
‘mindset’ rather than 
‘toolset’. LinkedIn users 
weighed in.

THE REACTION
‘Competence’ is generally 
defined as  ‘the quality or 
state of being functionally 
adequate, characterised by 
marked or sufficient 
aptitude, attitude, skills, 
strength and knowledge’. 
So while ‘mindset’ is part of 
the picture, one cannot say 

that the ‘toolset’ is not  
as important.

Project management is  
a system that consists of 
processes; and like any 
system, it can be only as 
strong as the weakest link. 
In a system, the failure  
of any one part will slow 
down or even stop the 
system from working. Until 
we can grasp the concept 
that projects and project 
management are part of  
a bigger system, we are 
never going to get better  
at the discipline. 
Dr Paul D Giammalvo, 
PTMC/APMX

Competence is ‘the ability 
to keep the role and its 
responsibilities’. This 
involves all of the systemic 
elements that Paul refers 
to, and it explains that, in  
a ‘capabilities v strategy’ 
graph, one has to be  
at the exact point that is 
requested by his charge.
Ugo Micoli, Micoli Partners

Mastery requires a multi-
dimensional systems 
approach. Even with tactics 
and strategy, you need 
leadership to sustainably 
motivate and encourage.
Bradley Wright, Carillion

LINKEDIN 
IS PROJECT MANAGEMENT  ABOUT 
‘MINDSET’, RATHER THAN ‘TOOLSET’?
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THE FUTURE OF AGILE
Posted by Steve Messenger on 7 June 2016

Agile is 15 years old. Its strength is demonstrated in  
how it has survived its early criticism, and it has now 
become the norm rather than the exception, with  
blue-chip organisations embracing it – even those  
working in very controlled industries.

What has made agile so successful? It has its roots 
in IT development. IT projects were increasingly being 
seen as initiatives that delivered late, cost far more than 
originally planned and often didn’t meet current business 
requirements. This was happening in a fast-moving, 
competitive business environment, and with a world 
economy in recession. A new approach was needed.

Agile methods put the customer firmly at the centre.  
The driving factor is ensuring that whatever is being 
developed will satisfy customer needs. As much as 
possible, an incremental approach is taken. Value is 
delivered to the customer early and often, and with  
a culture of openness, honesty and transparency.

Good agile approaches ensure this happens in a 
controlled way, incorporating just enough planning, 
governance and design.

What about the future of agile? While the original 
manifesto tended to focus on software development,  
the true concept of agile encompasses far more. In fact,  
it is a philosophy that concentrates on empowered people 
and their interactions, and early and constant delivery of 
value into an enterprise.

It is perhaps not surprising, then, that we are seeing 
agile start to permeate all aspects of an organisation, 
not just IT projects and programmes. For instance, small, 
empowered, cross-functional teams are effective in 
delivering real benefits early and often. So agile has a lot  
to offer the wider enterprise, and we could perhaps see  
a time when the whole of an organisation is run on agile.

The project and programme management community 
needs to understand how to work within an agile 
environment, and APM is well placed to provide guidance. 
It is exciting that APM will be working to produce this 
through the APM Planning, Monitoring and Control Specific 
Interest Group, which will hold meetings on the topic.

 STEVE MESSENGER  is chairman 
at DSDM Consortium and CEO at 
Herald Associates

 SARAH COLEMAN  is a visiting 
fellow at the University of Lincoln 
and a former trustee of APM

Best of the blogs
Project learns what APM’s experts have been debating in these excerpts from 
their blogs. Read the blogs in full – and many more – at apm.org.uk/blog

ASKING FOR HELP:  
STRENGTH OR WEAKNESS?
Posted by Sarah Coleman on 31 May 2016

At a recent event on diversity jointly hosted by  
the Women in Project Management and Enabling 
Change specific interest groups, I was asked  
‘why women need more help’ than men. It is  
an interesting – if provocative – question.

I asked whether he (for it was a he) could identify 
specific times when he had noticed that women 
needed more help than men under the same 
circumstances; what kind of help he thought  
women needed; and which women specifically 
required help. Much of the research into gender 
differences highlights that women are more social  
and collaborative. Is it possible that what he perceived 
as ‘needing help’ was actually something else?

Later, I thought further on the question: why do  
we ask for help at all? We all need help at various 
times. We seek advice and guidance from those  
who have experience we can benefit from, and  
whom we trust and admire. 

The most obvious reason to ask for help is the 
knowledge that we cannot do whatever we need  
to do alone. We look to the experience, knowledge  
and skill of others. It’s about learning from the best,  
and asking for input in areas you need to build on.

But we also ask for help for other reasons, such  
as building relationships and collaborating. Asking  
for help, advice or guidance from a more experienced 
colleague flatters, appeals to their sense of authority 
and starts conversations. Sometimes, we ask for  
help when we don’t actually need it – a deliberate  
and calculated move with the purpose of building  
a relationship and fostering a sense of reciprocity,  
and therefore interdependency and cooperation. 

Asking for help also appeals to another’s sense of 
altruism. As such, it is a useful strategy for re-engaging 
interest from a project sponsor who has let their 
commitment to the project dwindle, or for dealing  
with recalcitrant or difficult project team members  
and stakeholders.
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 BLOG FOR THE APM WEBSITE,  
 CONTACT LAURA TAYLOR –  
 LAURA.TAYLOR@APM.ORG.UK      



I recently came across one of those proverbs 
that we instantly recognise as containing  
a deep truth. This one is African and it 
applies very nicely to my experience  
of project management, and maybe  
yours, too:

If you want to go fast, go alone.  
If you want to go far, go as a group.

On many projects, team working seems 
like a lot of effort. Getting a group together 
– to plan a project, identify and assess 
risks, work out stakeholder engagement 
and define scope – adds to your workload. 
Wouldn’t it be easier to do it yourself?

Other processes also add to your 
workload: briefing a team, delegating 
work and encouraging junior colleagues 
to take some new responsibility. Yet  
you know that delegation can save time.  
And you know it builds capacity, too.  
But still, wouldn’t it just be quicker to  
do it yourself?

Leadership consultant Liz Wiseman 
divides leaders into ‘diminishers’ and 
‘multipliers’. Diminishers suck the energy 
out of the people around them. They are 
smart and take on everything themselves, 
merely briefing others into support roles.

Multipliers see people as a source of 
ideas, innovation and excellence. They  
ask questions, set challenges and expect 
more from people, because they know  
that people always have more to give. 
Multipliers get results.

Consequently, they don’t just multiply 
the impact of their people – they multiply 
the capacity and the capability of the 
whole team. Wiseman makes the point 
that it is not the genius who gets things 
done, but the ‘genius-maker’. Perhaps  
we can expand on that proverb:

If you want to go far, go as a group.  
If you want to get things done, take  
a group with you.

Over the past 14 years, I have trained 
managers on the fundamentals of running 
a successful project. The majority of them 
perform the project management function 
as a part of a wider management or 
professional role. They are not, and don’t 
aspire to be, full-time project managers.

Their range of experiences, technical 
skills and personalities constantly amazes 
me. Yet all show that they can make first-
rate project managers. And the range of 
people they call upon to contribute to  
their projects is equally diverse.

Indeed, diversity is the magic bullet  
to successful projects. All of the research 
that I have read – which has also been 
confirmed by my own experiences – shows 
that the more diverse your team is, the 
more impressive its problem-solving and 
decision-making skills will be.

One of my all-time favourite 
management-related books is The Wisdom 
of Crowds by James Surowiecki. He is a 
journalist who writes engaging stories in  
a highly readable style, and the meat of the 
book is about the conditions under which 

a group can make better decisions than an 
individual. Surowiecki discusses how we 
can get better answers to tough questions 
by aggregating the views of the many.

This isn’t new. In 400 BCE, the historian 
Thucydides told how soldiers would 
estimate the height of the wall of a 
besieged city. Many soldiers would each 
individually count the number of rows of 
bricks. While there would be a variety of 
answers, most would get the same number, 

and that was used for 
the calculation. This 
early reference to using 
the statistical mode is  
a good example of how 
aggregating data gives 
better results. The many 
are wiser than the few.

To access this  
wisdom, though,  
project managers  
must be skilled at 
managing both people 

and data. We constantly hear how project 
management is a people profession –  
and it is. But we must not lose sight of its 
analytical side if we want to make good 
estimates and build robust plans:

If you want to estimate, estimate with  
a group. If you want to understand  
your answer, study statistics. 

 MIKE CLAYTON   
is a speaker and 
trainer, the author 
of several project-
management books, 
and the founder of 
OnlinePM 
Courses.com

Working collaboratively in a diverse 
group is the route to project success, 
writes MIKE CLAYTON

MULTIPLIERS SEE PEOPLE AS A 
SOURCE OF IDEAS, INNOVATION  
AND EXCELLENCE. THEY ASK 
QUESTIONS, SET CHALLENGES 
AND EXPECT MORE FROM PEOPLE, 
BECAUSE THEY KNOW THAT PEOPLE 
ALWAYS HAVE MORE TO GIVE
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Einstein, rather like a mystic, left us with 
many pithy observations, often scribbled 
down by journalists. He is said to have 
suggested that there are three rules of 
work: “Out of clutter find simplicity;  
from discord find harmony; in the  
middle of difficulty lies opportunity.”

Making sense in a changing world 
and finding opportunities in the midst 
of upheaval will be familiar to project 
professionals, who are, after all, in the 
change business. For APM, as we serve  
the profession, there is a need from time  
to time to consider what forces are 
buffeting project management, and what 
we can do to help our members succeed.

We determined to revise our strategy 
this year, using a simple and harmonious 
process as far as possible. We have scanned 
the horizon, developed our thoughts and 
put them to members and outside interests 
in order to improve and validate them.  
This is expected to conclude in November.

We start from the premise that delivery 
of change through projects is a key driver 
of any modern economy. A recent study 
from the German Project Management 
Association indicates that almost 40 per 

Some challenges relate to the capacity 
and capability of the profession. Project 
professionals have access to tools and 
techniques, but too often cannot use them 
fully. These tools and techniques have 
generally been developed in IT and capital-
delivery projects. They are, arguably, 
insufficient for transformation projects.

Project management is more widely 
recognised as a desirable profession, but 
project management skills at all levels are 
still in short supply, and the accepted level 
of professionalism is arguably too low.

One example of imminent future change 
is machine learning and automation. The 
robots are coming, and there are reasons 
to be concerned. Automation has (so far) 
impacted mostly blue-collar employment, 
but the coming wave threatens to upend 
white-collar work. Certain highly 
skilled workers will succeed in this new 
environment – but far more may be 
displaced into lower-paying jobs or even 
unemployment. Our education system  
is not adequately preparing us for the  
work of the future, and our political  
and economic institutions are poorly 
equipped to handle hard choices.

Conversely, there are reasons to be 
hopeful – to seize, as Einstein put it, the 
opportunity in the middle of difficulty.

Advances in technology have historically 
been a net creator of jobs. We will adapt 
by inventing new types of work, and by 
taking advantage of uniquely human 
capabilities. Technology will allow us to 
define our relationship with work in a 
more positive, socially beneficial way. We 
can, to a point, control our own destiny.

So we can find solace in what Einstein 
said. Project management is expanding. 
It is infiltrating more industry sectors 
and becoming even more global. More 
people are waking up to the potential of 
a career in projects. And APM is looking 
to adapt and update, so more and more 
professionals and their organisations will 
find us supportive, useful and relevant.

All APM members have received a survey 
asking for their input into APM’s strategy 
refresh. Comments on this article are 
welcome at julian.smith@apm.org.uk. 

 JULIAN SMITH  is 
head of external 
affairs at APM

With project 
management gaining 
in importance across 

all businesses and 
industries, JULIAN SMITH 

looks at its future
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A look
 ahead

IT IS ESTIMATED THAT 
THE SIZE OF THE GLOBAL 
PROJECT INDUSTRY WILL 
REACH $6.6 TRILLION 
BY 2020 – AND 15.7 
MILLION MORE PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT ROLES WILL 
BE CREATED GLOBALLY

cent of Germany’s GDP is delivered via 
projects. Change through projects is a 
driver of jobs, economic growth, quality  
of life, sustainability and security.

Project management has grown hugely 
in ambition and importance. In coming 
years, the scope for growth is significant 
indeed. The Project Management Institute 
has estimated that the size of the global 
project industry will reach $6.6 trillion 
by 2020 – and 15.7 million more project 
management roles will be created globally.

The burden of expectation on project 
professionals has increased. Clients 
presume that projects will be done better 
than ‘well’ and that project professionals 
should be trusted to deliver. At the same 
time, society demands greater efficiency, 
transparency and accountability. Add 
in political interference, short-termism 
and increasingly complex governance 
arrangements, and perhaps it is hard  
to find the simplicity in the clutter –  
or, indeed, harmony among the discord.

Some challenges relate to the project 
environment. Project professionals depend 
on the behaviours of others in delivering 
outcomes. Many projects are now more 
international in their delivery or use of 
supply chains. Practitioners need to be able 
to manage differing norms of behaviour.

Projects have many parts. This reduces 
professionals’ ability to determine how 
their projects will behave. There are more 
transformation projects, which can be 
inherently difficult to deliver. In projects 
outside of the traditional construction, 
engineering and IT sectors, success often 
goes beyond delivery to time, cost and 
quality, as well as societal benefits and 
intangible deliverables.



Brexit is going to be one of the largest peace-time 
changes ever and, worryingly, it seems that the 
government had no contingency for a leave vote. Many 
businesses were also unprepared and face uncertainty.

The impact is huge: Brexit will affect the way many 
businesses, organisations and government departments 
operate and will define future prosperity for the UK. But 
we still do not know what it means in practice. It will not be 
an opportunity for project managers until the details have 
become clearer, once Article 50 negotiations are resolved. 
At that point, it will be time to roll up the sleeves and get 
on with the implementation.

If ever a change needed a structured implementation 
approach, it’s Brexit. It cannot be left to chance, to go the 
way of Universal Credit or the NHS National Programme 
for IT, with significant overspends and delay. For project 
managers, there are several key questions:
n What governance arrangements will be put in place?
n Is Brexit a portfolio, programme or project – or in fact a 
mega-programme?
n Will it involve an iterative, step-by-step approach or a 
single big bang?
n Who will identify and manage the interfaces between 
the different projects?
n How will the different projects be prioritised?
n What risks (both threats and opportunities) will arise?

Some argue it is too early to consider such questions, 
but I believe it is never too soon to start thinking  
about the plan. It’s much better to have a plan that is 
flexible than no plan at all. The APM 20|20 vision of  
a world in which every project succeeds just got a bit  
more challenging.

The Brexit vote has pushed British companies into a volatile 
and uncertain business environment, pulling the rug from 
under many project managers’ feet. However, paralysis is 
not an option. The first step is to capture the dimensions 
of the uncertainty. A full Brexit analysis of the risks, 
assumptions, issues and decisions (a RAID log) is critical. 
A careful exploration of potential scenarios will reveal 
strategic options to address each possible outcome.

Project managers can use a scenario-planning 
exercise to identify strategies that are valid across a 
high proportion of scenarios; these should probably be 
implemented immediately, before we know the outcome 
of Brexit negotiations. Other strategies may emerge that 
significantly mitigate risk or generate opportunities only in 
specific circumstances. It is important to know in advance 
what might trigger their implementation.

Project managers are well placed to provide insight and 
support leaders’ duty to make business-critical decisions in 
uncertain times, such as whether to bet on strategies that 
increase investment or reduce exposure. But identifying 
strategies is not enough; they must test them. ‘Red  
teaming’, whereby independent teams scrutinise plans and 
projects, is another valuable tool which can be put to good 
use in a Brexit world. Red teams challenge assumptions  
and shake up thinking. They offer alternative perspectives 
and rigorously test strategies to identify weaknesses.

The intention of these preparations is not to 
create stability or predict the future. However, they 
enable decisive action at the critical moment when 
circumstances reveal themselves. We are in an 
environment now where hesitation can cost jobs and 
speed can win market share; project managers, step up.

 PAUL HEUGH  is CEO at strategy consultancy 
Skarbek Associates
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Project managers can play  
a critical role in steadying  
the ship in these uncertain  
times. The fact that almost  
anything could happen is  
not an acceptable reason  
for procrastination

Project managers work best  
with a plan, but currently there 
is no plan for Brexit, either from 
government or the private sector. 
So, until we know more, this  
is not yet an opportunity for  
project managers to step up

Brexit offers an immediate  
opportunity for project  
managers to step up

Two industry commentators argue the case  for  and  against
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 PAUL NAYBOUR  is business development 
director at Parallel Project Training

BREXIT
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DIVERSITY  
BRINGS BETTER RESULTS

Building diverse project management teams 
can breed more successful outcomes.  

JO RUSSELL explores the importance of working 
with people who are different to you

Within the workplace, it is valuable to have 
variation between individuals.

“This is a golden age,” declares Sue 
Kershaw, UK head of infrastructure 
and project management at KPMG. 
“We will never have this amount of 
infrastructure development again.” 

Working alongside private-sector 
investment, the government has 
created an enormous pipeline of major 
projects that need to be delivered 
in the next 10 years, including the 
Thames Tideway Tunnel, Crossrail,  
and HS2. Combined, these projects 
need manpower running into the 
hundreds of thousands.

Demand for project management 
skills is high, but many professions 
in the UK are on the brink of a skills 
crisis. For example, Kershaw cites the 
statistic that 80,000 new engineers 
are needed per year, yet the country 
is producing just 25,000. Anecdotal 
evidence suggests that the demand for 
project managers is also significant.

In order to meet the shortfall across 
project management, companies need 
to widen their traditional recruitment 
pool to attract more skilled people. 
Simply put: the project management 
profession needs to attract greater 
numbers. This means that diversity,  
far from being a tick-box exercise and 
a nod to corporate social responsibility 
aims, is a necessity.

What does a diverse workforce 
mean? Diversity is not just about 
gender. It is about socioeconomic 
background, race, sexual orientation, 
age, physical ability, religion and 
political ideology. Within any given 
group – including the workforce –  
it is valuable to have variation  
between individuals. Diversity  
makes us smarter.

GREATER THAN NUMBERS
Diversity is far more than just a 
numbers game. The value of diversity 
in the composition of project teams, 
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and the positive impact it has on team 
performance, has been demonstrated, 
both academically and anecdotally. 

Writing in Scientific American, 
Katherine Phillips, professor of 
leadership and ethics at Columbia 
Business School, cites numerous 
examples of research that demonstrate 
that socially diverse groups (those with  
a diverse mix of race, ethnicity, gender 
and sexual orientation) are more 
innovative than homogeneous groups.

“With a diverse team, you don’t assume 
that everyone has the same knowledge,” 
says Manon Bradley, development 
director at the Major Projects Association 
(MPA). “When you assume that you 
all think in the same way, you make 
shortcuts to decisions. But when it is 
quite clear that there are people in the 
room different to you, it makes you stop, 
explain your position and ask for other 
people’s thoughts and experiences.  
It takes longer and is less comfortable, 
but you reach better decisions.” 

Naturally, it is possible to have a  
wide range of people available to you  
and still not listen to them. Diversity  
does not, in itself, create the conditions 
for success, but it helps to avoid creating 
an ‘echo chamber’.

An enhanced form of communication 
leads to better problem solving, more 
creative solutions and a more relaxed 
atmosphere. When working at the 
Olympic Delivery Authority, Kershaw 
recalls that the make-up of her team, 
which included “one guy aged 70, one 
aged 17, and everything in between”, 
meant that there was no hierarchy. 
“Nobody felt they had a point to prove, 
and there was no game playing. People 
could be honest and open,” she explains.

Her team’s success did not happen 
simply because the team was diverse,  
but because it was also well led. Diversity 
is just one part of a wider management 
and leadership toolkit. It is another string 
to the manager’s bow.

In addition, the more diverse a team, 
the more likely that it will reflect its 
client base, and that any decisions  
made will be relevant to those clients.

BREAKING BARRIERS
If the benefits are clear to see, why  
do problems in implementation occur? 
If an organisation is recruiting a lower 
proportion of people from diverse groups 
than exists within its recruitment pool, 
that suggests that the recruitment system 
itself is creating barriers. Also important 
are expectations and perceptions about 
whether ‘people like me’ work in the 
recruiting organisation.

A typical barrier lies in the way a job  
is advertised. “You can get very refined 
and say: ‘We need a chartered civil 
engineer with 15 years’ experience.’ 
But do you?” says Bradley. “By putting 
these types of attributes in their 
job descriptions, organisations are 
essentially describing the applicant  
as a white male, because, 15 years ago, 
the people who were becoming chartered 
engineers were all white men. The job 
description has therefore already defined 
the people that will apply. Companies 
should ask: is it necessary?”

You could also, arguably, fall foul 
of anti-discrimination legislation in 
requesting a certain number of years  
of experience, as it automatically removes 
younger people from consideration.  
It also encourages an attitude that time 
served is more relevant than actual  
ability and competence.

Bradley believes that many project 
managers currently working on large 
engineering construction projects are not 
primarily using their engineering skills. 
Instead, they are managing people, and so 
their ability to communicate, manage and 
provide leadership is more important. 

“We should be selecting on these 
criteria. Job descriptions should be 

based on competencies rather than 
qualifications,” she says.

Internal resistance to the 
implementation of diversity policies  
and practices can create further barriers. 
Diversity can be a sensitive area and 
needs to be handled carefully. People 
draw their own conclusions from  
things that are communicated to them, 
and these can sometimes be wide of  
the mark. 

“We often hear things that aren’t  
being said. If, as a successful white  
man, you hear somebody suggesting  
it is time we had greater diversity in  
our project teams, what you might hear 
is ‘It’s time we got rid of you’, which is 
hugely threatening. But what is actually 
being said is: ‘We need a wider range 
of people, not necessarily less of your 
sort,’” says Bradley.

Rather than helping, quotas can 
exacerbate this sense of fear and 
resentment. Anyone who falls outside  
of a quota can feel threatened by anyone 
who falls within, which immediately  
sets up a bad team dynamic. Conversely, 
the person within the quota may  
suffer from an element of impostor 
syndrome, wondering whether they  
have been appointed because of the 
quota system, rather than their ability  
to perform.

EFFECTIVE MESSAGING
The starting point to increase diversity 
must be to entice more people with 
different backgrounds, experiences  
and perspectives into the profession. 
APM chairman Steve Wake believes  
that the messaging needs to change.

“Up to now, we have been too focused 
on talking to the same set of people  
with the same message. These are people 
already working in conventional project 
management. It’s effectively singing to 
the choir,” he says.

However, presenting project 
management as a life skill that helps 
people work more effectively, tackle 
problems and create solutions together 
will, he believes, create a far wider 

PRESENTING PROJECT MANAGEMENT  
AS A LIFE SKILL THAT HELPS PEOPLE TO  

WORK MORE EFFECTIVELY, TACKLE PROBLEMS  
AND CREATE SOLUTIONS TOGETHER WILL  

CREATE A FAR WIDER AUDIENCE

SIMPLY PUT: THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROFESSION 
NEEDS TO ATTRACT GREATER NUMBERS. THIS  

MEANS THAT DIVERSITY, FAR FROM BEING A  
TICK-BOX EXERCISE AND A NOD TO CORPORATE  
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AIMS, IS A NECESSITY
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audience. Wake is keen to reach out  
to people working in industries such  
as healthcare, pharmaceuticals and law 
who perhaps have not considered the 
extent to which they are performing  
a project management role, as they are 
not performing their functions under 
any set of professional rules. 

BROAD APPEAL
Making formal project management 
skills more appealing to younger people 
is also important.

“If we position project management 
as a life skill and encourage it as, for 
example, a subject on the national 
curriculum, I wonder what the world 
would be like? It ought to turn out 
better citizens, better able to organise 
themselves, to the benefit of society  
as a whole,” suggests Wake. Teaching 
project management skills at school 
would also introduce the profession  
to the most diverse group possible.

Kershaw agrees, adding that women 
are typically under-represented in 
project management. Not enough women 
are joining the profession because it is 
not seen as sufficiently exciting early on, 
she says, and girls are failing to perform 
in subjects such as maths and science: 
“The messaging needs to be changed 
to make it more appealing to girls who, 
with softer skills such as team building, 
have so much to offer.”

Girls are not afraid of hard subjects, 
and it is so satisfying, once you are in  
the profession, to be able to point to 
things that you have created and know 
that they are lasting structures that  
will benefit everyone, Kershaw adds.

Another initiative that Wake hopes  
will both have a positive impact on 
diversity and increase membership  
at APM concerns the creation of 
networked groups. 

Within APM, groups can be set up and 
run a supportive network. The purpose 
of the networks is to share experiences 
with a like-minded peer group. 

“Our challenge will be to make  
it a two-way communication. We  
want to say: ‘As a group, work together  
to discover how project management  
has meaning to you in your working  
life and let us know,’” says Wake. 
“Through networks, we can target 
groups that we don’t currently reach. 
If diverse groups start to come in this 
way, I would hope that it would become 
self-perpetuating, in that the networks 
can start to help shape what project 
management becomes.”  JO RUSSELL  is a business writer and editor

Although often mentioned 
in the same breath, there 
is a difference between 
gender balance and 
diversity, says Manon 
Bradley, development 
director at the Major 
Projects Association. 

“As women are not 
in the minority, this is a 
different issue to that of 
ethnicity, religion or other 
areas of diversity. We 
are also not talking about 
increasing the diversity of 
genders in the workplace 
– there are just two. 

“Gender balance in the 
workplace is about having 
more women in male-
dominated roles and vice 
versa. As it turns out, the 
major projects world is 
very male dominated, 
so for us it is about 
getting more women 

involved. But if we were 
in the teaching or caring 
professions, for example, 
it would be the other  
way around.”

The idea of how to 
achieve a better gender 
balance and greater 
equality has moved on, 
continues Bradley: “In the 
80s and 90s, the view 
of equality was to treat 
everybody the same and 
deny that there is any 
difference between them. 
But that’s not right. Giving 
me, a short female, a step 
to reach something on 
a higher shelf is not the 
same as giving a six-foot 
man that same step. 
Equality of opportunity 
means giving me a step 
and giving him nothing. 
That is not favouring 
me, that’s just giving us 

equality of opportunity  
so that we can then  
both reach what is on  
the high shelf.”

To create and sustain 
equality, there needs to 
be an acknowledgment 
that there are differences 
between the sexes, 
continues Bradley: 
“We are brought up 
differently, with different 
expectations. We come 
into the workforce and 
behave differently. 
Women are more risk 
averse, while men are 
more confident and 
likely to shout about their 
abilities. Instead of saying, 
‘we should behave more 
like each other’, we need 
to learn, as managers, 
how to manage people 
appropriately, according 
to their strengths.”

“GENDER BALANCE IN THE WORKPLACE IS ABOUT 
HAVING MORE WOMEN IN MALE-DOMINATED 

ROLES AND VICE VERSA. AS IT TURNS OUT,  
THE MAJOR PROJECTS WORLD IS VERY  

MALE DOMINATED, SO FOR US IT IS ABOUT  
GETTING MORE WOMEN INVOLVED”

This approach sits more comfortably 
with Wake than actively targeting 
specific sectors of society: “I would feel 
inauthentic if I pursued specific diversity 
targets. But if I can explain how project 
management can relate to any given 
group of people, and look at how we 
can get the message across and create 
meaning for those people, that makes 
more sense.” 

MORE THAN A NICE-TO-HAVE
Despite barriers and latent fears,  
the direction of travel for diversity  
is forward. Major projects such  
as HS2 demand diversity through  
the supply chain, and that the value  

of diversity be evidenced. Bradley  
reports that the overwhelming  
response from the MPA is that this  
is an issue that matters and is being 
taken very seriously. 

“At an event we held recently, we  
had dinner for 20 people, who are all 
heads of major projects, and they are  
not looking at encouraging diversity  
as a tick-box exercise. It is seen as,  
‘we need to move forward with this  
or we will fail through lack of talent’. 
This is a need-to-have, not a nice-to-
have,” she concludes. 

GENDER BALANCE, EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY
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How do you help one million of the world’s 
poorest girls improve their lives? JASON HESSE  
talks to Emily Meager, programme manager  
of a £300m international development fund

As the flagship fund of the UK government’s 
Department for International Development 
(DFID), the Girls’ Education Challenge 
aims to give one million of the world’s 
poorest girls an opportunity to improve 
their lives through education.

It is the largest ever global fund 
dedicated to girls’ education, and PwC 
– which won a competitive tender to 
manage the programme fund in 2012 
– is responsible, alongside its alliance 
partners, for managing the £300m  
fund until 2017.

The Girls’ Education Challenge is split 
into three branches. First is the ‘step-
change window’, which is for upscaling 
tried-and-tested interventions that 
are already having an impact. This is 
the largest section of the programme, 
accounting for two-thirds of the total 
£300m allocation of funds. Projects are 
in some of the most challenging states in 
the world, including Somalia, Afghanistan 
and Sierra Leone.

Second is the ‘innovation window’, 
which focuses on implementing new, 
innovative ideas to support marginalised 
girls to succeed in their education. 
The final branch is the ‘strategic 
partnerships window’, which focuses on 
establishing new partnerships with the 
private sector. This model was set up to 
encourage the private sector to match-
fund the investments made by DFID. 
Companies involved include Discovery 
Communications, the Coca-Cola 
Company, Avanti Communications  
and Ericsson.

The Girls’ Education Challenge 
programme team is made up of 
managers both in the UK and in the local 
countries. PwC works in an alliance 
alongside external subject-matter experts 

and colleagues from three specialist 
organisations (Social Development 
Direct, Nathan Associates, and FHI 360). 
A dedicated team in DFID also provides 
strategic oversight.

“We started by assessing the projects 
that would be eligible for the funding,” 
explains Emily Meager, programme 
manager at PwC. More than 1,500 
projects applied for funding, and this  
has resulted in 36 operational projects 
across 18 countries: “We chose those  
that showed value for money and would 
be likely to be sustainable after the 
funding finishes.”

PAYMENT BY RESULTS
Value for money is a key consideration 
of the programme, and has been at its 
heart since the inception. Sixteen projects 
have a proportion of their budget ‘at risk’, 
whereby they only receive the money 
when they show they have delivered their 
objectives, and an additional bonus where 
they exceed their targets.

This was a challenge at first, says 
Meager: “Payment by results was a 
relatively new approach for many of the 
grant recipients when we first started.  
It required a new way of thinking, which 
focused on achieving the outcomes of the 
projects, but also putting into place the 
mechanisms to measure them.”

Baselines were undertaken by projects 
to measure girls’ initial learning and 
attendance levels in schools at the start  
of the programme. “It has to be something 
we can measure against, which ensures 
that we understand the intervention,” 
says Meager. “We did this upfront and  
set targets for each of the projects so  
that they had clear goals around outputs 
and outcomes.”

The result is that the programme will 
offer new insight into international-
development education projects. DFID is 
undertaking a longitudinal study of the 
programme’s outputs and outcomes.

“This programme provides a great 
opportunity to build on the evidence 
about what really works in education 
and what doesn’t, and why this is the 
case,” explains Meager. “The programme 
will provide a new view. We will have 
evidence to see whether this type of 
development programme should be  
done this way or in a different way.”

PwC’s own payments are linked  
to outcomes, and the firm must hit  
certain milestones and KPIs to be  
paid. A proportion of the firm’s fee  
is contingent on hitting these KPIs.

“WE ARE WORKING TO 
ERADICATE POVERTY 
IN A COMPLEX AND 
FRAGILE WORLD,  
SO WE NEED TO 
THINK ABOUT HOW 
WE ADAPT TO THE 
LOCAL CONTEXT”

GIRLS’ EDUCATION 
CHALLENGE
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significant events, and Meager has had  
her hands full in keeping the projects 
moving forward.

“However well you plan and have the 
right team in place, you cannot anticipate 
these sorts of events,” she explains.

The team has answered the challenges 
creatively, supporting emergency 
education interventions to allow the  
girls the projects were working with  
to maintain their identity as students. 
For example, during the Ebola outbreak 
in Sierra Leone when all schools were 
closed and restrictions placed on 
public gatherings, the Girls’ Education 
Challenge-funded projects ran radio 
programming so that the girls could  
carry on with their education. 

Meager explains: “While this type of 
intervention does not contribute overall 
to our learning targets, it means the girls 
are ready for education when the schools 
open again. It helped the girls to keep 
thinking of themselves as students, rather 

The Girls’ Education Challenge 
programme is assessed through a 
programme logframe, which monitors 
the agreed outputs of the programme. 
One of the key outcomes that measures 
success is the number of girls who 
improve their learning by 2017. The 
programme has reached more than one 
million disadvantaged girls to date. As of 
June 2016, the programme is on track to 
meet its targets, with more than 500,000 
having met the set learning targets in 
literacy and numeracy, and achieving 
significantly higher learning outcomes. 
These are robustly measured as learning 
progress over and above their peers 
outside the programme.

CHALLENGES
Operating in volatile environments is a 
challenge. From earthquakes in Nepal, 
to the Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone 
and terrorism in Afghanistan, the Girls’ 
Education Challenge projects have faced 

than ending up doing housework and 
falling out of education.

“When we are working to eradicate 
poverty in a complex and fragile world, 
we need to think about how we adapt  
to the local context to make things work. 
Our framework gives us the flexibility to 
achieve this.”

LESSONS LEARNED
The key project management lesson 
that Meager has taken away from this 
programme is that one size does not fit all.

“With a programme covering this many 
projects, the same team structure and 
approach cannot apply to everybody,” 
she explains. “We have developed slightly 
different structures for each different 
organisation, as they operate in distinct 
ways and contexts.”

This applies, for example, by taking 
a proportionate approach to how much 
monitoring the fund manager will do on 
a given project. Monitoring a project that 
operates in a stable environment, with 
strong management and less risk, will  
be more light touch, for example.

This underlines the importance of 
finding context-specific solutions. A 
tailored approach to a project is more 
efficient for all involved – there is less 
waste on processes that are not relevant  
to the project at hand.

While this programme has been one  
of the toughest that she has worked  
on, Meager says it has also been one  
of the most enjoyable: “This is a hugely 
satisfying programme to work on, and the 
subject matter is a great reason to get up 
in the morning: you know you are having 
a big impact on the girls’ lives.” 

4,599 classrooms 
constructed/renovated
34,424 girls with 
disabilities reached
67,451 teachers trained
1.6m girls reached
9.6m textbooks/
student kits disbursed
£16.7m girls’ bursaries/
stipends/cash transfers

PROGRESS 
TO DATE 
(April 2016)
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When your main contractor goes into 
administration halfway through a major 
renovation project, it’s integral that you’ve 
laid the groundwork to keep it from sinking

ON THE 
ROCKS
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HMS Victory is perhaps Britain’s most fêted ship, 
best known as Lord Nelson’s flagship at the 
Battle of Trafalgar in 1805. For many British 
naval historians, though, another battleship 
piques greater interest: HMS Namur.

From taking part in the Seven Years’  
War and Napoleonic Wars to fighting  
during the American War of Independence, 
this timber-hulled, sail-powered ship, 
launched in 1756, was key to securing 
British supremacy of the world’s oceans  
and protecting British trade.

HMS Namur’s remains were discovered 
in 1995 under several layers of flooring 
at Chatham Historic Dockyard’s 
Wheelwright’s Shop. Over the past two 
decades, the 245 timbers have been 
excavated in situ to form the centrepiece of 
a new exhibition, Command of the Oceans.

This £9.15m project, which was primarily 
funded through the Heritage Lottery Fund 
and Chatham Historic Dockyard Trust, 

was delivered by project management 
firm Artelia, and the exhibition was finally 
opened to the public in May this year.

From creating the exhibition space inside 
a listed building to constructing a new 
landmark ‘beacon’ visitor centre, the  
project had its fair share of challenges  
to overcome right from the start.

“Everything we worked on was listed 
as a scheduled ancient monument. There 
is a massive burden to ensure that you do 
not do any damage and that you have the 
correct authority to carry out the works.  
If you fail to do that, it’s straight to the 
Tower of London!” quips Stephen Prowse, 
heritage lead at Artelia, who oversaw 
Command of the Oceans. 

Prowse, a respected project director, has 
a number of high-profile heritage projects 
under his belt, including the HMS Victory 
conservation project, and the restoration 
of both Bletchley Park and Canterbury 
Cathedral, among others. He was awarded 
the APM Project Professional of the Year 
Award in 2015.

Prowse and his team were appointed 
to deliver the project in January 2014, 

“THERE IS A MASSIVE 
BURDEN TO ENSURE 
THAT YOU DO NOT DO 
ANY DAMAGE AND THAT 
YOU HAVE THE CORRECT 
AUTHORITY TO CARRY 
OUT THE WORKS”

Artelia’s Stephen Prowse  
guided the £9m ‘Command of  

the Oceans’ project through 
troubled waters to completion



“AS A PROJECT MANAGER, WHEN WE FIRST GOT 
COMMISSIONED, I MADE IT CLEAR THAT THE 
SHIP’S TIMBERS WERE TO BE SEEN AS SHARK-
INFESTED WATERS, WHERE NO ONE WAS TO  
GO UNLESS IT WAS ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL”
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following a competitive tender by Chatham 
Historic Dockyard Trust. Of the project’s 
£9.15m budget, £7.5m was allocated to 
capital works, of which £3m needed to be 
spent and completed by March 2015.

The project’s jewel in the crown was HMS 
Namur, says Prowse, but his task was also 
to construct a new building between two 
scheduled ancient monuments to link them 
and form a visitor-reception centre.

“As the project manager, when we first 
got commissioned, I made it clear that 
the ship’s timbers were to be seen as 
shark-infested waters, where no one was 
to go unless it was absolutely essential,” 
he explains. “What we were required to 
do was construct a new floor above the 
timbers to create a restaurant and shop 
on a mezzanine floor. It was absolutely 
key to have a really strong design team 
and structural engineers that could think 
outside the box.”

The trust had employed structural and 
civil engineering consultancy Price & 
Myers to work with the architect Baynes 
and Mitchell to come up with a creative 
solution. Its brief: find a way to design the 
floor with minimal interference to the 
Wheelwright’s Shop and the timbers.

“To build the new floor and protect  
the timbers, the obvious solution would 
have been to use a scaffolding deck, but 
there was a high chance that building  
and dismantling the scaffold would damage 
the timbers. With timbers of that age and 
historic value, any mark on them would  
be a great loss,” says Prowse.

To avoid using any traditional scaffolding, 
the innovative solution used by the 
contractors was a dynamic ‘hanging’ system 
called WEB Deck. Large concrete blocks 
were placed outside the building; abseilers 
then ran steel-wire ropes between them 
and fitted intermediate suspension chains 
from above. A deck was then fitted to the 
tensioned steel-wire ropes; this produced 
the working deck for the installation of the 
new mezzanine floor. On completion of the 
new floor’s primary structure, the decking 
planks were removed from above and the 
tension wires simply released and extracted 

“I had worked with FWA before – for 
example on the restoration of Bletchley Park 
– and had built a strong relationship with 
it. Directors, site managers – we knew them 
well,” says Prowse.

What he did not foresee was that FWA 
would go into administration in June 2015, 
halfway through the project’s delivery –  
a disaster.

“It was a total road crash. While I was 
on holiday last summer, FWA went into 
administration. It was a complete shock. 
I’ve given lectures on spotting the signs of 
contractors going into administration, but 
no one saw this coming,” Prowse recounts.

Coincidentally, this was not the first  
time that Prowse had been faced with  
a contractor going into administration  
while working on a project at Chatham 
Historic Dockyard. In 2008, following the 
economic crash, a contractor renovating  
No. 1 Smithery in the dockyard had its 
credit facility cut by its bank, pushing  
it into administration.

Having faced such a challenge before, 
Prowse refused to let it spell the end of 
this project: “When a contractor goes into 
administration, everyone from the company 
disappears. Doors are shut, cabins are 
locked and workers are no longer paid. 

from the building, with no damage to the 
timbers below.

“The WEB Deck worked really well and 
was brilliantly executed. Constant attention 
to detail in keeping the temporary deck 
sealed around the columns meant that, 
while routing and drilling the oak columns 
to accept the new floor-support system, 
the timbers were kept safe and free from 
contamination,” Prowse explains.

‘TOTAL ROAD CRASH’
The main contractor on the project was 
historic-building restoration specialist 
Fairhurst Ward Abbotts (FWA). At the time, 
FWA held a royal warrant for building and 
decorating services to the Queen – a safe 
pair of hands, or so Prowse thought.



 JASON HESSE  is the editor of Project
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From one day to another, everything goes  
to ground.”

PERFORMANCE BOND
Artelia moved swiftly to build a recovery 
plan that would save the project from 
failure. Within two weeks, Prowse and his 
team, working closely with the trust and 
the quantity surveyor, Bob Dollin, had put 
this together to keep work going.

Setting up a performance bond at the 
start of the project helped to keep it from 
running out of money. A performance  
bond is called for as part of the tender 
process where, on appointment, the 
contractor is contractually bound to  
provide a bond – normally for 10 per  
cent of the contract value – which the 
employer can call on if necessary. In  
the case of the Command of the Oceans 
project, the bond was worth £292,000.

“I highly recommend putting a 
performance bond in place for significant 
contracts. That way, if the contractor 
doesn’t perform on the contract, the surety 
company will be required to pay out in 
accordance with the provisions of the 
bond,” Prowse explains. “It can be a long, 
difficult process to get the money, but it 
does then give you funds to restart and 

From taking samples to building mock-
ups, this project required serious amounts 
of planning to be successful, he continues: 
“I spent 26 years in the army; my training 
taught me that, to get from A to B, you must 
plan and know what resources are required 
and can be called on if you’re in a tight 
corner and the plan has to change.”

Prowse’s plan involved direct work 
with the subcontractors that were already 
involved in the project. They knew what 
was at stake and what the project required. 

“On our advice, the trust appointed 
some of the subcontractors, and let Artelia 
manage them directly. We went back to the 
supply chain and were able to carry on with 
the conservation work,” he explains.

This was only possible thanks to the 
close relationship between Artelia, the 
subcontractors and the trust: “The trustees 
were able to listen to our recommendations 
and had the confidence to take them 
forward to their funders. This put their own 
liability on the line, but it meant we did 
not have to go through multiple layers of 
bureaucracy. They were very in tune with 
us, listening to everyone involved in the 
project. At the end of the day, that’s what 
produced the goods.”

RESPECT
The mutual respect between Artelia, 
Chatham Historic Dockyard Trust and  
the rest of the professional team clearly 
played a huge role in this project coming  
to fruition. Prowse explains: “The trust  
had its day-to-day business to run, and  
I had the project to run. There was always 
that respect for each other, and it helped  
us to build a strong relationship – this was 
so important when the disappointment  
of the administration happened.”

Prowse says that the key lesson from  
this project is to de-risk as much as 
possible, wherever possible. “Check  
and double check, through samples,  
that things will work. Make sure you 
personally have detailed knowledge of  
the programme and how it will be 
delivered,” he explains. “Having that 
knowledge enabled me to re-engineer  
the project when things went wrong.

“I also cannot overemphasise the 
importance of establishing respect and  
trust between you and the client. Ensure  
the client has a clear vision and a level  
of authority to make decisions when you 
require them. From our side, that means 
being able to give clear, concise advice, all 
the way through, and to remain consistent. 
My job is to make their job easy.” 

re-tender the project. It’s a good insurance 
plan. If appropriate, a parent company 
guarantee can also be sought to protect  
the employer”

In this case, because FWA went into 
administration, the contractor couldn’t 
fulfil its contract, therefore Artelia and the 
trustees of Chatham Historic Dockyard 
could execute the bond. This gave them 
£292,000 to get the project back on track.

The project itself was in the middle of 
its critical path when it came off the rails, 
explains Prowse, so it was vital to keep 
things progressing. He showed empathy 
not just for the trust, but also all of the 
subcontractors that were involved in the 
project. Understanding their needs and 
their concerns meant that he was better 
able to coordinate the project’s rescue plan.

“It is frustrating that, once funding goes 
to the main contractor, you no longer have 
any control over where the money goes,” 
he explains. “When the contractor goes into 
administration, it is the subcontractors that 
are worst hit. They are the ones that lose 
hundreds of thousands of pounds because 
the contractor is unable to pay them.”

In terms of the project’s budget, although 
there was some overspend compared with 
the original plan (to the tune of nearly 
£500,000), overall, the finances were saved 
thanks to the resources that had already 
been put in place and the recovery plan. 
The additional funding required was met 
by the performance bond and the Heritage 
Lottery Fund (HLF), which intervened to 
allocate additional money.

“We put together a compelling paper to 
convince the Heritage Lottery Fund. The 
trustees have a good relationship with it, 
as do I,” explains Prowse, an HLF mentor 
himself. “As soon as the HLF was able to 
help with the shortfall, we could execute 
the plan to re-phase the work and meet  
the deadline as best we could.”

RECOVERY
This project already had a challenging 
brief; working in and around a scheduled 
monument involves masses of paperwork 
and red tape. But that is not all: the site 
constraints were huge, says Prowse:  
“Our new building had to be built to 
connect with two timber-frame buildings. 
In the Wheelwright’s Shop, the foundation 
works had to be done between the historic 
timbers. We had to engineer our way  
out of things using skilled craftsmen  
and knowhow.”

He adds that Nigel Howard, the trust’s 
own ‘go-to’ man for anything conservation 
related, was a very valuable member of  
the team.

The key lesson from 
this project, Prowse 

says, is to always  
de-risk and put in  

place a detailed plan 



The EU referendum result came as a shock to many, and the  
market responded swiftly, with stocks and the value of the  
pound falling sharply. Thankfully, these have started to recover, 
but uncertainty over future trade arrangements and market 
access continues to lead to slower investment decisions and 
hiring. But what effect might Brexit have on projects?

Allan Wilén, economics director at industry analysis and 
forecasting firm Glenigan, says that the referendum result  
caused an initial “big shock”, but it is still too early to tell  
how projects will be affected in the long term. Many 
organisations simply do not know in which direction the  
UK is heading, but there is already an expectation that  
economic growth will now be slower than it would have  
been if Britain had voted to maintain the status quo.

“This was the biggest decision of a generation. It affects  
how, as a nation, we refocus our economy, our priorities,  
and how we ought to drive the markets forward. While it  
is unclear how things will evolve, it is worth adding that  
it was also unclear how things would have evolved had we  
voted to stay in the EU,” he explains. “The only thing we  
do know with certainty is that markets do not like volatility.”

Projects had already been affected by the uncertainty 
surrounding the vote in the build-up to the referendum.  
From February onwards, says Wilén, tension has been  
building: “This has translated into projects being put  
on hold – our latest data, for May, shows that confidence  
was ‘very weak’, particularly in construction projects.”

Does this mean project managers should expect a  
similar downturn to 2008’s? Wilén says no. 

“The 2008 financial crisis was very sharp and very  
dramatic, but we’re not in that situation today,” he says.  
“Yes, the economy will be tougher, but we are not going  
to see the massive freeze of lending that characterised  
the credit crunch. We are looking at a more moderate  
weakening in activity.”

In the short term, this means a slowdown in spending.  
Half of the UK economy is driven by consumer spending,  
and this has a significant knock-on effect on the rest of  
the economy. The big swing factor for projects will be  
how consumers’ caution then affects business investment.

“Organisations are holding back to try to assess what the 
outcome will be,” says Wilén. “One of the big drivers for  
inward investment over the past year has been foreign 
companies gaining access to the single market. The UK was  
a way into Europe, so foreign firms would invest in the UK  
in order to be inside the EU single market. If we will no longer  
be a part of it, that has huge implications.”

In terms of how long it will take to recover, Wilén says this 
hangs on the government’s economic strategy. 

“Will we carry on as before, with the UK continuing to be a 
part of the single market – albeit not one that has direct control 
and influence? In this case, we should see a relatively stable 
picture,” he says. “The alternative is for us to leave entirely, but 
I just cannot see how that could take place. We will continue to 
trade with Europe.”

PRIVATE-SECTOR SLOWDOWN
Despite the weakened confidence, projects that have already 
started are generally secure, he adds: “They have already made 
the commitment and will press on with those projects. But, 
going forward, expect a lot of reappraisals. The pipeline in the 

private sector is going to  
slow down, but less so in  
the public sector over the  
next 18 months.”

Wilén believes that, should 
private-sector work drop 
significantly, you can expect 
the government to accelerate 
the flow of government-
funded projects. “Though  
of course,” he adds, “if you 
have weaker economic  

growth over the longer term, the scope for public spending  
will be inevitably constrained.”

There are also political challenges faced by the government: if 
it prioritises funding for larger projects in an attempt to reboot 
the economy, this would likely be at the cost of spending money 
in other areas.

For project professionals, however, it is not all bad news:  
your skills will continue to be in demand, Wilén believes.

“The labour market is already very tight for project managers,” 
he explains. “And with strong project management skills in short 
supply, it will remain tight. 

“If anything, given the fact that we have potential disruption 
within the economy, a project professional’s skills – identifying 
projects, winning work and delivering projects – will become 
even more valued and important.” 

 JASON HESSE  is the editor of Project

How will Britain leaving the  
EU affect projects? JASON HESSE 

sits down with economist  
Allan Wilén to find out
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WE’RE NOT IN THAT 
SITUATION TODAY”



DOES THE UK REALLY 
FAIL TO DELIVER?
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Late. Ugly. Over budget. British construction and engineering projects have an 
image problem. JOHN PELTON looks at why, and how the profession is changing

It is often claimed that the UK struggles to 
deliver construction and engineering 
projects. The list of projects that have 
failed to be delivered on time or to 
budget includes some familiar names: 
the Millennium Dome, the Scottish 
Parliament Building and the new 
Wembley Stadium, to list a few.

However, one must also consider the 
other side of the coin: projects such as 
the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic 
Games, the Channel Tunnel Rail Link and 
Heathrow Terminal 5, all of which were 
delivered successfully. 

Crossrail, the biggest construction 
project in Europe, is on target, and  
has already been more successful than 
almost any other major rail project at  
an equivalent stage, despite being at the 
very top of the complexity league table. 

Before even entering the construction 
phase, Thames Tideway Tunnel is looking 
at shaving off more than 18 months from 
its construction programme, significantly 
reducing the impact on those potentially 
affected by the works. 

So while some projects still seem  
to struggle, others are demonstrating  
the UK’s world-class ability to deliver 
major projects on time and to budget. 
Now we need to learn from that 
experience to finally lose the reputation 
for struggling to deliver construction  
and engineering projects.

One of the key lessons from London 
2012 was the value of programme 
management that draws on a vision- 
based approach. For the Olympics,  
this was ‘to use the power of the Games  
to inspire lasting change’; for Crossrail,  
it is ‘moving London forward’.

Programme management reflects 
the complexity and scale of major 

infrastructure delivery, and is characterised 
by multiple interfaces, the need for 
systems thinking and a focus on outcomes. 
It requires time and energy to be invested 
at the beginning to ensure the scope is 
right from the start. It then involves a 
rigorous controls mechanism to manage 
change, risk and opportunity effectively. 
Finally, governance is key to providing  
the appropriate authority, scrutiny  
and assurance. 

For London 2012, the Olympic Delivery 
Authority and its delivery partner CLM 
provided a construct that matched the 
complexity but enabled timely decision 
making. Crossrail’s ‘integrated team’ 
reflects the different needs of a complex 
tunnelling and rail programme, but  
has proved to be similarly effective.

All successful programmes demonstrate 
a common characteristic: collaboration. 
The opening ceremony of London 2012 
provided a significant driver to encourage 
people to work together to meet the 
schedule. Yet the programme was also 
delivered under budget, which suggests 
that something deeper was at work. 

PARTNERING CONTRACTS
The emergence of partnering contract 
forms has been integral to establishing  
the right conditions by making partnering 
behaviours central to delivery, and  
by placing the emphasis on incentives, 
not penalties. 

However, the culture is not only about 
the supply chain. Increasingly, clients 
and sponsors are becoming aware of the 
significance and benefits of their role in 
developing a collaborative environment. 

Just as it is equally vital for the  
supply chain to be incentivised and  
for those incentives to be aligned  

with the programme benefits and overall 
outcome, it is vital that the client team 
has sufficient delegation of authority  
and accountability to be able to discharge 
its responsibilities effectively within the 
programme environment. 

Collaboration is not achieved  
without hard work, but the results  
can be extraordinary, as London  
2012 demonstrated, and as the  
Thames Tideway Tunnel programme  
is beginning to show.

In an industry characterised by low 
margins and a multitude of players, it 
is perhaps no surprise that investment 
in innovation and research is around 
two orders of magnitude lower than in, 
for example, the manufacturing sector. 
With information-based technologies 
now emerging that have the potential 
to fundamentally change the way that 
infrastructure assets are conceived, 
delivered and managed, the industry  
is in a period of change. 

INTRODUCING INNOVATION
Terminal 5 and London 2012 encouraged 
innovation with some major success. 
However, it was Crossrail in 2013 that 
introduced the first formal innovation 
programme on a major project. It declared 
that Crossrail was open for innovation 
and it set the culture of collaboration 
needed for people to innovate. 

Its success after three years, delivering 
value to the project itself, the supply 
chain and the operators, has prompted 
the development of an Infrastructure 
Industry Innovation Platform. This has 
been born of major programmes where 
the clients have the scale and flexibility 
to enable it. Programmes that commit to 
the concept in the future will not only 

COLLABORATION IS NOT ACHIEVED WITHOUT HARD WORK, BUT THE  
RESULTS CAN BE EXTRAORDINARY, AS LONDON 2012 DEMONSTRATED,  

AND AS THE THAMES TIDEWAY TUNNEL PROGRAMME IS BEGINNING TO SHOW
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to the purpose and priority of 
infrastructure projects, the delay is 
minimised and the resulting programme 
planning and management optimised. 
Regional devolution has the potential  
to enable other parts of the UK to follow 
the success of the Greater London 
Authority and elected Mayor of London. 

IN PRACTICE
Back at the coal face, the project  
and programme managers must  
make sense of this complex picture.  
At the project level, there is no better 
advice than to apply the basics: be  
clear on the requirement, plan carefully 
and work collaboratively. It is also 
crucial to consider the importance of 
sticking to the plan; managing risk and 
change effectively; taking account of 
stakeholders; and celebrating success. 

At the programme level, the emphasis 
shifts to: focusing on the strategic 
vision and outcome; being flexible 
but consistent; embedding innovation 
and collaboration at the core of the 
programme; working collaboratively  
with stakeholders; and, again, being 
exceptional leaders and managers  
of people. 

The clients, too, need to provide robust 
leadership in managing the sponsors and 
external stakeholders, while supporting 

reap the benefits, but demonstrate the 
collaborative behaviours necessary for  
the success of the programme.

Often people think about the activities 
within a programme that lead to success. 
However, reaching the start line and 
getting a programme ready for delivery 
can be equally difficult. 

Crossrail was many years in gestation 
and took three years to progress through 
its hybrid-bill process. HS2 is likely 
to take six years overall to reach royal 
assent, and the airport expansion issue 
and Hinkley Point C are both subject to 
further delay. 

Simply demanding that something 
is delivered is too simplistic. We live in 
a liberal, democratic society, in which 
individual rights are cherished and 
protected; it is essential, therefore, that 
people can petition and consult on these 
major projects, and for the programme 
teams themselves to understand and 
respond to their impact. 

Although onerous, these processes can 
be managed well, as highlighted by HS2, 
which has been thoroughly proficient 
at managing the hybrid bill’s passage 
through parliament, responding to 
around 800 petitions in the process. 

It is clear from London 2012 and 
Crossrail that, when there is a national 
and regional strategy that brings clarity  

their partners to ensure the delivery  
of the programme.

As we look towards a full pipeline  
of UK infrastructure projects scheduled 
over the next decade or so, we must  
think about how we draw on previous 
project successes, while learning the 
lessons from some of the failures of  
recent major programmes. 

With the likes of Crossrail 2, Hinkley 
Point C and the restoration and renewal 
of the Palace of Westminster joining the 
likes of Thames Tideway Tunnel and HS2, 
the industry needs to start preparing itself 
to demonstrate how well it can do all of 
these things. 

The real challenge will then be to build 
on that excellence and dispel the myth 
that the UK struggles to deliver large- 
scale engineering projects and, instead, 
highlight that it is, in fact, a world leader 
in managing some of the most complex 
major programmes. 

AS WE LOOK TOWARDS A FULL PIPELINE OF UK INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS 
SCHEDULED OVER THE NEXT DECADE OR SO, WE MUST THINK ABOUT HOW  

WE DRAW ON PREVIOUS PROJECT SUCCESSES, WHILE LEARNING THE LESSONS  
FROM SOME OF THE FAILURES OF RECENT MAJOR PROGRAMMES
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As Britain continues to deliver large construction and engineering  
projects, CHARLES ORTON-JONES explores the lessons learned

 PROJECT  
HS2
 COST 
£42.6BN
 LESSON LEARNED 
DO NOT IGNORE  
OPPORTUNITY COSTS
Lord Mandelson admitted that HS2 was 
adopted to “upstage” the Tories before the 
2010 general election. The plan came with 
a highly variable cost projection – from 
£34.2bn to more than £70bn. 

Yet opposition to the project has been 
satisfied. Part of the reason is the lack of 
opportunity cost analysis. Independent 
studies have looked at how else the 
estimated £42.6bn could be used: fibre 
broadband, upgrading A-roads and 
investment in the West Coast Main Line. 
All of these could deliver higher returns 
on investment. But, as the economist 
Frédéric Bastiat noted in his seminal 1850 
essay, ‘What is Seen, and What is Unseen’, 
the human mind possesses a lack of 
imagination when considering counter-
factuals, and is unduly given to support 
what can be seen, rather than what might 
have been. 

The lesson is that any project should 
flesh out alternative uses of time, money 
and manpower to arrive at a genuine 
reflection of its merits. Lord Mandelson 
later admitted: “Perhaps the most glaring 
gap in the analysis presented to us at 
the time [was] the alternative ways of 
spending £30bn.” He now opposes HS2.

 PROJECT 
OLYMPIC STADIUM
 COST  
£486M
 LESSON LEARNED 
CONSIDER LEGACY AND PLAN 
FOR THE LONG TERM
The white elephant stadiums of Athens 
and Montreal were foremost in the mind 
of Lord Coe and his Olympic Delivery 
Authority when they planned London 
2012. The capital would not be left with 
an unused stadium – and the Olympic 
Stadium is on its way to becoming the 
jewel in the crown that is the Queen 
Elizabeth Olympic Park. 

London’s Olympic Games were fêted as 
a prime example of strong British project 
management and construction skills.  
This is a project that was delivered to  
the original brief, on time and to budget.

Since then, West Ham United Football 
Club won the bid to become the stadium’s 
tenant, paying £15m in a one-off 
payment, and £2.5m annual rent. The 
stadium will also continue to be used  
for large events, welcoming people to  
the landscaped park, which continues to 
be used by tens of thousands every week.

 PROJECT 
LEEDS FLOOD  
ALLEVIATION SCHEME
 COST 
£45M
 LESSON LEARNED 
IDENTIFY THE KEY BENEFIT
Residents of Yorkshire were furious 
when poor planning led to catastrophic 
flooding in the winter of 2015/2016. 
Thousands of homes were left without 
power over the Christmas period. The 
Leeds Flood Alleviation Scheme aims  
to avoid another catastrophe on the  
same scale. 

The project will install moveable weirs 
along the River Aire, protecting the city 
centre. Defences will also protect 3,000 
homes and 500 businesses. The work is 
being delivered by Leeds City Council, 
working with a project team including 
construction contractor BMM (a joint 
venture between BAM Nuttall and Mott 
MacDonald), the Environment Agency, 
Arup, Mouchel, Dyrhoff, the Canal & 
River Trust and Yorkshire Water. 

The key to the project? Keeping 
insurers happy. The government  
agreed with the Association of British 
Insurers that its members would insure 
homes and companies with a no worse 
than one-in-75 annual probability of 
flooding. The project is oriented to 
raising Leeds to that standard. When 
it’s achieved, the residents of low-lying 
Yorkshire will be able to sleep easy again.

THIS IS A PROJECT THAT 
WAS DELIVERED TO  

THE ORIGINAL BRIEF, ON 
TIME AND TO BUDGET



 CHARLES ORTON-JONES  is an award-
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 PROJECT 
THAMES TIDEWAY TUNNEL
 COST 
£4.2BN
 LESSON LEARNED 
PUBLIC-PRIVATE 
PARTNERSHIPS ARE STILL 
OPEN TO INNOVATION
The deal to upgrade London’s sewer 
system ought to fascinate anyone in 
project management. The complexity  
of the project alone is gripping. 

The 15-mile Thames Tideway Tunnel, 
due in 2023, is being undertaken by three 
combinations of contractors. One third  
of the funding comes from Thames Water, 
with the remaining £2.8bn funded by the 
project company. 

There are groundbreaking concepts  
in all areas. The cash flow will come  
from Thames Water customers, who will 
pay an extra £20 a year for seven years. 
The government will foot the bill for  
cost over-runs, incidents and insurance. 

It’s a remarkable set-up. The Financial 
Times marvelled, “Scratch the surface and 
[private finance initiative] resemblance 
goes”. The project will no doubt inspire 
many copycat deals along the way.

 PROJECT 
HEATHROW TERMINAL 5
 COST 
£4.3BN
 LESSON LEARNED 
BE READY FOR  
OPENING NIGHT
Over time, Heathrow Terminal 5 has been 
a big hit. But it will go down in history as 
a lesson in how not to launch. Opening 
day, in 2008, was a disaster. Flights were 
cancelled, 15,000 bags were lost and staff 
were overwhelmed. 

Reviews identified a lack of car parking 
for staff, leading to under-manning. 
Baggage handlers were under-trained, 
and staff had not been given time to 
familiarise themselves with the layout. 
British Airways, which dominates the 
terminal, asked for volunteers, but 
staff refused due to poor management 
relations at the time. When bags piled  
up due to handler shortages, there was no 
mechanism to limit the flow of new bags. 

Since then, the project has become 
Heathrow’s flagship terminal, a 
monument to British planning and 
design. But project managers would do 
well to learn the lesson from its launch.

HEATHROW TERMINAL 5 
WILL GO DOWN IN HISTORY 

AS A LESSON IN HOW  
NOT TO LAUNCH

THE ROAD AHEAD
Major UK projects are back above pre-
crash levels. Landmark projects include 
the £563m upgrade to Bank underground 
station in London, the electrification of 
the Great Western railway, Hinkley Point C 
nuclear power station and a £15.2bn roads 
upgrade by Highways England. 

The National Infrastructure Pipeline lists 
£425bn of planned investments across 600 
major projects to 2021. The private sector 
will invest more than £100bn in energy 
projects across electricity generation and 
transmission, and in the North Sea. 

The challenges? The National Audit 
Office (NAO) stated in January that a 
lack of project management skills may 
imperil the plans. The NAO warned 
government departments to stop making 
firm commitments on cost and timetables 
until plans have been properly tested. 
It demanded projects be prioritised 
by strategic importance, and insisted 
there was a lack of transparency in 
major projects, including a lack of clear 
performance indicators. There is often  
“no systematic monitoring of whether  
the intended benefits have been achieved” 
warned the NAO. (To read more about the 
NAO’s report, see Project, Summer 2016, 
page 38.)
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An Olympian feat
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Something must be going right if you pick up an OBE before you 
turn 30. Jess Annison is living proof, discovers CHARLES ORTON-JONES

Jess Annison was awarded her Officer of the Order of the British 
Empire (OBE) post-nominal letters at the age of 29 for her 
work on London 2012. Today, still only 33 years old, she 
runs the portfolio office at the Open University (OU).  
How did she do it?

Some high-fliers have a masterplan for world 
domination, but Annison “fell into project management”, 
she says with a genuine air of surprise. “I just knew I 
wanted to make a difference and improve things, and  
that often happens through projects,” she adds.

Her entry to the profession came when she joined the 
Civil Service’s Fast Stream graduate programme, where  
she benefited from the service’s renowned training.

“The graduate scheme is run on 12-month placements,” 
she explains. “In my first year, I managed a number of  
small process- and performance-improvement projects  
in the Home Office. In the second, I led an operations team 
rolling out new asylum processes across the UK. Then I  
was seconded to the Foreign and Commonwealth Office.” 

LONDON 2012
At the Foreign Office, Annison ran diverse projects and 
change-management initiatives. Then she was encouraged 
to go for promotion and landed the juicy job of helping  
to plan the 2012 Olympic Games in London.

That was January 2008, six months before the Beijing 
Olympics. Annison wound up with the hot-potato role of 
security. The mood was jumpy. The London 7/7 bombings 
occurred the day after the Olympic bid announcement in 
2005. In the run up to London 2012, the press ran stories 
such as ‘Have 60 al-Qaeda Brits got the London Olympics 
in their sights?’ (The Sun) and ‘Terrorists “plotting cyanide 
poison hand cream attack”’ (The Daily Telegraph).

Her vision was to maximise security while ensuring near 
zero intrusion: “We were always clear this wasn’t going to 
be a security event with some sport thrown in. Security 
is often the ‘bad guy’, the bit that takes the shine off your 
holiday before you’ve even left the airport. We wanted this 
to be different – safe and secure, but not intrusive.”

The solution? An Olympian dose of project management: 
careful planning, collaborative working with a huge range 
of stakeholders, risk-based decision making and plenty of 
testing. “I was involved in the screening for pedestrians and 
athletes,” says Annison. “They went through a bag check 
and walked through a metal detector. We spent a lot of time 
on how to structure the screening and keep people moving. 
We knew we couldn’t let queues build up. The Millennium 
Dome had queues – a nightmare!”

Volunteers were recruited to supplement the core 
security team: “They greeted visitors and answered 
questions. It was great, and hadn’t been done before.”

Just before London 2012 began, disaster struck. 
Outsourcer G4S announced it wouldn’t be ready  

to provide all of the security personnel it had promised.  
The army had to step in.

How did it feel to have a third party put everything 
at risk? What were the emotions? “Pretty fraught!” 
remembers Annison. “But I look back with total pride  
on how everyone – including G4S, the Ministry of  
Defence, the government and the police – collectively 
pulled together. There was a lot of adrenaline and long 
hours. It was tense, but we knew what we needed to do.”

In the end, the opening ceremony was a triumph.  
There were no queues, and the mood was euphoric.  
After the event, then London mayor Boris Johnson  
would even include G4S in his roll-call of thanks. One 
hopes its investors said a quiet word of thanks to Annison.

The government certainly noticed. Annison got her  
OBE shortly after: “I was shocked. There were plenty  
of swear words when I opened the letter!”

She stresses that her role didn’t end when London 2012 
finished. In line with project management best practice, 
she stayed on to pass on the lessons learned to the Glasgow 
Commonwealth Games and Rio Olympics planners.

PASTURES NEW
Annison knew the only way to follow up such a high  
was to take on another big challenge – so she joined 
PA Consulting. There she ran all sorts of projects, from 
installing project management functions in a logistics 
organisation to information security at a defence company.

“I liked consulting, but I knew I preferred being part 
of a permanent team,” she says. When a role came up 
at the OU, it was the right time to move again. The job is 
huge; the OU has more than 170,000 students. And the 
culture is different: “There’s a great deal of autonomy and 
discovery. That is part of the beauty. But also, I enjoy the 
challenge. Many academics like to have good arguments 
and discussions. That is a challenge when implementing 
significant change.”

One of her big triumphs has been to win the OU 
corporate accreditation from APM, making it the first 
university to do so. Now she’s helping the OU change  
its structure as part of its new strategic plan.

Is there a lesson in Annison’s meteoric rise? She hints 
that experiences, not qualifications, are the best way  
to the top: “I put more into building relationships and  
learning from other people – having buddies and mentors.”

And, ironically for an arch planner, she advises 
practitioners to keep their options open. “I never had a 
career plan,” she admits. “I still don’t. Don’t worry too 
much. Look out for opportunities and be brave. Have 
confidence things will work out. They probably will.” 

RISING
STAR



An Olympian feat

“I LOOK BACK WITH 
PRIDE ON HOW 
EVERYONE – G4S, 
THE MINISTRY OF 
DEFENCE, THE 
GOVERNMENT 
AND THE POLICE 
– COLLECTIVELY 
PULLED TOGETHER. 
THERE WAS A LOT OF 
ADRENALINE.  
IT WAS TENSE, BUT 
WE KNEW WHAT  
WE NEEDED TO DO”
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JESS ANNISON 
Age: 33

Organisation: The Open University
2014: Joined the Open University 
as head of the portfolio office
2013: Joined PA Consulting’s 
project management practice 
2012: Awarded an OBE for 
services to delivering the  
London 2012 Olympic and 
Paralympic Games
2008: Became Olympic  
security portfolio manager  
at the Home Office
2005: Joined Civil Service Fast 
Stream (Home Office, Foreign  
and Commonwealth Office)
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How is the project management profession 
evolving? What are the trends in salary and 
demographics in projects? 

APM’s Salary and Market Trends Survey 
2016 shows how the profession is changing 
– and there is good news for project 
managers. This year, the majority (82 per 
cent) are satisfied in their jobs, and salaries 
are going up.

Indeed, compared with 2015, project 
managers’ salaries have increased by 10 per 
cent on average, to reach an average wage 
of £50,000 per annum, with additional 
benefits averaging £6,000. Of course, in 
exchange for more money, project managers 
are expected to have a wider set of skills. In 
addition to their core project management 
responsibilities, project professionals are 
now expected to be strong communicators, 
have more formal qualifications and show 
stronger business acumen.

Over the next six pages, we take a deep 
dive into APM’s Salary and Market Trends 
Survey 2016 to pull out the key findings of 
the research and offer insight into what this 
means to you, as a project professional. 

We hope this special report will help you 
benchmark yourself against your peers and 
discover the skills that you need in order to 
progress in your career.

 PAGE 44 
APM Salary and Market Trends 
Survey 2016 in numbers
 PAGE 46 
Don’t get left behind: why you need 
to keep your skill set up to date
 PAGE 48 
The only way is up: a deep dive  
into 2016 salary trends
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Who is the ‘average’  
project manager?
n Male, 50 years  

old, white
n Lives in London or the 

south of England
n Works in a large 

defence or construction 
organisation (250+ staff)

n Salary of £50,000
n 82% are very or fairly 

satisfied in their 
current role

What benefits do project 
managers receive?
n 69% contributory 

pension
n 56% mobile phone
n 48% performance-

related bonus
n 48% professional  

fees paid

Men 
£53,000

Women 
£41,000

Gross annual base salary

Value of additional benefits
£7,000 / £5,000

29% pay gap

IT PAYS TO WORK 
INTERNATIONALLY. AVERAGE 

SALARY IS CONSIDERABLY 
HIGHER AMONG THOSE 

WHO WORK ABROAD
UK

Salary 

£49,230 
Additional benefits 

£6,000
Total 

£55,230

Internationally

Salary 

£61,000 
Additional benefits 

£10,000
Total 

£71,000

£85,000

£49,000

73% pay gap  
Contractors  

v employees

THE LEVEL OF 
MEMBERSHIP MATTERS. 

PROFESSIONALS WITH FULL 
MEMBERSHIP EARN THE 
GREATEST AMOUNT BY A 

CONSIDERABLE DISTANCE
Full member 

£60,000 
Corporate 

£44,650

Associate 

£43,655 
Student 

£25,000

APM MEMBERS EARN  
MORE ON AVERAGE THAN 

NON-MEMBERS 
Average for total sample: £50,000

APM members 

£52,000 
Non-members 

£46,000

THE HIGHEST 
AVERAGE SALARY 

IS RECORDED IN 
LONDON: £55,753.  

THE LOWEST 
AVERAGE SALARY 

IS IN NORTHERN 
IRELAND: £39,000

FEWER THAN ONE IN 10 
RESPONDENTS WORK 

AS CONTRACTORS. 
AMONG THESE, THE 

AVERAGE SALARY  
IS £85,000 

ON AVERAGE, MEN EARN 
29% MORE THAN THEIR 

FEMALE COUNTERPARTS
£50,000 £48,000

£46,850

£50,000

£48,000

£55,753£52,000£47,000

£39,000

£44,000

£48,500

£49,960

WHAT ARE THE REASONS FOR WORKING AS A CONTRACTOR?

CONTRACTORS
(Different to previous employee stats)

Career  
choice 

 

47%
Better off 
financially 

 

39%
Work-life 

balance 
 

35%

Made 
unemployed 

 

17%

 
Other 

 

9%
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AROUND TWO-THIRDS HAVE OPERATED AS 
CONTRACTORS FOR AT LEAST THREE YEARS

THE AVERAGE DAY RATE FOR 
CONTRACTORS IS £450

Less than  
1 year 

 

13%

Less than  
3 months 

 

12%

1 to 3  
years 

 

24%

4 to 6  
months 

 

20%

3 to 5  
years 

 

18%

6 to 12  
months 

 

38%

More than  
5 years 

 

45%

More than  
12 months 

 

29%
Median  

day rate
 

£450

CONTRACT LENGTHS ARE TYPICALLY  
MORE THAN SIX MONTHS IN DURATION

Less than £200

£200–£299

£300–£399

£400–£499

£500–£599

£600–£699

£700–£799

£800–£899

£900–£999

£1,000 or more

4%

23%
18%

10%

20%
11%

6%

1%
3%

WHAT IS MOST IMPORTANT WHEN  
SEARCHING FOR A NEW ROLE?

EDUCATION 
 WHEN DID RESPONDENTS LAST STUDY FOR A PROJECT  

MANAGEMENT-RELATED QUALIFICATION?

Diverse and interesting work

Salary

Career progression

Location

Management culture

Job security

Responsibility

Training and development

28%

11%
12%

26%

9%
8%

3%
1%

5%

27%
Very satisfied

55%
Fairly satisfied

15%
Not very satisfied

3%
Not at all satisfied

HAPPINESS 
HOW SATISFIED ARE  

PROJECT MANAGERS?

HOW BIG ARE THE  
PROJECTS THAT PROJECT 
MANAGERS WORK ON?  

THE AVERAGE SIZE IS

23%  
WITHIN THE  

PAST 6 MONTHS

15%  
7 TO 12  

MONTHS AGO

24% 
1 TO 2  

YEARS AGO

19%  
3 TO 4  

YEARS AGO

10%  
5 TO 6  

YEARS AGO

10%  
7+ YEARS  

AGO £500M

£7.5M
BUT MORE THAN  

10% OF RESPONDENTS 
WORK ON PROJECTS 

WITH A VALUE IN  
EXCESS OF
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“A MODERN PROJECT MANAGER 
NEEDS TO HAVE AN INTELLECTUAL 
FLEXIBILITY THAT ALLOWS 
THEM TO STEER THEIR PROJECTS 
SAFELY THROUGH THE EVER-
CHANGING STRATEGIES, 
PRIORITIES, DEADLINES AND 
OFTEN CONFLICTING GOALS OF THE 
MODERN BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT”

The face of project management is evolving. With new demands  
from industry to deliver projects of ever-greater complexity  
in a rapidly changing global environment, new ways of  
learning and working must be adopted in order to survive.

These new demands have placed additional requirements  
on project professionals to learn new skills – leadership,  
business acumen, etc – outside their core project  
management responsibilities. 

While many enter the profession with these new skills under 
their belt, a high quantity still access project management later 
in their career, with their attitudes already pre-set. In fact, 
according to APM’s Salary and Market Trends Survey 2016,  
as many as 30 per cent of respondents held a previous job role  
in engineering before becoming a project manager.

As a result, many project managers lack the necessary skills  
to succeed in the new project environment.

“Project management is no longer seen as the rigid adherence 
to a process,” says David Hamilton of project management 
consultancy Projecting, who has more than 17 years’ experience 
managing projects in the financial services sector. “A modern 
project manager needs to have an intellectual flexibility that 
allows them to steer their projects safely through the ever-
changing strategies, priorities, deadlines and often conflicting 
goals of the modern business environment.”

The changing nature of project management is further 
highlighted by the skills that project managers deem to be 
important, and those that organisations actually want (and  
are looking for). 

According to the APM survey, only 11 per cent of project 
managers said the ability to coach and mentor was an important 
skill. However, when asked ‘Which skills and competencies do 
you think are currently lacking in your organisation’s project 
management professionals and require training?’, coaching and 

mentoring featured in joint second place, below leadership and 
management, with more than a quarter claiming it was lacking 
in their current organisation. 

It was a similar story with leadership and management  
(line management). Nearly 40 per cent said it was an important 
skill, yet more than a quarter (30 per cent) said it was the 
competency most lacking in their organisation.

This disconnect is evident in other results. The survey  
reveals that 52 per cent of project managers spend more  
than 30 per cent of their time involved with leadership and 
stakeholder-management tasks. This is in contrast to more 
traditional skills. More than three-quarters of respondents  
spend less than 30 per cent of their time on governance, and 
nearly two-thirds report they spend less than 30 per cent  
of their time on planning and controls. 

“Stakeholder management has gained a much more important 
place in the project manager’s arsenal, and rightly so,” says 
Hamilton. “In an environment of seemingly endless corporate 
restructures, mergers, acquisitions, outsourcing, and changing 
economic and regulatory environments, the ability to manage  
a diverse mix of senior stakeholders, across geographies, is key.”

SOLUTIONS 
So how does the profession address the lack of soft skills?  
For Hamilton, it is about looking at the scope of learning,  
and gaining a broader knowledge in the field. 

“A project manager needs to use a mixture of tools and 
techniques to deliver projects successfully in a constantly 
changing environment,” he says. “When I started, you could  
say ‘PRINCE2®’ and that would be sufficient. Now it is routine 
to be asked about various agile techniques, programme 
management methodologies and techniques like Six Sigma.”

Another solution lies in the dissemination of knowledge  
and the sharing of good practice between and within  
projects to ensure mistakes aren’t repeated. Junior project 
managers will also be able to gain valuable insights thanks  
to real-time examples. 

A good example of this is Crossrail’s Learning Legacy 
Programme. Through a series of knowledge-sharing exercises 
including events, webinars and publications, the team at 
Crossrail is able to show fellow project managers across the 
world just what it does, how it does it and what challenges  
it has faced in order to succeed. More importantly, it is an 
opportunity to show what it takes to be ‘world class’. 

Investment in training and raising professional standards is 
vital, too. To ensure project professionals from any walk of life 
are equipped to manage today’s challenges, we need the ability 

DON’T GET  
LEFT BEHIND
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Why project managers risk falling behind if they fail to learn  
the skills necessary to succeed in the new project environment
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Stakeholder management and communications
Planning

Budgeting/cost control and financial management
Risk/issue and opportunity management

Decision making
Leadership and management (line management)

Breadth/diversity of thinking
Scheduling

Resource management
Quality management

Strategic management
Data and analytical skills and insight

Coaching and mentoring
Procurement

Creativity
Other

Not applicable

Leadership and management (line management)
Strategic management

Coaching and mentoring
Breadth/diversity of thinking

Risk/issue and opportunity management
Creativity

Decision making
Budgeting/cost control and financial management

Stakeholder management and communications
Planning

Resource management
Quality management

Data and analytical skills and insight
Scheduling

Procurement
Other

Not applicable

IMPORTANT SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONALS

SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES LACKING IN CURRENT ORGANISATION

67%

28%

53%

26%
26%

53%
51%

25%

39%

24%

39%

23%

25%

22%

23%

20%

21%

19%
19%
19%

17%
16%

14%

17%

11%

14%

11%

13%

9%

11%

2%

2%

4%

14%
Source: APM Salary and Market Trends 
Survey 2016; 4,879 respondents
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 JAMES DRIVER  is communications manager at APM

STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT 
AND COMMUNICATION  

IS IDENTIFIED BY THE  
VAST MAJORITY OF PROJECT 

MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONALS 
AS A KEY SKILL

RESPONDENTS IDENTIFY 
A WIDE RANGE OF SKILLS 

AND COMPETENCIES 
LACKING IN THEIR CURRENT 
ORGANISATION, ALTHOUGH 

PROPORTIONS IDENTIFYING 
EACH ARE FAIRLY MODEST

AUTUMN 2016 << PROJECT

to demonstrate good practice in project teams. This requires 
ongoing training to maintain the highest standards and learn  
the latest techniques. 

The good news is that the profession is hungry to learn  
new skills. APM’s survey shows that half of project professionals 
who have been in their role for more than five years are looking 
to undertake training to gain the skills needed to thrive in the 
corporate environment. 

For businesses, the return on investment in training and 
mentoring their project professionals is far greater thanks  
to the cost savings made throughout projects and the increased 
certainty of first-time project success. For individuals, 
professional qualifications are increasingly being used to 
leverage higher salaries and greater influence over moves  
up the career ladder.

REWARDING EXPERIENCE 
Despite the pressures of the ‘new world’ being placed on project 
managers, there are still rewards to be had. The profession 

continues to offer high levels of job satisfaction and security, 
with 82 per cent of project managers claiming to be satisfied  
in their current role, and 60 per cent expecting a pay rise in  
the next 12 months. Large corporates, too, recognise that salaries 
paid to project professionals need to reflect the new skills and 
responsibilities asked of them.

The survey shows that project managers are now enjoying 
salaries 10 per cent higher than in 2015. This amounts to an 
average wage of £50,000 per annum and additional benefits 
averaging £6,000, with some respondents claiming benefits 
packages in excess of £150,000 a year.

This level of remuneration isn’t unexpected due to the need 
for more than £500bn worth of national infrastructure projects 
to be managed in the near future, a task that will require a huge 
amount of professionalism and responsibility, and offer very 
little margin for error. 
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ONE WAY TO BOOST 
YOUR EARNINGS IS 
TO BE A MEMBER OF A 
PROFESSIONAL BODY.  
THE SURVEY SHOWS THAT 
A FULL MEMBER OF APM 
EARNS NEARLY £10,000 
MORE PER YEAR THAN  
A NON-MEMBER

Things are looking up. Project managers continue to feel positive  
about their roles and the organisations in which they work. 

Around two-thirds (61 per cent) of the 4,879 UK project 
professionals that took part in APM’s annual Salary and Market 
Trends Survey say that their organisation is experiencing 
growth, with 41 per cent also looking to recruit additional  
staff. Project management organisations in the West Midlands 
are most optimistic: 75 per cent expect growth, and 58 per cent 
are also looking to hire.

Project professionals enjoy their jobs, on the whole.  
More than three-quarters (77 per cent) 
are satisfied in their current role, which 
explains why so many have worked in 
their organisation for extended periods. 
Half of respondents have been with their 
current employer for more than five years.

“Job satisfaction is hugely important,” 
says Lee Stebbings, client services 
director at Rethink Talent Management. 
“Employees want to believe they’re doing 
the right thing, and being treated and 
paid fairly.”

It seems employers have taken this on 
board. The survey reveals that salaries are 
moving upward. The mean base salary 
for project managers – excluding bonuses 
and other benefits – is now £50,000. Naturally, this number 
varies depending on levels of experience, qualifications and 
location: the average project professional in Northern Ireland 
earns £39,000, compared to an average of £55,753 in London.

BONUS CULTURE
Stebbings attributes increasing salaries to supply and demand: 
“Demand for project management skills has continued to 
increase over the past 24 months. There is a skills shortage, 
particularly for permanent roles, which has led to fierce 
competition to attract the best candidates. This means 
companies are taking hiring seriously, treating people  
correctly and offering them attractive benefits.”

This is reflected in the survey. On average, the value of 
additional benefits, before tax, is £6,000. The most frequently 
included perks reported by respondents are a contributory 
pension (69 per cent), a mobile phone (56 per cent), professional 
subscriptions and fees (48 per cent), a performance-related 
bonus (48 per cent) and health insurance (44 per cent).

“While a contributory pension scheme is clearly an important 
benefit, we’ve found that candidates are more focused on 

benefits that will make their lives easier, such as their car 
allowance or an annual bonus,” says Stebbings. 

This view is echoed by Vince Hines, managing director at 
survey partner Wellingtone Project Management: “Candidates 
want as much salary as possible, but more organisations are 
waking up to bonuses. We traditionally associate bonuses with 
sales jobs, but organisations are increasingly providing a bonus 
scheme that extends to project management roles. The pension 
benefit is interesting – and certainly very attractive – but you’ll 
find that people under 35 just aren’t interested in it. They’d 

prefer the money upfront.”

QUALIFY FOR QUALITY
With such a competitive market for 
project professionals, it is benefits that 
can tilt a candidate towards working for 
a company. “A lot of project professionals 
are on the move, as there is always the 
carrot of more money elsewhere,” says 
Stebbings. “Ultimately, the financial purse 
strings are the key motivator.”

This could explain why companies are 
proactively offering higher salaries and 
benefits to employees. More than half  
(59 per cent) of survey respondents 
anticipate that their pay and benefits  

will increase over the next year. It is worth noting, however,  
that most respondents are staying put: just 33 per cent said  
they were likely to move organisations.

One way to boost your earnings is to be a member of a 
professional body. The survey shows that a full member of APM 
earns nearly £10,000 more per year than a non-member – not 
bad for a membership fee of £158. Being a member of APM gives 
you access to ongoing professional development, but also the 
recognition that you are part of a serious organisation.

“Very few organisations have a holistic career-development 
programme. There is hardly anything serious out there, other 
than generic qualifications,” says Rod Sowden, managing 
director at Aspire Europe, a project management consultancy 
and training provider. “This is one of the biggest obstacles to 
increased performance. Too many organisations are happy doing 
things as they have always been done, not wanting to challenge 
their employees with new qualifications and learning methods. 
In return, most project management teams see training as a 
route to qualifications, not to improving their performance.”

When asked, ‘What are the skills and competencies lacking 
in your organisation?’, respondents listed leadership and 

THE ONLY 
WAY IS UP

PROJECT >> AUTUMN 2016

APM’s Salary and Market Trends Survey 2016 offers an insight into the 
industry’s recruitment and pay. JASON HESSE looks at key salary trends

PROJECTSPECIAL REPORTAPM SALARY SURVEY
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 JASON HESSE  is the editor of Project

WHEN ASKED, ‘WHAT 
ARE THE SKILLS AND 
COMPETENCIES LACKING 
IN YOUR ORGANISATION?’, 
RESPONDENTS LISTED 
LEADERSHIP AND 
MANAGEMENT, COACHING 
AND MENTORING AND 
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT 
AS THE TOP THREE 
WEAKEST SPOTS
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management (28 per cent), coaching and mentoring (26 per 
cent) and strategic management (26 per cent) as the top three 
weakest spots. Increased career development and obtaining 
formal qualifications can improve these skills dramatically.

Hines says this has never been more important. “Go get the 
qualifications. Everyone has PRINCE2® – seize the benefits of 
the APM qualification route to differentiate yourself from the 
market,” he explains. “It’s amazing how many have been doing  
a project management role their entire career but do not have 
the badges to show it. It’s a good way to stand out as a candidate 
and negotiate a higher salary.”

There is no shame in negotiating (see page 74); indeed, 
employers expect this. “Recruitment managers are willing  
to negotiate and can offer a slightly higher 
salary if they find the right candidate,” 
Hines explains. “A lot of companies are 
happy to flex a little in order to get the 
person that they really want.”

CONTRACTORS
Given that projects are temporary, they 
lend themselves to bringing in resource 
on a temporary basis. Consequently, 
project management has a very mature 
contract market.

For the 338 contractors that 
participated in the survey, the top three 
reasons given for going freelance were 
career choice (47 per cent), being better-
off financially (39 per cent) and work-life 
balance (35 per cent). An additional 17 per 
cent started contracting after being made unemployed.

“Many people get to a certain point in their career and  
decide – because they have the right background and CV  
– to begin contracting, and many do very well out of it,”  

says Hines. “Although it does not always 
suit everyone, people with experience 
should consider this route.”

The median day rate for contractors 
is £450, the survey reveals. Here, too, 
APM members earned more than non-
members: a mean day rate of £530 v £477.

Day rates can vary enormously 
dependent on the project, industry 
and employer. The day rate is primarily 
dictated by the hiring company, explains 
Hines: “There is not a direct and obvious 

day rate; it is about what the client is prepared to pay. So while  
a project manager may charge £600 per day at one company, 
their next contract may only pay £400 per day. It can be a very 
fluid market.”

A NEW REALITY
Pay is going up. Project managers are satisfied in their roles. 
The market is growing. What next? June 23, when the UK voted 
to leave the EU, marked a watershed moment. Its effect on the 
profession and salary trends remains to be seen. The one thing 
all our commenters agree on is that we need clarity.

“In the second quarter of 2016, we saw growth slowing down 
in project management,” says Stebbings. While he says that 

organisations should not expect the same 
growth that they have enjoyed in the 18 
months leading to the EU referendum, 
growth will return in the second half of 
2017: “Companies just want to know what 
it all means to them and to the economy. 
Once there is clarity, growth can return.”

Hines is equally realistic. He foresees 
a dent in confidence in the short term: 
“This means that there will be a pause 
in terms of organisations starting larger 
projects. The sooner we get clarity on 
what the new relationship will be, the 
better. Clarity builds confidence.”

Therefore, as a whole, the project 
management profession continues to 
operate in a positive market. Demand  
for project professionals will continue, 

driven by organisations that are looking to develop their project 
management maturity. 

“IN THE SECOND QUARTER OF 
2016, GROWTH SLOWED DOWN 
IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT. 
COMPANIES JUST WANT 
TO KNOW WHAT THE EU 
REFERENDUM RESULT MEANS 
TO THEM AND TO THE ECONOMY. 
ONCE THERE IS CLARITY, 
GROWTH CAN RETURN”
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<< FIVE DIMENSIONS >> 
POLICY MAKING

IF THE SYSTEMS-THINKING 
APPROACH WERE EMPLOYED, THE 
POLICY-MAKING PROCESS WOULD 
FOCUS ON THE PROCESSES OF 
IMPROVEMENT, RATHER THAN THE 
CONTROL OF AGENCIES

As I first wrote in a piece for the RSA, the policy-making process often 
lacks a strategic approach. Policy makers are bad at engaging  
end users and empowering the agencies involved with delivery.

In his influential work, System Failure, Jake Chapman 
demonstrates how the concept of systems thinking can improve 
the way that public policies are formulated and developed. 

Chapman writes that, if the systems-thinking approach  
were employed, “the policy-making process would focus  
on the processes of improvement, rather than the control  
of the agencies involved. Engagement with agents and 
stakeholders would be based more upon listening and  
co-researching rather than on telling and instructing.”

He adds that, from a systems perspective, an ideal policy 
statement would consist of a minimum specification with  
the following ingredients: 
n a clearly established direction of change; 
n boundaries that an implementation strategy cannot cross; 
n the allocation of resources, but without specifying how  
they should be used (including statements of timescale and 
potential further funding); 
n the granting of permissions, for example, that explicitly  
allow innovation; and 
n the specification of core evaluation requirements, always 
based upon the experiences and outcomes of the end users.

Policy makers should look to strategic project management approaches to 
ensure more of their well-intentioned efforts deliver the desired impact

The best policy?
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<< FIVE DIMENSIONS >> 
POLICY MAKING

Those familiar with the world of projects and project 
management may see in Chapman’s ideal policy-making 
structures similarities with their own preferred model  
for strategic project plans. If so, three questions arise. 

First, why is the application of project management skills  
and expertise rarely considered necessary in policy making? 

Second, should policy making and strategic planning always 
be undertaken as if they constitute the preliminary stages of  
the project that will deliver the desired policy outcomes? 

Third, as the primary purpose of any project, regardless 
of type, must be to implement its sponsors’ decisions (and 
policies), should all projects be planned strategically in much  
the same way as Chapman recommends for policy making?

A project is any initiative arising from a need to move forward 
and, especially for society, the means by which a change, as 
defined by the project’s objectives, is brought about. Chapman 
maintains that we do not see the implementation of polices 
as projects. If we did, he says, it would considerably improve a 
policy’s chance of success, but only if we also understand that 
we are almost always working with human-activity systems.

COMPLEX SYSTEMS
Systems are commonly regarded as consisting of technology 
alone. But no technology can – for now, anyway – be created 

or subsequently operated without human participation. Even 
systems dominated by technology are better seen as primarily 
human-activity systems. 

Unfortunately, it is widely accepted that human-activity 
systems are difficult to describe and understand. They are 
constantly changing, complex and adaptive.

In his famous work The Lucifer Effect, the psychologist  
Philip Zimbado defines a human-activity system as follows:

“Let’s define ‘person’, ‘situation’ and ‘system’. The ‘person’ 
is an actor on the stage of life whose behavioural freedom is 
informed by his or her make-up – genetic, biological, physical 
and psychological. The ‘situation’ is the behavioural context  
that has the power, through its reward and normative functions, 
to give meaning and identity to the actor’s roles and status.  
The ‘system’ consists of the agents and agencies whose ideology, 
values and power create situations and dictate the roles and 
expectations for approved behaviours of actors…”

However complicated a system might seem, systems thinking 
techniques make it possible to assess how systems of interest 
might respond to changes we are exploring, and which we  
might ultimately select as our objectives. That is, of course,  
if we genuinely want to be successful in initiating and securing  
a policy change affecting that system.

Realistic assessments of system behaviour can encompass 
more than just risk and bring a steadying hand to the analysis 
and planning that should precede any policy decision. It is 
also easier to understand and assess the risks we face and the 
obstacles to be overcome if, in parallel with development of the 

policy, we plan its implementation as a project commissioned  
to deliver the changed human-activity system.

Today, despite progress in so many fields of science and 
technology, and the development of advanced, liberating 
methodologies for societal risk assessments and decision  
making in projects, we seem to pay no more than lip service  
to the need to think and formally plan in terms of human-
activity systems. 

Why is it that, in policy making and the planning of projects, 
reasoned and informed assumptions are rarely made about 
the likely behaviour of the critical components of the human-
activity systems to which our policies and projects must 
respond? These components will be acting as individuals,  
in informal and formal groupings, and as members of  
structured organisations. 

President of the Institution of Civil Engineers Sir John Armitt 
wrote in The Times that it is possible to manage the political 
process more effectively, and in doing so build confidences. 
Systems thinking combined with the facilitation and 
coordination provided by project managers in the service  
of policy makers would do what Armitt recommends.

Project management professionals know that projects are not 
always seen as devices for solving problems invariably dominated 
by human-activity systems, and thus by human behaviour. 

Projects should not simply give life to solutions that 
emerge from a lengthy, sometimes chaotic series of debates, 
conversations and hastily commissioned reports, all to ensure 
the ‘right’ solution to the problem emerges more or less aided  
by the organisation’s political forces. 

If this is the only way we can conduct policy formulation  
and decision making, whether as a standalone function or  
as a prelude to a project, no wonder so much time and money  
is wasted on failure.

It is almost as if we can only test the soundness of our problem 
solving by incurring substantial expenditure on project after 
project, reassured by the fact that, if all goes badly, we can say 
‘we did our best and lessons have been learned’. After all, what  
is an unintended consequence or two among friends?

A recent edition of the Harvard Business Review’s quarterly 
magazine, OnPoint, focuses on ‘the art of decision making’.  
Yet we are in the 21st century, so what about the science of  
decision making? 

HOWEVER COMPLICATED A 
SYSTEM MIGHT SEEM, SYSTEMS 
THINKING TECHNIQUES MAKE 
IT POSSIBLE TO ASSESS HOW 
SYSTEMS OF INTEREST MIGHT 
RESPOND TO CHANGES

PROJECTS SHOULD NOT SIMPLY 
GIVE LIFE TO SOLUTIONS THAT 
EMERGE FROM A LENGTHY, 
SOMETIMES CHAOTIC SERIES OF 
DEBATES, CONVERSATIONS AND 
HASTILY COMMISSIONED REPORTS

 MICHAEL OCOCK  is the former 
chair of BSI Group’s technical 
committee for project management
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CHANGING SECTOR

Me: “Hi, I’m calling regarding a job advert on your website. I sent 
my CV and am following up on my application for a project 
management position.”

Recruiter: “Hi, OK, let me have a look… ah, I see. I’m afraid 
we didn’t contact you because your CV does not quite match 
the job requirements. You see, you have no experience in the 
transport sector; your experience is in the nuclear industry. 
Also, you have never worked in the UK previously.”

Me: “I understand, although my project management skills 
seem suitable for the position and are not sector specific.”

Recruiter: “OK. I’ll take another look and get back to you.”
Headhunting, of course, works on a basis of pragmatism 

when fitting potential candidates to a job description. But I 
had been on the receiving end of so many rebuttals in a week 
that I began to question my motives in seeking a career move 
that would involve changing industries (and countries). Like 
many, I saw a project management career as an opportunity  
to contribute to different industries, diversify my experiences 
and move away from an engineering college background. 

Was I to be consigned to nuclear power plants for the  
rest of my career? Had I waited too long to make my move?  
Had I miscalculated what it takes to be successful within 
different environments?

Although at a relatively early stage in my career, I can safely 
say that, in every sector, it is common to hear statements such 
as: ‘We do it differently, because we’re special’, ‘This works  
for everyone else, but not us’, and ‘You couldn’t do that here’.

These are natural and well-intentioned – albeit slightly  
self-centred – human traits. But such views fail to recognise 
the fact that project failures are surprisingly similar  
across the board, and mostly come down to poor project 
management practices.

Most of us will have been taught during our first project 
management lecture, training course or mentoring session that 
project management is based on ‘common sense’. Although 

this principle sounds undeniably clichéd, one will always  
find that the most basic techniques are quickly forgotten  
by industry specialists – but implementing them is a real 
quick-win when one makes the sector jump. 

The simplest example that springs to mind is using work 
breakdown structures to define and manage scope. Personally, 
it remains the first exercise I undertake when embarking on 
a new project. ‘How do you eat an elephant?’ was the way my 
first client used to phrase it. You would be surprised at how 
many people will be won over by a simple diagram – and let’s 
not forget that it also helps you, as a project manager, make 
sense of the new industry and jargon you will be faced with. 

What also plays into the hands of a project manager in terms 
of transferability is the point of contrast with the engineering 
profession. Engineering is also complex and requires good 
problem-solving skills, and specific knowledge, techniques 
and abilities. However, unlike a project manager moving 
between industries, it is difficult to imagine a fusion engineer 
starting to manage the intricacies of a complex railway 
signalling system without significant training first. Once your 
project management experience spans different sectors, you 
are more likely to gain respect from sector-specific engineers, 
who see transferability as extremely complex.

BOOST YOUR TRANSFERABILITY
It is also worth remembering that working within  
different industries will boost different parts of your  
project management abilities – meaning that sector  
specifics actually strengthen your transferability.

Typically, the nuclear sector has an extremely rigorous 
change and document-control bias, while the railway 
industry’s possession-planning process is solidly built on 
decades of lessons (well) learned. The world of residential 
heating is a perfect place to build stakeholder engagement 
skills. Check, check, check.

It all seems very simple, and the biggest risk is slipping  
into an arrogant know-it-all stance. After all, the project 
manager is top of the food chain in many aspects of day-to-
day delivery, and it can be difficult to fight the urge to over-
simplify industry-specific issues. It helps to remember  
that your contractors, engineers and end users know  
more than you do.

A slice of humble pie may be easier to digest if you put 
your mind into ‘safety first’ mode. You won’t know how to 
spot anomalies in a nuclear reactor. Neither will you spot a 

Transferable skills 
Changing sectors shouldn’t harm a project manager’s chance of getting  

a new job, but you may have to convince some sceptical recruiters

WORKING IN DIFFERENT 
INDUSTRIES WILL BOOST 
DIFFERENT ABILITIES – MEANING 
THAT SECTOR SPECIFICS 
ACTUALLY STRENGTHEN  
YOUR TRANSFERABILITY



 VINCENT LALAURETTE  is assistant 
project manager at CPC Project Services
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3mm gap between point blades or tell from the sound of a 
cogeneration engine whether it is overheating. We are decision 
makers, but all of our decisions are (or should be) based on the 
sector-specific knowledge of experts.

The biggest hurdle when it comes to making career moves 
from one industry to another is convincing the client or 
recruiter that, although you don’t match their expectations  
of a seasoned sector expert with several decades of experience, 
what they see as a risky investment is worth the plunge.

It helps if you have a track record of moving sectors, 
obviously, and you may come across many inflexible  
recruiters. Don’t overdo it when trying to demonstrate what 
you know about the new industry you wish to join, but get  
the basics right. Emphasise your strengths and the lessons  
you have learned from other organisations that are applicable 
to your new environment. Continuous improvement is always 
a winner.

What about making sure that you stay transferable 
throughout your career?

Apart from the obvious advice to build a track record  
within different environments, it is about making sure that 
you keep in touch with a diverse network of professionals.  
It is extremely difficult, within your day-to-day, sector-biased 
environment, to know what is happening elsewhere and 

to learn new techniques, ideas and technologies – or even 
discover examples of project management innovation.

The case for a project management professional having  
a dynamic, multi-industry career is very easy to make. 
However, the state of the economy is such that recruitment 
is sometimes seen as a risky exercise, which tends to push 
organisations to ‘stick to what they know’ and look for  
tailored job-description profiles that often don’t exist. 

It is up to us, as project managers, to remind recruiters that 
the days of the profession being limited to specific sectors – or 
to the US military and NASA – are long gone. In fact, military 
project management professionals making the transition into 
civilian industries is now commonplace. 

SPEAK TO THE RIGHT PEOPLE
Prefer consultancies to recruitment 
agencies (or, more generally, prefer 
people who will understand you)  
if you wish to change industries

BE HUMBLE
Leave technical or sector-specific 
knowledge to your engineering-
department colleagues

LESSONS LEARNED
These apply across all 
sectors; it’s up to you to  
give them visibility

KEEP YOURSELF 
TRANSFERABLE
Make sure your project 
management skills  
always take centre stage  

on a CV or in a job  
interview, and maintain  
a diverse network of  
professional connections

DIVERSITY
Boost your project 
management skill  
set by working in  
different sectors

HOW TO 
MAKE 
THE 
SECTOR 
JUMP
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SUCCESS MEASUREMENT

Most organisations attribute programme success or failure to one of three 
elements in the project change triangle (PCT): cost, time and 
baseline requirement. The latter refers to performance at the  
point of delivery – with separate attention given to post-delivery 
success. Programme performance measurement and the 
achievement of programme success are two distinct concepts,  
but the former is fundamental to achieving the latter.

There is a common perception that the notion of success from 
a programme management perspective is found at the point of 
delivery, with the PCT as tangible measurement. Yet there is a 
second notion of success, which is found ‘beyond delivery’ –  
that is the user’s satisfaction, aligning with benefit realisation.

This article is based on research and interviews with 
programme leaders. It asks: how do you affirm ‘true success’,  
and what is its impact on programme leadership?

NOTIONS OF SUCCESS
According to Franceschini et al, “you get what you measure”.1 
Large organisations, including the National Audit Office, often 
apply success measurement based on the PCT for these reasons:
n Key-user requirements: There is a perception at an 
organisational level that measures of success are the satisfaction of 
key-user requirements, using a set of milestones and performance 
targets against the PCT, which are tracked.
n Approved business case: A widely accepted norm by programme 
leaders is that their performance is based on meeting overt 
corporate and departmental targets that translate to corporate 
success. The assertion that success is staying within the PCT 
envelope is approved in the business case.
n Commitment: Programme leaders are judged on commitment  
to corporate targets in their appraisals. An interviewee explained: 
“If I agree to do something and I achieve it, that is success.”

Most large organisations thus define success at the point of 
delivery, with PCT parameters as its measurement. Corporate 
measures of performance win, as they are more tangible and  
link well to staff performance reporting, which only gives a  
partial indication of success.

BEYOND DELIVERY
Interviewees for this article recognised that success extends 
beyond delivery, but the constraint of corporate performance-
measurement metrics hinders their ability to do anything about  
it. The reasons for this notion are as follows:
n Reputation: Programme success is a reputational issue with 
through-life legacy, where the programme management 

organisation is seen to have a positive reputation for delivering 
what it said it would deliver, and also meets the need of the 
customer (an effective solution).
n The user’s need: The end goal of giving the customer what  
it wants, from a professional point of view, which is centred  
on getting the desired solution that delivers effects with respect  
to the present time.
n Capability delivery: The delivery of capability that is fit for 
purpose but recognises that the complexity of the changing 
environment is paramount. “There is a huge amount of 
uncertainty in the delivery of these programmes, so to simply 
measure their success on a time and cost basis is wrong in my 
opinion,” said one interviewee, adding: “There is little point in 
delivering to the customer something it no longer needs because 
the environment has changed.”
n Benefits and outcomes: Achieving the high-level objectives for  
an organisation, such as efficiencies, certain types of capability,  
or value for money for both shareholders and employees. The  
PCT is not a measure of success, but a measure of delivery.

LEADERS IN PROGRAMME SUCCESS
Achievement of success in programme management requires  
a leader that understands both notions of success: at the point 
of delivery with PCT measurement criteria, and beyond delivery, 
where this relates to customers’ or stakeholders’ needs in an  
ever-changing environment.

Leaders must display competency in project/programme 
management, the accepted definition of which is given to 
Crawford, cited by Gehring: “[Competency] encompasses 
knowledge skills, attitudes, motives, traits and behaviours that 
are causally related to bring about a superior job performance.”2 
A leader that displays a strong causal relationship between these 
six factors of competency may achieve success – although the 
consequence of the causal relationship may also be affected by 
that organisation’s view of success.

CAUSAL-RELATIONSHIP MODEL
The causal-relationship model highlights the combination of 
attitude, traits, and knowledge and experience. This makes 
a programme leader highly skilled in dealing with complex 
programmes. These skills are also reflected in the leader’s 
behaviour and are shaped by drive and motivation. A person’s 
‘attitude’ is an individual, settled way of thinking and feeling, and 
is influenced by the individual’s choice of action or response to 
a challenging situation or context. ‘Traits’ are a leader’s intuitive 

Beyond the  
iron triangle

Defining ‘true’ success in programme management is not as simple as 
looking at the iron triangle, writes OLANREWAJU ADEBAYO



 OLANREWAJU ADEBAYO   
is a project and programme 
management practitioner  
at the UK Ministry of Defence

1 Franceschini, F, Galetto, M, and Maisano, D, Management by Measurement: 
Designing Key Indicators and Performance Measurement Systems, Springer 
(2007), page 109
2 Gehring, DR, ‘Applying traits theory of leadership to project management’, 
Project Management Journal, 38(1), Project Management Institute (2007), 
pages 44–54
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ability in terms of sensing and judgement based on reflection and 
emotional intelligence. ‘Knowledge and experience’ is the human 
faculty with respect to data interpretation, and held to be true 
based on evidence or context.

These three factors – attitude, traits and knowledge/experience 
– have an influence on leadership skills, which are gained through 
the ability and capacity acquired through these three factors, and 
then applied in a systemic way. This enables programme leaders 
to adaptively carry out complex activities involving ideas through 
cognition (traits), technical ability (knowledge and experience) 
and interaction with people (attitude).

The skills acquired by a programme leader will shape that 
person’s behaviour, which is influenced by motivation and 
drive. This results in the causality to bring about a superior job 
performance, as expressed by the definition of ‘competency’.

IMPACT OF SUCCESS
A programme leader’s belief system, in terms of motivation and 
drive, is the underpinning starting point for success achievement. 
However, it can be in contradiction with the organisation’s 
perception of success and its measurement.

Though a programme leader’s motivation or drive is to deliver 
to the user’s need, evidence suggests that organisational emphasis 
on the PCT can override this. Hence, a leader may succumb to 
pressure and just deliver to the PCT as stated in the business case, 
even though the users may be unhappy or dissatisfied. 

From a strategic point of view, programme leaders in 
organisations ought to feel duty-bound to look beyond, 
irrespective of what’s written in their terms of reference. They 
must make sure that programme delivery is aligned to the wider 
environment and still relevant. They must have a long-term view 
and look beyond their immediate responsibilities to be successful.

The understanding of success extending beyond delivery is 
crucial, as a distinction is made between programme performance 
measurement and the ability to meet the users’ needs while also 

satisfying stakeholders’ requirements. 
Organisations will limit their 
programme leaders’ competency 
attributes – the six factors to achieve 
success, as above – if the view is only  
at the point of delivery.

“I might think or know that my 
programme is delivering the wrong 
products, but my pay depends on 
whether I am deemed to have met 

my objectives. Ultimately, this comes down to what I had agreed 
with my boss,” explained an interviewee. “So, on the one hand, 
success is meeting what I said that I would, even though it can be 
wrong. In a broader sense, as a senior leader, I wouldn’t consider 
that a total success, because I know that the projects within the 
programme are not strictly relevant.”

However, if the organisation’s view of success extends beyond 
delivery, programme leaders will be empowered and encouraged 
to exhibit and enhance the full spectrum attributes of the six 
competency factors and their causality. This, in turn, may lead  
to ‘true success’ in programme management. 

If a programme leader agrees to deliver a programme, but the 
environment changes around the programme so that it is no 
longer fit for purpose – even if within PCT measurements – the 
outcome is not ‘true’ success. 

This tension, between programme performance measurement 
and the true essence of programme success, shows that the PCT 
parameters of measurement may be erroneous as a standard 
measurement of success for major programmes. 

“I MIGHT KNOW THAT 
MY PROGRAMME 
IS DELIVERING THE 
WRONG PRODUCTS, 
BUT MY PAY DEPENDS 
ON WHETHER I AM 
DEEMED TO HAVE  
MET MY OBJECTIVES. 
THIS COMES DOWN  
TO WHAT I AGREED 
WITH MY BOSS”

SUCCESS
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All projects experience risk and require their own measures to overcome 
it. Yet complex, design-led construction projects – with signature 
architects and demanding briefs – need special consideration 
over risks to delivery.

Having recently delivered a £75m research centre for 
University College London (UCL), which was funded through 
donations from David Sainsbury’s Gatsby Charitable Foundation 
and The Wellcome Trust, I have found myself thinking about the 
major lessons learned from the project.

From the outset of a project, risk needs to be identified, 
managed and minimised. Trying to dump the risk on any one 
stakeholder won’t work. For instance, a contractor will charge  
a premium for accepting uncertainty, and this might be poor 
value for money if the risk isn’t quantified. 

Even if a stakeholder fails to price the risk, the project might 
well suffer at a later stage if the risk holder falters. Risk should be 
embraced and not ignored. Identify it early, manage it, minimise 
it and then allocate it.

ROBUSTNESS
Some projects progress without time being taken to establish  
a clear, comprehensive brief. This first step is the foundation  
for any project. How can a project be delivered successfully  
if the team doesn’t know what the client expects? 

For the research centre, the brief was more than 40 pages  
long and picked up lessons learned from earlier jobs.

A good brief teases out the project scope, budget, deadline  
and any governance issues. Sometimes clients bring woolly 
thinking or conflicting demands (none of mine, needless to say), 
and project managers might find it easier not to confront these, 
but this is a mistake that will derail the project later.

A robust approach acts as a springboard for the appointed 
team to develop a reliable feasibility study. Supplementing the 

brief with a soundbite can sum up a project’s ethos and help 
share the vision. ‘A world-class building for world-class science 
in a world-class location’ is one such phrase that I remember 
served well on another scheme.

TEAMWORK
Time needs to be taken to identify the right team. However 
tempting it might be to gravitate towards people (and firms)  
we know, and who have performed well on other projects,  
no one is a good fit for every job.

Selection can be by negotiation, or running a competition, and 
it is important to follow best practice in order to avoid wasting 
bidders’ time and driving industry costs up. For instance, the 
Royal Institute of British Architects publishes useful guidance  
on selecting an architect, and even offers a competition service. 

It is not good practice to seek detailed concepts from too 
many firms. Remember that all designers can design; so think 
about selecting them on the marginal issues that make all the 
difference to successful delivery, such as how well an architect 
understands the site constraints, or how an engineer can 
collaborate in developing the brief.

Often there is everything to play for in the selection process, 
as sometimes consultants misjudge a client’s priorities – while 
others step up and prove themselves. Rigorous selection pays 
dividends, as a single sub-par team member can disrupt 
performance of the whole team.

Project managers sometimes focus on process and neglect 
the soft skills. But don’t underestimate the importance of 
establishing and maintaining a culture in which goodwill,  
clear communication and commitment prevails. 

It could be worthwhile to create a governance structure  
that contains a hierarchy of meetings, including a series  
of workshops in which the team, users and the client 
brainstorm, refine options and sign-off stage by stage.  
I find that best results can be obtained by facilitating  
good people to do good work and managing by exception.  
This approach allows project managers to see the wood  
for the trees and target efforts where it really helps.

CLARITY
Risk can also be less tangible. Care needs to be taken to 
manage how the project is perceived by third parties. A natural 
suspicion of the new can often be overcome with fuller and 
earlier information than neighbours and other stakeholders 
were expecting. Fears might be groundless, but neglecting 

Risky business
One can never remove all risk from a project, but STUART JOHNSON explains 

how you can minimise it as much as possible

KEEPING IN MIND TIME, COST  
AND PERFORMANCE WITH EACH 
DECISION WILL KEEP THINGS  
ON TRACK. A CHANGE-CONTROL 
SYSTEM, PROPERLY USED, IS A 
WONDERFUL TOOL



 STUART JOHNSON  was project sponsor 
for the recently completed Charlotte 
Street Research Centre
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them can be disruptive, with planning objections or freedom 
of information requests acting as proxies for misapprehension 
about change generally.

It is often the case that surveys and investigations form  
part of the building works contract. This is far from ideal,  
as early clarification of unknowns allows much greater cost  
and time certainty.

De-risking through pre-construction surveys and an 
enabling works contract reduces risk and allows firm pricing 
by contractors. On one recent project, detailed asbestos surveys 
of an obsolete building on-site identified the need for specialist 
removal, which was undertaken as a separate enabling works 
contract during the design stage.

All too often, essential investigations are ignored or deferred 
and end up impacting on the critical path to building delivery. 
There is no point bemoaning the presence of asbestos uncovered 
during construction if no surveys were undertaken beforehand.

Design development always throws up conflicts, perhaps 
between capital and running costs, internal environmental 
control and sustainability, or one user’s needs and another’s. 

Steering the team through to a resolution needs shared 
aspirations and understanding. Meetings and workshops 
are essential, but do not forget case-study visits and even 
unstructured time for team members to bond – many a 
breakthrough has happened over coffee.

For UCL’s research centre, two key prototypes were  
built off-site during the design stage, one comprising  

a full structural bay of a laboratory complete with service 
installations, finishes and furniture; and the other the façade 
built to a full storey in height. The mock-ups were invaluable 
in fine tuning the design and acting as a quality benchmark. 
Subcontractors were shown the prototypes to reinforce the 
specification and drawings.

CONTROL
Keeping in mind time, cost and performance with each decision 
will keep things on track. A change-control system, properly 
used, is a wonderful tool. It goes without saying that sticking  
to the budget and demonstrating early cost certainty are hugely 
important. However, ‘cheap’ is not a virtue in its own right – 
delivering the wrong thing at the wrong time, but cheaply,  
is a failure.

Procuring building work is an art as much as a process. Taking 
matters from first principles and arriving at a solution that  
best fits the unique circumstances of each job is key. Process  
is vital, but only when channelled appropriately. 

For the research centre, we agreed on traditional two-stage 
procurement with novation of the design team to the contractor 
for the construction period. This enabled completion and 
coordination of design to ensure client control of performance, 
but with transfer of responsibility for incorporation of shop-
drawing information to the constructor. This resulted in easily 
understandable lines of communication and responsibility 
during the build period, and no fuzzy edges, which can lead  
to disputes.

Yet, even with the best-laid plans, there will still be bumps 
along the road. This is where contingency sums, float periods 
and options to reduce scope can all come into play. I always  
have a plan B. Options allow rigorous negotiations when the 
need arises and add credibility – and having a plan B means  
it’s less likely to be used. 

TOP RISK-MITIGATION MEASURES
n Do not try to dump risk – it won’t work
n Get the brief right – know what you want to achieve
n Get the team right – it is as strong as its weakest link 
n Good people do good work; share the vision and treat 

them with respect
n Manage external communications; third parties count, too
n Use surveys and prototypes to de-risk the project early
n Cheap is not necessarily a virtue; seek best value
n If all else fails, have a plan B

RISK
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On February 11 2001, a group of 17 software developers met at a  
resort in Utah to exchange their views on new delivery models.  
Over the previous decade, most of them had been working  
on frameworks, all of which had in common a lightweight 
process and a firm contempt for any documentation-driven 
delivery model. 

The waterfall method was the primary target of their reform. 
In waterfall, all the requirements are validated, detailed, 
discussed and designed beforehand – an effort considered 
unnecessary, unproductive and frustrating for the team. 

These ‘organisational anarchists’, as they called themselves, 
probably did not imagine that the principles of their Agile 
Manifesto would have started a small revolution at the very  
heart of project management. 

The proposition was clear: instead of immediately detailing  
all of the requirements and basing both the plan and the 
contract on a series of assumptions that would turn out to  
be inadequate at best, delivery teams were invited to embrace  
an iterative, fast-paced and much more flexible approach. 

Contrary to common belief, the Agile Manifesto did not per se 
promote a new project management methodology, as it was just 
a (powerful) vision statement. The manifesto only set a common 
ground between the frameworks, which were already describing 
a new landscape and suggesting that a new dynamic between 
clients and suppliers was possible. 

Tired of taking upon themselves the burden of every loss 
and extra cost, many suppliers started exploring the possibility 
of replacing the traditional waterfall delivery with alternative 
methodologies. Scrum, one of the most articulated agile 
frameworks, was offering some valuable features. 

Agile refuses to analyse requirements beforehand – and thus 
declines to provide an initial certainty. This will probably always 
scare any stakeholder trying to understand whether or not they 
can show results to the board with the budget that they are 
granted. Scrum, however, sounds slightly more reassuring,  
with its ceremonies, planning session, commitment to delivering 
some stories within a pre-defined period, degree of predictability 
offered by story points, and velocity. 

In the blink of an eye, ‘agile’ popped up in contract wording, 
and people were asked to comply with its predicaments. As 
promising as it all sounds, just a few years later we started 
reading about how agile was a mere utopia, and scrum not 
practicable. After just a few rounds, it seems we went from  
hero to zero. Undoubtedly something went wrong, but nobody 
wants to believe that the problem was agile. 

UNDERSTANDING AGILE
From a practical point of view, the first issue is that, most of  
the time, clients do not understand agile. Everybody seems  
too eager to sell it to spend more than a second considering 
what clients believe they are buying. Why should anybody be 
concerned? Who does not understand nowadays what agile is, 
right? Wrong. 

Many people have a general understanding of what scrum 
is, but only a few understand the end-to-end of its flow. If even 
the insiders that are supposedly working scrum do not follow 
many of its prescriptions, I would not be surprised if most clients 
ignore even the basis of agile deliveries. 

While pursuing a model under which we share the 
responsibility for failures with customers, we actually failed to 
explain to them what their rights and obligations are under that 
model. Educating the client is at least as important as training 
every team member to use an agile framework. Customers 
instinctively try to return to the safe place where the supplier 
commits to a date and takes full responsibility for it. They must 
then be constantly reminded that the feeling of uncertainty  
that predominates in agile deliveries is a small price to pay  
for a much broader control over priorities and scope.

We can also agree that any preparation or training is  
futile if the service agreement or contract does not protect  
the agile delivery, because, rest assured, knowing the rules  
of the game will not make clients respect them. Herein lies  
the second problem. 

CONTRACTUAL TERMS
Consolidating the contractual terms and delivery model  
is one of the early challenges that many project managers  
have to face when starting an agile project. For decades, the 
primary condition for every project to succeed, whatever  
the methodology, has been for the contract to respect the  
‘iron triangle’, whose corners are scope, cost and time. 

If we want to protect the quality of a project, we cannot  
alter any angle without affecting the others. You cannot  
reduce the time without increasing the cost or diminishing  
the scope. Likewise, you cannot expand the scope without  
also raising the cost and probably also the time.

Agile, if it is to be effective, is even more demanding, as  
we can ensure the quality of the deliverables only if one of the 
triangle’s corners is fixed and the remaining two are flexible. 

In an agile world, the scope is like a living organism 
continuously evolving in reply to market inputs, users’  

Agility to succeed
Are agile methodologies relevant for project managers?  

MIRKO GREWING looks at how agile can help projects fly
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feedback and strategic choices. If time to market is still a  
leading driver, agile frameworks provide access to the core  
of the assembly line and enable the business to drive production 
much more closely than most other methodologies.

Given these premises, it will not be difficult to imagine that 
estimating an agile project is probably the greatest challenge for 
any project manager. Stakeholders cannot cope with the absolute 
uncertainty – and nobody blames them for that. Therefore, it is 
not uncommon for project managers to be asked to provide a 
target date for the target scope, an estimate of what kind of effort 
clients need to be expecting. 

The ‘agile way’ of doing this is to gather the key stakeholders 
for a series of brainstorming sessions. Multiple exercises, and  
a level of gamification, usually help identify the user’s persona 
and needs. User stories – whereby the who, what and why 
become clear – can help narrow these needs down.

At this point, it may come as a surprise to learn that the 
project manager is considered part of the problem when it comes 
to adopting agile. It is not unheard of for organisations to remove 
project managers from the picture and just plug in an agile team 
with its scrum master. 

The problem is that scrum requires discipline but, at the same 
time, mostly ignores project governance. It would be extremely 
naive for anybody to think that the scrum roles are sufficient for 

a project, as scrum does not specify who is meant to  
manage issues, risks, senior stakeholders and expectations. 

The reality is that scrum master is a role, project manager  
a job title, and thus a 1:1 mapping does not apply. The debate  
is still open on how we should redistribute the responsibilities  
of the project manager across the agile team, and the answer  
is not unequivocal. 

The scrum master and product owner could probably cover 
most of the activities typically carried out by a project manager. 
However, the role of the product owner seems to be falling more 
and more often into the client’s domain, creating the need for 
a different profile – that we intentionally keep calling project 
manager – to handle the project governance.

SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT
Agile landed among the project management landscape and  
was regarded as the answer to the common problems plaguing 
most of the deliveries. 

The real misunderstanding lies in the fact that agile 
frameworks are designed as problem-finding, rather than 
problem-solving, tools. Agile is no magic wand, but it allows  
an early identification – and therefore resolution – of issues. 
Setting this expectation right is the key to a healthy relationship 
with agile. 

CUSTOMERS TRY 
TO RETURN TO THE 
PLACE WHERE THE 
SUPPLIER COMMITS TO 
A DATE AND TAKES FULL 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
IT. THEY MUST THEN BE 
CONSTANTLY REMINDED 
THAT THE FEELING OF 
UNCERTAINTY THAT 
PREDOMINATES IN 
AGILE DELIVERIES IS A 
SMALL PRICE TO PAY 
FOR BROADER CONTROL 
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PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT

These are challenging but exciting times for programme management. 
The mass influx of migrants and refugees to Europe represents 
the largest such movement of people since 1945. Countries like 
Germany face the task of integrating a huge migrant population 
– a challenge that will require complex programmes on a 
prodigious scale.

There is a growing realisation that established project 
management tools and methodologies, such as the traditional 
‘iron triangle’ performance indicators, are rather limited and 
focused on the short term.

We must look beyond the use of traditional tools, and instead 
develop skills and practices to facilitate global collaboration – such 
as the use of social technologies – and reconcile sociopolitical and 
cultural ‘agendas’. In the process, we should not underestimate 
the prominence of programmes’ longer-term effects on society.

At the APM Programme Management Specific Interest Group 
conference in London earlier this year, the president of the 
International Project Management Association (IPMA), Reinhard 
Wagner, spoke about global developments in programme 
management. Here I want to explore some of the points made  
in Wagner’s lecture.

LOOKING BACK
History tells us that projects and programmes are nothing new. 
Ancient civilisations – such as the great city of Persepolis – were 
founded using projects and programmes that not only developed 
infrastructure and buildings, but also developed society.

In his 1697 ‘Essay Upon Projects’, Daniel Defoe described the 
‘honest projector’ as using the basic principles of sense, honesty 
and ingenuity (today we might refer to these as competencies) to 
‘project’ future improvements to develop society – for example, 
by reducing poverty and improving health and education.

In more recent times, the 1950s saw major US military 
and defence programmes, such as the weapons programme 
Polaris. During this time, operations research was dominant, 

with significant developments being made in mathematical 
approaches to planning methods and techniques.

But has too much emphasis since been put on these 
methodologies? Has consideration of other important facets  
of project and programme management been neglected?  
To provide greater insight, we need to understand why we  
still struggle to deliver our projects and programmes. 

A NEW APPROACH
Politics is often cited as a key factor. Stakeholders strive to 
promote their own agendas and interests through individuals, 
teams and the wider project and programme stakeholder 
communities – all the way up to politicians. This being  
normal business in projects and programmes, it is essential  
that we are proficient at influencing these political aspects.

So the message is clear: we will not develop as a discipline if 
we continue to focus only on methodologies and techniques. We 
must take account of the social, political and even psychological 
aspects of programme management. In response, the new Gower 
Handbook of Programme Management (2nd edition) considers 
the social, political and psychological facets of programme 
management, as well as techniques and methodologies.

Some important trends recently researched by the 
German Project Management Association in 2014 include the 
‘projectification’ of our society, whereby many sectors, including 
the not-for-profit and public sectors, are project oriented.

The research shows that almost 40 per cent of German 
GDP is based on projects. This reinforces the importance 
of professionalisation through improved education and 
certification, as well as ensuring that competencies at all levels 
are appropriate throughout both the public and private sectors. 

A further observation is that more familiarisation is required 
for CEOs and programme sponsors, including those senior 
managers who believe they are not part of the programme.  
We need to bring these key people into the programme  
setting and involve them, as a lack of engagement is commonly 
recognised as a source of project and programme failure.

FIT FOR PURPOSE
In terms of content, it is universally understood that 
programmes can be complex. But programme environments  
and settings can also be complex. Consequently, they need  
to be fit for purpose. 

The IPMA federation is a good example of programme 
environment complexity. It consists of 64 national project 

Rising to  
the challenge

Following a lecture by Reinhard Wagner, IPMA president, ANDREW KELLEHER 
looks at how programme managers can equip themselves for success

CONVINCING SPONSORS AND 
CEOs THAT A PROGRAMME 
INVOLVES FAR MORE THAN 
DELIVERING A BUILDING IS  
VITAL IF WE ARE TO REACH  
A CONSENSUS
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management associations, which results in cultural, social and 
constitutional complexity. This confirms that we need to have 
‘settings’ that fit the purpose of the programme.

Furthermore, projectification can have a significant impact  
on an organisation’s resourcing needs, often resulting in  
tensions between projects and line functions. This gap needs  
to be bridged, with the programme as the means of integrating 
the project world and the organisational world.

Definitions in programme management are still being debated. 
Internationally, concepts and standards are evolving through 
ISO/TC 258 Project, Programme and Portfolio Management. 
A comparison of the standards reveals that, although various 
definitions exist, these are not that different, with a more 
harmonised and convergent view emerging.

The Berlin Brandenburg Airport project shows why it is 
wrong to treat complex endeavours as simple projects, and 
how, in situations that go beyond producing deliverables and 
outputs, a programme is needed. The King Abdullah Economic 
City, currently under construction north of Jeddah, reinforces 
this. While individual elements comprising buildings and 
infrastructure can be seen as projects delivering outputs, it is the 
programme’s domain to integrate these in order to establish an 
environment that benefits society by improving the local economy 
and standards of healthcare and education, for example.

LONG-TERM OUTCOMES 
Organisations need to look beyond the so-called ‘iron triangle’ 
metrics that provide a rather limited and short-term measure  
of success. Programmes must focus on long-term outcomes  
and benefits. Strong examples of this are the Olympic legacies  
of London 2012 and Munich 1972.

Providing buildings and infrastructure is a first step. 
Considering the longer-term socioeconomic outcomes is  
more challenging. It is clear that we need to improve our  
skills to understand the longer-term effects of programmes.  
This includes an improved understanding of the respective  
roles of projects and programmes, as well as the 
interrelationships between them.

We still have some way to go in reaching universal agreement. 
There is still no consensus on terminology and the difference 
between projects and programmes, and their relationship with 
their operational and line-function counterparts.

In the meantime, we must promote an improved 
understanding of the role of programmes and their importance 
in delivering change. Convincing sponsors and CEOs that a 

programme involves far more than delivering a building  
is vital if we are to reach a consensus.

REACHING CONSENSUS
ISO 21500:2012 Guidance on Project Management was published 
in 2012 after wide debate over reconciling cultural differences, 
personalities and the backgrounds of the numerous contributors 
from associations representing some 40 countries. In reaching 
consensus, it was vital to understand the role of projects in 
organisations. One of ISO 21500:2012’s main achievements was 
making visible the differences between the roles of a broad range 
of industries and disciplines – for example, IT and construction.

As part of the debate on project management, it was  
important to recognise the role of programmes in delivering 
change, while also acknowledging the role of projects in 
supporting this process.

The role of programmes and portfolios is further  
developed and elaborated on in ISO 21504:2015 Guidance on  
Portfolio Management, published in 2015, and ISO/CD 21503 
Guidance on Programme Management (not yet published).  
A third standard, ISO 21505 Project, Programme and Portfolios  
Guidance on Governance, due to be published this year,  
brings together governance aspects of managing projects, 
programmes and portfolios.

IPMA is also publishing its own standards through the 
Organisational Competency Baseline, which not only defines 
the competencies of those involved in projects, programmes 
and portfolios, but also reflects the need to integrate people, 
resources, processes, structures and cultures.

It is simply not enough to have well-defined competencies –  
a close symbiosis between all organisational components is 
crucial. The ability to understand cultural differences across an 
enterprise and bridge divisions will be critical in determining 
the success of projects, programmes and portfolios in future. 
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OVERCOMING HURDLES

There are innumerable projects across the world that are in need of 
completion. As a project manager, your job is to split the work 
up into different tasks and ensure others complete their part  
of the jigsaw puzzle.

This entails overcoming a number of hurdles. So what are  
the most common of these, and how can you get ahead?

PLANNING
At the beginning of a project, ensure that you take your  
time to create a well-thought-out plan. This is probably  
the most critical step. If you do not have a clear overview  
of your upcoming tasks, it is very easy to lose track of your 
objectives during the project. This is especially true if the 
project takes a long time or if something unexpected happens, 
such as a team member’s illness. 

Take your time, sit down and define your project clearly.  
Ask yourself: when will the project begin and end? What  
are the significant milestones? What are the potential 
bottlenecks? What is the project’s end goal? What is the  
budget? Which departments do I need to work with for  
the project?

After you have set out your plan, ensure that you present it  
to your colleagues to ensure their buy-in. In the long run, a 
good plan will save you a lot of time, money and frustration, 
and it can help you avoid costly mistakes.

RESOURCES
Every organisation has its own resources – knowledge, time, 
equipment, financial resources, people and materials. These 
resources are limited, however, and you must keep an eye  
on them to ensure that you do not exhaust them, leaving  
your project to stagnate. 

Additionally, as every detail and cost element of a project  
is not revealed from the very beginning, you cannot know  
the demand on every resource. Therefore, in addition to a 
project plan, you should also create a resource plan. 

A good resource plan should contain columns explaining 
when, for how long and from whom resources are needed. The 
resource plan can help you use resources in the most efficient 
way possible, even if not everything is running smoothly.

PEOPLE
Every project is delivered by people. They are the most 
important variable. Your first job is to find the right people  
for your project and your needs. 

Usually, this is one of the steps that takes place before the 
project, but once you have established your project and started 
to work on it, you also have to keep everyone on track. Think 
about whether there are any tasks that must be completed 
before others can begin their work. Ensure that everyone  
knows what is expected of them.

The people on your team can make a huge difference, so make 
sure that you do not just like them, but that they are qualified 
and can correctly fulfil your requirements. It is also essential to 
keep your team members motivated — this is often a big hurdle 
in project management. Employees will deliver better work if 
they are enjoying working on the project.

COLLABORATION
After creating your project plan, you must assign the different 
tasks to the various people involved in the project. Usually, this 
is done at the beginning, when you talk through the project and 
discuss people’s roles.

For colleagues in other locations, project management software 
can play a role in collaboration. The right software ensures that 
everyone involved in the project can follow where they are, as 
well as what needs to be delivered, by whom and when. 

Classic collaboration and project tools used for this 
include kanban and Gantt charts, but instant messaging is an 
increasingly popular tool as well. Real-time communication 
saves a lot of time, and ensures that information is clearly  
passed on to the entire team.

PRIORITISE
It is vital to identify and prioritise the most important steps 
of your project, especially because most of them will contain 
smaller steps and details that are essential for success. 

Scheduled activities need to be sequenced by placing them in 
the order that they need to happen. It is possible to process two 
or more steps simultaneously, but your main focus should be 

Leaping into  
the lead

What are the most common roadblocks in project management,  
asks MAGNUS DOLL, and how can you overcome them?

THE PEOPLE ON YOUR TEAM CAN 
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ARE QUALIFIED AND CAN FULFIL 
YOUR REQUIREMENTS
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on defining the most important steps and setting dependencies 
between different tasks. Ask yourself: how does each task affect 
the next step?

INVOLVE THE CLIENT
‘The customer is king’ is a principle you should subscribe to. 
Always keep that concept in mind. At the beginning of your 
project, your client will describe what they want out of it  
and tell you of any preferences it may have. This is the right  
time to respond to its wishes and define very clear conditions.

Keep the communication channels open with the client. 
During any project, there will be additional questions and  
new decisions to make. Clients should also be made aware  
of any bottlenecks or delays.

If you reveal problems at the end of the project, the client  
will likely be caught off guard and disappointed. Instead of 
waiting until the end, consider creating update reports for  
the client. This will vary widely by project, but, generally,  
daily reports might be a little too much. A weekly client  
report, however, could be a beneficial tool for both the  
project and your relationship with the client.

BUDGET
At the beginning of a project – and throughout its delivery 
– keep a close eye on your costs. 

Overhead costs cover your products 
and services. These are hard to divide  
and assign directly. Costs could include 
office-space rental, equipment and 
furniture. The administrative costs 
cover items that keep your organisation 
operational, such as the salaries of your 
contract or finance department.

Yet, despite having worked out 
estimated costs at the beginning of the 
project, unexpected costs often accrue. 
How can you handle these, and what 
is the best way to inform your client? 
Usually, when these costs accrue, your 
project does not get finished on time, 
which you must then explain to the client. 
The best way to avoid this is to present 
the current status of the project, whereby 
you analyse the current costs and where 
unexpected costs are likely to arise.

LOOK BACK
At the end of the project, after you have delivered it  
successfully, take a short break, and then take a look back. 
Analyse what went well and where the weak spots were.  
Write any mistakes down so that they do not reoccur in  
future projects. 

Improvement in project delivery is primarily achieved through 
learning by doing. You can make great strides and improvements 
by reflecting back on both failures and successes, which you can 
then apply on your next project.

A project will only be successful if you have a clear plan,  
a good team and plenty of motivation to deliver it to scope  
and on budget. 

KEEP CLIENT 
COMMUNICATION 
CHANNELS OPEN. 
DURING ANY 
PROJECT, THERE 
WILL BE ADDITIONAL 
QUESTIONS AND NEW 
DECISIONS. CLIENTS 
SHOULD ALSO BE 
MADE AWARE OF  
ANY DELAYS
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SUSANNE’S ANSWER

A growing number of project managers ask me 
how they can become better at facilitating 
project-definition workshops, kick-off meetings, 
requirements-gathering workshops and lessons-
learned sessions. This is great, as it shows project 
managers are adapting to the need for more 
collaborative and engaging ways of working.

YOU DON’T NEED TO KNOW IT ALL
My first tip is to avoid putting undue pressure 
on yourself by feeling that, to run a workshop, 
you need to have all the answers and know the 
subject matter in great depth. 

This expectation makes you nervous and holds 
you back. It is true that, as the facilitator, you 
need to have some understanding of the subject 
matter, as it will help you to summarise, ask 
clarifying questions and draw conclusions.  
But it is not the facilitator’s role to provide  
the answers and come up with the solution.  
Your role is to facilitate the process and draw  
out the answers from the participants. 

A great facilitator can admit that he or she 
doesn’t know what the outcome or decisions 
from the workshop will be, and is able to 
guide the group by being present and engaging 
people. It’s a bit like coaching, where the coach 
doesn’t provide the solution, but asks the right 
questions, and thereby helps elicit the answer. 

To do that, you need to have a clear purpose 
for the workshop, make each participant feel at 
ease, ask great questions and use collaborative 
methods that enable everyone to contribute. 

PLAY THE HOST
As people arrive at the workshop, make an  
effort to connect with each person. Act as if  

 SUSANNE MADSEN  is an 
internationally recognised 
project leadership coach, trainer 
and consultant. She is the author 
of The Project Management 
Coaching Workbook and The 
Power of Project Leadership.  
For more information, see  
www.susannemadsen.com

 I would like to become a better facilitator of 
project workshops. What tips do you have for 

engaging people and making sure my sessions offer 
the opportunity for collaboration? 

you were hosting a dinner party. Greet people, 
make them feel relaxed and ensure that everyone 
is introduced by asking them to ‘check in’ at the 
beginning of the workshop. Get each person to 
share their purpose for being there and explain 
the outcomes they seek. At the end, ask people 
to ‘check out’ and say if their purpose was met.

FACILITATION TECHNIQUES
During the workshop itself, make sure that real 
work gets completed, as opposed to just having 
a long discussion without any conclusion. Have 
flip charts and sticky notes available, and divide 
people into discussion groups. 

If you’re running a project-definition or 
planning workshop, you can brainstorm  
scope, tasks, milestones or risks, and create  
a collaborative work-breakdown structure.  
If you’re facilitating a requirements-definition 
workshop, you can have a joint purpose of 
drawing out the current- and future-state 
process flows on a whiteboard. If the team  
has never met before, run an icebreaker exercise, 
such as the ‘marshmallow challenge’, whereby  
the team has to build a free-standing tower with 
only spaghetti, string, tape and a marshmallow.

Throughout the workshop, ask lots of open 
questions: what ground rules shall we work 
to? How shall we track and report progress? 
What could go wrong and what shall we do 
about it? What steps does the current business 
flow consist of? What does the future business 
operating model look like? What are the business 
benefits and how will we measure them? 

As you move through the session, remember 
to frequently clarify and summarise what is 
being said. Finally, just before people check  
out, set time aside to recap conclusions,  
actions and next steps. Good luck! 

AS PEOPLE ARRIVE AT THE WORKSHOP, MAKE AN EFFORT TO CONNECT  
WITH EACH PERSON. ACT AS IF YOU WERE HOSTING A DINNER PARTY

DO YOU HAVE A QUESTION FOR SUSANNE TO ANSWER? PLEASE EMAIL HER AT MAIL@SUSANNEMADSEN.COM
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Jargon buster
What is a ‘Johari window’ and how can you use this form of  

analysis to reduce your project risks? 

The ‘Johari window’ was initially 
developed as a technique  
for personal development, 
whereby you ask yourself  
two questions: ‘how well do  
I know my own weaknesses?’ 
and ‘how well do other people 
know my weaknesses?’

But first, some background. 
Where did the name ‘Johari’ 
come from? Although it 
sounds like the name of an 
ancient Japanese zen master,  
it actually has a humbler 
provenance. It was coined by 
psychology researchers Joseph 
Luft and Harrington Ingham 
in 1955, when they created  
a tool that emphasised soft 
skills, such as behaviour, 
empathy and cooperation.  
The eagle-eyed among you 
may have already noticed  
that their first names are  
Joe and Harry, hence ‘Johari’.

Johari windows are  
not only used for personal 
development, however.  
They are also used within 
project management to map 
out weaknesses and better 
understand your projects  
(see Figure 1). Let’s look at 
what this jargon means, and 
how you can use it to improve 
your project outcomes.

There are four boxes in a 
Johari window:

SECRETS
Project risks that we know 
about, but which are not 
known outside the team,  
are ‘secrets’. 

An example might be the 
fact that the Challenger Space 

on, ignoring the risks until  
the project was finally 
cancelled at a whopping  
cost of £10bn.

UNKNOWNS
These risks are the icebergs 
that could sink the ship. The 
captain can’t see them, and the 
public is also unaware. Donald 
Rumsfeld wittily called these 
the ‘unknown unknowns’. 

COMMON 
UNDERSTANDING
This is the ‘sweet spot’  
we are aiming for in risk 
management, where we  
are in control of the risks  

 BRIAN WERNHAM  is a main 
APM board member and ‘hands 
on’ programme management 
consultant. His book, Agile Project 
Management for Government, is 
published by Maitland & Strong

and demonstrating to 
stakeholders that we are  
in control. As a project 
professional, this is where  
you want most risks to  
surface from obscurity  
into a mature understanding 
of their relevance, both 
internally and externally. 

Using Johari windows  
can can be key to identifying 
your project risks. By knowing 
what the project’s weaknesses 
are, you are better able to 
address them and ensure  
that they do not sabotage  
your efforts. If you’re curious to 
explore further, Dr Peter Parkes 
explains more about Johari 
techniques in his 2011 book, 
NLP for Project Managers. 

Shuttle’s rubber seals were 
vulnerable to failure in low 
temperatures. The risk was  
not understood outside  
the engineering project  
team, which then led to  
a fatal explosion.

NOTORIETY
But what about risks that 
other people perceive about 
our project that we are 
unaware of, or at least 
downplay and disregard? 

Many commentators felt 
that the NHS’s National 
Programme for IT was taking 
an unrealistic approach, and 
yet the project team soldiered 

BY KNOWING 
A PROJECT’S 
WEAKNESSES, 
YOU ARE 
BETTER ABLE TO 
ADDRESS THEM
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Figure 1: Example Johari analysis for typical project risks
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Robot wars

<< TECHNOLOGY >> 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

For any project managers who think that 
artificial intelligence (AI) belongs firmly  
in the future, it’s worth taking a moment  
to remember that the technology has its 
roots squarely in the past – 60 years in  
the past, to be precise.

Six decades ago, delegates gathered 
for a conference entitled the Dartmouth 
Summer Research Project on Artificial 
Intelligence. The 1956 event, which is  
now considered a seminal moment, was  
a conference where people could hear 
about the exciting new world of AI. It is 
even said, among IT historians, that this 
conference marked the first ever use of  
the term ‘AI’ in the academic sense. 

Project management experts started 
writing about the applications of AI  
on their field in the 1980s, when  
the Project Management Institute  
started publishing articles such as  
William Hosley’s academic paper,  
‘The Application of Artificial Intelligence 
Software to Project Management’.

Today, there are many practical 
applications for AI, but most people cannot 
imagine a real-world example that does not 

end with a group of crazy, megalomaniac 
robots taking over the planet and wiping out 
humanity. However, as with many scientific 
advances, the reality is a lot simpler, more 
modest and, dare we say, down to earth. 

Take Facebook’s recent announcement 
that it will launch a range of chatbots. The 
company claims this will help businesses to 
deliver things such as automated customer 
support and online shopping guidance.

At its most basic, a chatbot is a piece of 
software that you can talk to, and it is meant 
to be able to respond to your voice and 
complete a basic request. Chatbots, such 
as those launched by Facebook, have the 
potential to replace a lot of the apps that 
you probably have on your smartphone or 
tablet, which is why a lot of techie people 
are so excited about the announcement.

Instead of opening a weather app on 
your phone to check the temperature for 
the rest of the day, you would ask a chatbot 
on your device and it would answer you. 
The cleverest ones might be able to link 
your request for a weather update with 
travel plans in your phone’s diary and say, 
‘Don’t worry, it is raining today, but it’s only 
a fortnight until your holiday, and it’s lovely 
and sunny in Cornwall right now!’

Managing projects
The idea of AI running projects might be a 
step too far for some people – and a little 
unnerving – but the technology to make 
it happen is already in existence. It is also 
clear that AI is on the verge of becoming 
a mainstream technology in the project 
management arena too.

Further into the future, the AI that 
underpins chatbots could offer more 
support to businesses and help to deliver 
a new wave of truly intelligent project 
management processes that learn, adapt 
and automate work to allow project 
managers to focus on the bigger picture.

Project management is, in itself, the 
application of knowledge, skills, tools  

and techniques to project activities. Today’s 
project managers face a host of challenges, 
from time and cost estimations to project 
scheduling with multi-level constraints  
and much more.

What if AI could offer project managers 
support in automating planning and 
scheduling? AI programmes could  
help realise strategies and make  
project managers execute their  
projects more successfully.

It may seem like the stuff of science 
fiction, but AI is set to become a credible 
technology that could be as commonplace 
in business as today’s Excel or workflow 
software. It is worth getting to know more 
about AI and becoming the ‘company 
expert’ before the revolution really begins.

Intelligent technologies that simulate 
human intelligence could change the way 
that project managers work. Advances in 
technology have the potential to replace 
certain types of jobs. How we adapt to 
these changes will determine the new  
roles for project managers in the workplace. 

AI is not all about robots and science 
fiction. It encompasses the ability to quickly 
digest and interpret large amounts of big 
data. Companies that have traditionally 
used human intelligence to interpret trends 
and requirements in projects will turn to AI 
to pinpoint opportunities to improve returns.

Project management is, of course, a blend 
of art and science, so, rather than being a 
threat to jobs, I see AI as an opportunity to 
remove drudgery and upskill the workforce. 
But AI can no doubt help in areas such 
as procurement, where a program could 
produce bids for various aspects of a project 
and conduct basic evaluations. 

Will artificial intelligence eventually replace the project manager? 

Advances in 
technology have  
the potential to  

replace certain types  
of jobs. How we adapt  

to these changes  
will determine  

the new roles for 
project managers
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The same applies to project evaluation: 
templates and status reporting can be taken 
over by AI programs. With the right systems 
in place, there could be a lot of value added 
in automating project reporting functions. 
However, many organisations are not 
ready to delegate decision making to an 
AI program that is based on an algorithm. 
Cognitive computing, such as big-data 
analysis, is more likely to be adapted in  
the foreseeable future.

Intelligent systems
In a recent survey by Ipswitch on the 
impact of intelligent systems and the 
rise of intelligent machines, 92 per cent 
of respondents indicated that the use of 
intelligent systems is important to their 
ability to compete effectively in their market. 

Project management is no different,  
with rules-based process automation  
and workflow engines, API development 
to facilitate integration and automation, 
and advanced big-data analytics platforms 
topping the list of AI technologies already 
adopted by the industry.

Computers are, and always will be,  
only as good as the information that 
humans put into them. While AI and 
automation can be used to optimise  
certain project management functions 
– such as reporting, timeline generation  
or document creation – the majority of 
project management roles will continue  
to need human review and editing.

It seems certain that technology  
with AI at its core will start making an 
appearance in many more businesses  
over the next five years. 

The banking, finance and insurance 
sectors will be some of the first to adopt  
the technology as part of their IT teams  
and project management processes.  
The retail sector – especially those  
retailers with an online presence –  
will not be far behind. 

For those in charge of project 
management, now is the time to begin 
learning about AI, staying on top of  
new discoveries and advances. These 
technologies will open up more time  
for project management teams to work 
proactively, ensuring that mission-critical 
projects are run efficiently and deadlines  
are met. 

While AI 
can be used to 

optimise certain project 
management functions 

– such as reporting, timeline 
generation or document 

creation – the majority  
of project management 

roles will continue to 
need human review 

and editing



Basecamp
Ideal for: Small and mid-sized  
businesses and enterprises
Deployment: Cloud
What it does: The platform enables project 
managers to organise tasks, discussions, 
deadlines and files, among others. More 
than 100,000 companies use Basecamp  
to organise and manage their projects
Key features: Real-time chat; to-do  
lists; document and file storage;  
centralised schedules; real-time  
reporting; mobile friendly
Users say: “The best platform so far”; “great 
collaboration tool”; “leading web-based 
project management and collaboration tool”
Website: www.basecamp.com

Clarizen
Ideal for: Mid-sized businesses  
and enterprises
Deployment: Cloud
What it does: Clarizen is a collaborative work- 
management solution. Using an enterprise-
grade platform, the software offers cross-
company project management, configurable 
workflow automation and collaboration 
Key features: Portfolio management  
and project planning; document 
management; templates; resource 

It is not easy for project managers to know 
which software they ought to use for their 
planning and day-to-day jobs. Prior to making 
any purchasing decision, it is key to hear from 
others about what works – and what doesn’t.

This issue, Project has teamed up with 
CrowdReviews, an online platform where 

software solutions are reviewed, to look  
at what project managers like and dislike 
most about the most popular project 
management solutions.

The algorithm behind the overall reviews 
on CrowdReviews is based on the number 
of responses, the average rating, the quality 

of the reviewer (ie, their relevance and 
independence) and other key factors. It 
determines which solutions work, and  
which practitioners struggle with. 

Below are five project management 
solutions that are known for delivering 
customer satisfaction. 

management; case management;  
external collaboration; task management; 
budget and expense management;  
mobile connectivity
Users say: “Powerful task-management 
software”; “great collaborative tool”; 
“perfect project management tool”
Website: www.clarizen.com

JIRA
Ideal for: Mid-sized businesses and 
enterprises
Deployments: Cloud and desktop
What it does: Used primarily for task 
management, JIRA develops workflows for 
project teams, allowing project managers  
to track tasks and projects on a live basis
Key features: Highly adaptive, easy-to-
understand dashboard; agile-friendly; 
scrum; mobile friendly; integration with 
other platforms
Users say: “Lots of great features”; 
“effective tracking tool”; “flexible and  
user friendly”
Website: www.atlassian.com/software/jira

Microsoft Project
Ideal for: Small and mid-sized businesses 
and enterprises
Deployment: Cloud

What it does: The reliable workhorse  
of project management software,  
Microsoft Project is designed to assist 
project managers in developing plans, 
assigning resources to tasks, tracking 
progress, managing the budget and 
analysing workloads
Key features: Real-time chat; to-do lists; 
document and file storage; centralised 
schedules; real-time reporting 
Users say: “Great management software”; 
“efficient tool”; “effective”
Website: goo.gl/r6KJgJ

Trello
Ideal for: Small and mid-sized businesses 
and enterprises
Deployment: Cloud
What it does: Used by projects of all sizes, 
the Trello platform is based around a Trello 
‘board’, which contains a list of tiles that  
are filled with cards that project managers 
and their teams can use
Key features: Live discussions; checklists 
and due dates; available on mobile; free  
to use
Users say: “Flexible way to organise your 
project”; “easy and organised”; “great 
planning tasks”
Website: www.trello.com

Tech watch
Each quarter, we highlight the top products to look out  

for in the fast-moving world of project software 

WHICH PRODUCTS AND GADGETS ARE YOU USING? GET IN TOUCH AND LET US KNOW WHICH PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOLS 
YOU HAVE TRIED AND TESTED. EMAIL EDITOR@PROJECT-JOURNAL.CO.UK
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When is the right 
time for project 
managers to 
switch jobs?
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Careermove
As you move through life, your knowledge 
grows and your situation changes. Your 
career is a lifetime’s journey, but one that 
doesn’t always have a specific direction  
or end goal. 

Careers in project management are rarely 
linear. They can unexpectedly branch off 
in different directions due to organisational 
demand; specific requirements in industry 
sectors; new products and services; or your 
own circumstances.

Rather than asking when is the right 
time for project managers to switch jobs, 
the first question that should be answered 
is: why do you want to switch jobs? 

It can take much thought before you 
realise the real reason you are looking 
for a change. Is it really a bigger salary or 
better work-life balance? Or is it a bigger 
challenge, a higher-profile role or just a 
safer role in a prosperous organisation? A 
simple method called ‘paired comparison 
analysis’ can help you ascertain the real 

drivers behind your decisions before you 
make plans to move.

One of the biggest inhibitors to making  
a move is inertia. The best way to overcome 
this is something that all project managers 
can identify with – planning. There are 
four parts to a career-move plan: when to 
switch jobs; what kind of change to make; 
where you are going to move to; and how 
you are going to make the move.

WHEN TO MAKE A SWITCH
The most difficult part of deciding when to 
move is self-awareness, which is all about 
understanding your current knowledge, 
skill set, values, personality, interests, 
motives and inhibitors. The process of 
reflecting on your career to date should  
not be rushed, and the insights you gain 

will be put to good use when taking action 
further down the line.

The right time to switch depends on 
many variables. For project managers,  
the most common include:
n the feeling that you should be achieving 
more or managing more challenging 
projects based on the number of years’ 
experience you have;
n the level of experience you have versus 
what your current organisation can offer  
in terms of advancement;
n the feeling you are working in a low-
maturity project management environment 
or a difficult organisational culture;
n the desire to gain a wider breadth of 
project experience, rather than managing 
the same types of projects repeatedly;
n the desire to work in a different type  
of project management role, perhaps 
looking upwards to a programme  
manager role, or something more  
strategic like portfolio management;



 LINDSAY SCOTT  is a director  
at Arras People
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CONTRACTING AND 
CONSULTANCY CAN 
BE GREAT AVENUES IF 
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR 
FREQUENT CHALLENGES 
AND HIGHER FISCAL 
REWARDS, AND FEEL 
COMFORTABLE WITH RISK

MOVING JOBS << CAREER

n a recent or ongoing downturn in your 
current organisation; and
n inertia in the organisation with regard  
to change, despite the fact you have  
known for a while that change is needed.

WHAT KIND OF CHANGE
To move on in the career-planning process, 
it makes sense to work out what kind 
of switch you want to make. In project 
management you have three choices: 
permanent work, contracting/freelancing 
or consultancy.

Anyone, at any stage of their project 
management career, can work either 
permanently or as a contractor. Largely,  
it is a lifestyle choice based on which way 
best suits your needs at a certain point in 
your career. 

There are countless questions to consider 
when making the switch from permanent 
to contracting, with the most important 
being: is there a demand for skills and 
experience? Serious research is needed. A 
great place to start is IPSE, the membership 
body for contractors, which has some great 
advice and checklists. 

Consultancy tends to be an option for 
the more experienced project professional. 
The main distinction between contracting 
and consultancy in project management 
is that, as a consultant, an organisation is 
looking to you to be involved in shaping a 
solution to a recognised challenge, as well 
as delivering the manpower to get it done, 
whereas with contracting, the solution is 
already known; you are the resource hired 
to get it done.

Contracting and consultancy can be great 
avenues if you are looking for frequent 
challenges and higher fiscal rewards, and 
feel comfortable with risk. These avenues 
are more challenging if you feel you still 
have much to learn in project management; 
want to make a step from a role like project 
manager to programme manager; or move 
into a strategic role. It can also be harder 
to move industry in these types of roles, 

because contractors and consultants are 
primarily hired for their expertise in a 
particular type of environment.

When making the move to another 
permanent opportunity, it makes sense to 
have an idea about what characteristics the 
new role will have. It is always surprising 
when talking to project managers who have 
made the decision to switch jobs just how 
little thought has gone into this. Sure, there 
are basic details – such as preferred sector, 
location or types of project involved – but 
often little thought is given to what type of 
organisational culture you are more aligned 
to, or what you want to avoid. There’s 
nothing worse than jumping from the 
frying pan into the fire.
 
WHERE TO GO
So to the next question: where do you  
want to switch to? Is it an internal change? 
Do you want to change organisations,  
or move away from project management  
into more operational roles? 

Each different situation necessitates  
a different plan of action.

HOW TO MOVE
This leads us to the final consideration: 
what you need to do to make the switch. 
To make an internal move happen, you 
will need to draw on your skills in internal 
networking, relationships and politics. 

Within your current role, you need  
to be visible for all the right reasons, the 
project manager that senior management 
will immediately think about when a new 
opportunity arises for a proven candidate, 
or a step up to programmes is available. 
You also need to ensure you are the project 
manager that will be promoted and 
rewarded time after time. Proactive career 
planning is about making promotions 
happen, rather than sitting back and 
waiting to be recognised.

Your ability to network and build 
relationships with people will be vital.  
If you are looking to switch organisations, 
it is worth knowing that 80 per cent of 
new opportunities come through your 
own network (and 20 per cent through job 
advertisements, recruitment agencies, etc).

The strength of your network, the  
quality of the relationships you have  
and the way you find the balance of ‘give 
and take’ within these relationships will 
have a strong bearing on the path your 
future career takes. Yet still, many project 
managers fail to build a strong network  
and are left wanting when they really need 
the help. Don’t make the same mistake.

Leaving an organisation will require an 
updated portfolio of job-seeking tools and 

wider networking activities. Today,  
that portfolio should include a CV  
and a LinkedIn account as basics.

Getting prepared to update your  
CV should take more time than actually 
updating it, because one of the first  
things you need to undertake is a personal 
stocktake, which is about being able to 
answer these fundamental questions:
n What makes you a credible candidate?
n How complex are the projects you are 
currently involved in?
n How would you describe your style  
of project management?
n How does your use of management and 
tools impact on successful delivery?
n What is your track record of results?

One of the hardest things is to 
understand what types of people will be 
looking at that CV throughout the process, 
and then writing a CV for that audience. 
Remember, the hirer is looking for 
someone who can manage their projects, 
so make sure your CV conveys how you do 
this now, rather than too much detail about 
what you have managed in the past.

Recent research has described 
professional careers as ‘kaleidoscope 
careers’. The shifting nature and changing 
priorities over the course of a person’s 
working life will play a big part in the  
way their career pans out. Only you will 
know the right time to switch jobs, but  
as a project manager, start the best way  
you know how – with a plan. 
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“REMEMBER THAT YOU ARE IN CONTROL. BRINGING AN AURA OF CONFIDENCE 
TO YOUR INTERVIEW WILL SEE YOU BETTER PLACED FOR WHEN NEGOTIATIONS 
START IN EARNEST. IF YOU ARE INTERVIEWING FOR OTHER POSITIONS AT OTHER 
COMPANIES, DON’T BE AFRAID TO SAY SO. IT ONLY SHOWS YOU ARE IN DEMAND”

Negotiating a higher salary – either in your 
current role or when you’re changing 
employer – can be challenging and 
intimidating. Yet, as a project manager,  
it is something that you will probably  
have experience with.

Specifically in the project management 
profession, your salary is dependent 
on a range of factors, such as location, 
responsibilities and experience. There is no 
shame in talking about money when going 
through a recruitment process. Employers 
expect it, and you deserve to be paid fairly. 
Here are some techniques to help you 
negotiate the best salary for your position.

PROVE YOURSELF
First and foremost, you must prove to your 
new employer that you are worth what you 
are negotiating for.

“You must be able to justify and prove 
that you’re deserving of a pay rise, so 
ensure that you provide evidence of when 
you’ve saved your employer money or time 
in one way or another, or even that your 
specific skills are hard to come by,” says 
Mike Ward, director at construction and  
rail recruitment specialist, One Way. 
“Anyone going into a salary review or 
interview without hard facts and data  
isn’t likely to get very far.”

When searching for a new job, all 
candidates would like to earn more:  
this is a natural human desire. But,  
warns Neil Lafferty, managing director  
of specialist ICT industry recruitment 
agency NSK Recruitment, don’t be too 
quick to start talking about money either.

“If an increased salary is perceived by 
the recruiting company as being your only 

What tips and tricks can a project manager use to 
improve their salary? JASON HESSE asks the experts

Boost your pay
manager can do is research. It’s vital that 
you know your worth. Look around and 
see what is being offered elsewhere so that 
you know exactly what to aim for.”

Lafferty agrees, adding that you  
should do your research, whether you  
have approached your potential new 
employer yourself or have been referred  
by an agency. “Having an understanding  
of the salary range for the position 
in question will equip you for better 
negotiations later,” he says. “It also helps 
you present yourself as being a more  
valued and assured candidate.”

RESEARCH THE  
COMPANY’S CULTURE
If you’re changing companies and working 
with a specialist recruiter, ask them about 
the culture of the organisation before going 
in like a bull in a china shop.

“Will they take well to being hard-
balled, or will they appreciate your direct 
approach?” asks Ward.

He explains the importance of having 
a clear idea of what a realistic pay rate 
looks like: “If you go in with too low an 
offer, you’re unlikely to be able to get it any 
higher, while being overly ambitious could 
affect your chances of getting any sort of 
rise if the employer thinks that you’re just 
being speculative, rather than genuine.

“As salaries for project managers are 
skyrocketing at the moment, you’re 
probably better off being ambitious, rather 
than undervaluing yourself. But do ensure 
you have any references that can support 
your argument to hand, as these will add 
greater weight to your case in the same  
way that objective data and numbers will.”

motivation, this could potentially alienate 
you from the employer,” he explains. “The 
money aspect will come later, but it should 
not be your main concern until you have 
had the opportunity to accept the role.”

ASK QUESTIONS
Having a sense of nervousness when 
negotiating is only natural, but do not let  
it prevent you from asking questions to  
find out more, or you risk coming across  
as looking disinterested in the role.

Be open about your expectations, 
Lafferty says, and do not only ask questions 
about money: “Ask about extras and why 
their business should be your first choice. 
It is their decision to hire you, but it is your 
choice to make the move to them also.

“Remember that you are in control. 
Bringing an aura of confidence to your 
interview will see you better placed for 
when negotiations start in earnest. If you 
are interviewing for other positions at 
other companies, don’t be afraid to say so. 
It won’t hurt your chances – it only shows 
that you are in demand from others too.”

KNOW THE MARKET
Project managers looking to change 
companies are in a strong position, says Lee 
Biggins, founder and managing director of 
CV-Library: “Today, project managers are in 
a prime position when it comes to job-offer 
negotiations; there is currently a fight for 
the best talent, putting strong candidates  
in a powerful position.”

He says that the key when negotiating 
a job offer is to know where you stand 
compared with others in the industry:  
“The most important thing a project 



“DON’T SPEND TIME 
FOCUSING ON SALARY 
NEGOTIATIONS IF  
YOU ALSO WISH TO 
DISCUSS THE HOLIDAY 
ALLOWANCE OR 
CAREER-DEVELOPMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES”
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Boost your pay

 JASON HESSE  is the editor of Project

BE HONEST
Do not be afraid to ask deeper questions 
about your potential new job. This is an 
integral part of the negotiation process,  
and it can have an impact on your final 
salary agreement. 

“You should be completely honest,”  
says Biggins. “If there are multiple areas 
that you feel need flagging, raise them  
all together. Don’t spend time focusing  
on salary negotiations if you know  
that you will also wish to discuss  
the holiday allowance or career-
development opportunities.

“Decide what matters most to you and 
take it to your potential employer in one 
conversation. That is the best way to agree 
on a job offer that works for both parties.”

BE FAIR
However, it is important to know when to 
back down and accept a reasonable offer, 
adds Biggins. Do not negotiate for the sake 
of negotiating. 

“It’s easy to get caught up in the 
negotiation process, but it’s also essential 
that candidates keep a clear view of the 
bigger picture. There will be times when 
you should stand firm, but it’s also equally 
important to be able to recognise when 
there is a good deal on the table,” he 
explains. “You don’t want to come  
across as stubborn or greedy.”

Lafferty is in agreement, adding that 
your starting salary at the company is  
just that: a start.

“Keep it fair to begin your relationship 
with your new employer on the right note. 
There is nothing wrong with accepting  
a fair initial salary with the intention  
to increase your pay through quarterly 
reviews,” he says. “Not only will this  
engage you in your work, but it also  
shows your drive and desire to progress  
to your new employer.” 
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 STEVE LIVINGSTONE  is projects 
director at Sellafield Ltd

This isn’t the first major national project 
I have worked on. One highlight of my 
career was being project director on the 
new-build Terminal 2 at Heathrow Airport. 
In the terminal’s atrium, there is a glazed 
union jack with the names of the 35,000 
people it took to build the complex, and 
my name is on there. Seeing the terminal 
that you’ve built – on time and under 
budget – being named the ‘Queen’s 
Terminal’ was definitely a proud moment.

Other highlights include joining EDF 
Energy and helping to deliver Hinkley 
Point C; being part of the Olympics 
programme; leading baggage change 
at Heathrow; building businesses in 
Kazakhstan; and leading the move of the 
BBC to MediaCity in Salford Quays – which 
meant sharing a lift with Sir Terry Wogan.

The biggest lesson I have learned from 
my career to date is to always put people 
first. Never, ever compromise your beliefs 
and values, even if it sometimes means 
walking away. I can sleep at night knowing 
that I have always made even the most 
difficult decisions for the right reasons.

GLOBAL RECOGNITION
The UK is becoming a hub for project 
professionals, with more opportunities than 
ever before – so go out and grasp them. 

In my current role, I am working hard 
to create a safe and positive environment 
that allows professional and competent 
individuals and teams to grow while 
working on the Sellafield mission, 
developing the next generation of 
employees into globally recognised nuclear 
decommissioning experts.

We’ve just set up a new ‘Project 
Academy for Sellafield’ with the University 
of Cumbria. The aim is to provide 
the specialist education, training and 
professional qualifications necessary to 
deliver the challenging projects associated 
with decommissioning Europe’s most 
complex nuclear site – or, indeed, to 
deliver projects anywhere in the world. 
There is no reason why the next generation 

 
Do you have an interesting career  
story that you would like to share  
with readers of Project? Email  
editor@project-journal.co.uk

of Sellafield employees, contractors, 
apprentices, students and school kids 
of today cannot take their skills and 
capabilities out onto the global stage.

This, to me, is the greatest part of being 
in a leadership role. I can help people 
develop and grow so they can deliver 
successful projects and take on bigger 
roles – this gives me a huge amount of 
satisfaction. It’s what gets me out of bed in 
the morning. 

The whole of my career has led me to 
Sellafield, and who wouldn’t want to do 
this job? I have a great place to work, 
where people are proud and motivated, 
and I get to live in a beautiful part of the 
world with my family. 

I began my career as a 16-year-old apprentice 
at a shipyard in Barrow-in-Furness, a town 
I still live in to this day. I cried on my first 
day when I walked through the gates, 
overwhelmed by the sheer size of the place 
and intimidated by those I was reporting to 
(big rugby-league players).

Four years later, after becoming a 
qualified instrument technician, I moved 
to the US, to Lowry Air Force Base in 
Denver, Colorado. At the time, I didn’t 
realise I was working on projects.

My first job as a recognised project 
professional was at the age of 28, when I 
was working offshore at Morecambe Bay. 
Today – many years later – I am projects 
director at Sellafield Ltd, where I am 
responsible for delivering nine major 
projects, and hundreds of others associated 
with decommissioning the site in west 
Cumbria, reducing the hazard posed by 
the nuclear legacy. I’m proud to be helping 
make the UK a safer place.

The Sellafield site is a hive of 
construction activity. Over the next few 
decades, we need to build new facilities to 
bring the old ones down, which is easier 
said than done on such a compact, complex 
site. It is a huge environmental restoration 
task, but I love the people here. The 
community around the site is so unique.

No matter who you are – supplier, 
employee or member of the community 
– we are all ‘one Sellafield’, working 
towards the same mission, which is to 
reduce the hazard and make the UK safer. 

THE GREATEST PART OF 
BEING IN A LEADERSHIP 
ROLE IS THAT I CAN HELP 
PEOPLE DEVELOP AND 
GROW SO THEY CAN 
DELIVER SUCCESSFUL 
PROJECTS AND TAKE ON 
BIGGER ROLES

From the bottom up
There have never been so many opportunities 
available to UK project professionals, so go out and 
grasp them, says Sellafield Ltd’s STEVE LIVINGSTONE 
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 VINCE HINES  is 
managing director  
at Wellingtone  
Project Management, 
the APM career 
development partner

The Salary and Markets Trends Survey 2016, 
recently published by APM, and sponsored 
by Wellingtone, is the latest instalment  
of the popular annual report. It always 
attracts many downloads and generates 
huge interest. Given the subject, this is  
no surprise.

Yes, there are many noble reasons why 
you took that job – and of course project 
management is your passion – but the 
money is actually quite useful.

It’s OK, you are among friends here,  
and we can freely admit that the salary  
bit is very important. Of course you would 
like to earn more. So what’s the best way  
to go about getting an increase?

The standard advice is to move and take 
a job elsewhere. People who typically move 
organisation once every two to five years 
can climb the salary ladder quickest. Take 
a step back. How long have you worked at 
Acme Project Managers Ltd? Is it time to 
seek a new opportunity? While employed, 
you can, of course, take your time and 
make sure any move is a good move.

If you decide to stay where you are and 
can’t bear to part from colleagues, the 
office slide and free fruit, then what’s the 
best way to get an increase? Well, go and 
ask for one. But – and this is the key point – 
just asking with no backup is pretty weak.

You need to go into that conversation 
with a reason, or ideally several reasons, 
why you deserve an increase. Presenting  
a fair and balanced argument makes a ‘no’ 
decision much harder. Have you taken on 
more responsibility? Have you gained new 
qualifications or experience? Have you had 
some project successes, mentored others, 
worked overtime, or got a more expensive 
commute? Some of these arguments may 
feel thin, but it all counts.

Additionally, do some research. What  
are similar organisations offering for 
similar roles? Look at APM’s survey and 
benchmark yourself. You could even talk  
to other employers to see what they might 
offer. Arm yourself with a reasonable,  
fact-based argument for an increase, then 
simply go and ask. It’s absolutely fine to ask 

Career clinic

Turner & Townsend appoints Qatar director
Turner & Townsend has hired a senior director to look 
after its Qatar operations. Stephen Carroll (pictured) 
takes up the role as director in the property division. 
With 22 years’ experience, he spent the past decade 
in senior management positions in South Africa. “It is 
an enormous privilege to be joining a global leader in 
construction and programme management, and to 

have the opportunity to work as a senior leader of a highly successful 
property team,” he said. The company has also added two associate 
directors, Rathband Paul and Helen Caress, to its property team.

New project director for Allied London
Property development and investment company 
Allied London has appointed James Sidlow as 
its new project director, to be responsible for the 
delivery of three landmark towers the company 
is building in the St John’s neighbourhood in 
Manchester. Sidlow previously spent eight years 
at Deloitte, working as an assistant director in its 

valuation and transactions business. He specialises in development, 
M&A, real-estate due diligence and valuations. “I am hugely 
excited to become part of the team, and look forward to bringing my 
experience to deliver an exciting concept, which will be unrivalled  
by anything else across the city,” he said.

Mace hires head of BIM
Jon Harris has joined Mace as head of building 
information modelling (BIM). He joins Mace from  
SISK Group, and is tasked with developing the 
company’s BIM strategy and looking at ways to 
drive improvements across the business. Harris is 
a leading expert on BIM, as well as lean and agile 
construction. “Mace has a great culture for using 

technology to support and improve its delivery, and I’m excited to  
work with our teams, clients and supply chain to maximise the  
value of BIM across our projects,” he said.

Appointments
New buildings director at Mott MacDonald

Mott MacDonald has appointed Henry Luker as a 
director in its buildings and infrastructure business in 
the UK. He will support its growing global expertise 
in the delivery of advanced building solutions. Luker 
joins Mott MacDonald from Max Fordham, where he 
began his career 28 years ago as a building services 
engineer. He was most recently a senior partner at the 

firm, where he was responsible for a number of high-profile projects,  
as well as the director responsible for business development. His recent 
projects include Zaha Hadid’s Stirling Prize-winning National Museum 
of XXI Century Arts in Rome, Herzog & de Meuron’s Tate Modern 
extension and Grand Musée d’Art Nantes with Stanton Williams.

Would you like to earn more?

these questions and demonstrate that you 
are a ‘go getter’. It’s easier to give you a 
salary increase than replace you, and most 
employers will pay extra to keep good staff. 
It’s time to ask… go on, be brave. 
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Bookshelf
Which books should be top of your reading list  
this autumn? Project readers find out
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Ommara Hussain is 
senior portfolio analyst 
at Legal & General

Phil Wood is a project 
manager at Wesleyan 
Assurance Society

Dr Edward Wallington 
is project manager 
and health and social 
care lead at Esri UK

Marisa Silva is a  
senior consultant at 
Wellingtone Project 
Management

Barry Kirwan is  
safety research 
controller at 
EUROCONTROL

GREAT ANSWERS TO  
TOUGH QUESTIONS  
AT WORK
Author: Michael Dodd
ISBN: 978-0857086396
Price: £12.99
Publisher: Capstone

✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪

“A GREAT  
PAGE TURNER”

This book provides a golden formula to 
enable the reader to prepare for and deliver 
great answers to tough questions in a wide 
range of business and personal scenarios. 
Michael Dodd has successfully drawn upon 
his vast experience and created simple-
to-follow formulae that can be replicated 
across a wide range of situations. These 
are backed up with relevant examples and 
stories that help bring the book to life.

Throughout Great Answers to Tough 
Questions at Work, Dodd goes on to 
examine and explain the pitfalls of ill-
thought-out answers or avoided questions. 
He explores how, with careful planning, 
preparation and the use of formulae, 
answers can be insightful, inspiring and 
add value to the recipient. With careful 
structuring, answers become richer in 
content and shape the message that  
you want to convey. This can give  
flexibility depending on the audience  
and the specific or generic response  
that is most appropriate. 

Project managers have a wide range  
of stakeholders – often with complex  
or conflicting demands and agendas.  
Being able to deliver great answers 
to tough questions will increase your 
stakeholders’ confidence in you or your 
project, influence their behaviours and 
create desired impacts.

While the book is a great page turner,  
it is also referenced well so that the  
reader is able to dip in and out to focus  
on certain scenarios.
Reviewed by Phil Wood

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO REVIEW A 
BOOK FOR PROJECT THEN PLEASE 
CONTACT EDITOR JASON HESSE AT
editor@project-journal.co.uk

HOW TO BUILD AN ARK:  
PROJECT LEADERSHIP  
FOR THE 21st CENTURY
Authors: Martin Crump and Matthew Theobald
ISBN: 978-0956976703
Price: £14.97
Publisher: Ark Project Leadership

✪ ✪ ✪ ✪

“UNLOCK THE  
TREASURE CHEST”

There is an important difference  
between project management and project 
leadership, and this is reflected in the  
fact that most projects are carried out  
by a team rather than an individual. 

This book looks at how project managers 
can reassess their approach to projects, 
and what it is that leads to 83 per cent of 
them failing to deliver project expectations 
to budget and/or on time. Martin Crump 
and Matthew Theobald break projects up 
into three essential elements: discover, 
design and delivery.

How to Build an Ark is well written and 
easy to read. Each chapter delves into how 
project leadership can “unlock the treasure 
chest that is a successful project” through 
three main keys. (If you have a burning 
issue that just cannot wait, you can skip 
directly to chapter 18.)

The book is a little idealistic in its view 
that all stakeholders will be persuaded  
to be on board at the right time; each  
team member will take full responsibility 
for their part of the project; and everyone 
will stay motivated for the duration of  
the project. 

As project managers operating in  
the real world, we all know that these 
things can pose a challenge. People 
engagement and maintaining the 
motivation of individuals working  
on the project can be a major struggle. 

However, overall, the book is a good  
read for anyone wanting to reassess  
how they run projects.
Reviewed by Ommara Hussain

MEET THE PANEL
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DESIGNING FOR HUMAN 
RELIABILITY: HUMAN FACTORS 
ENGINEERING IN THE OIL, GAS AND 
PROCESS INDUSTRIES
Author: Ronald W McLeod
ISBN: 978-0128024218
Price: £79.00
Publisher: Gulf Professional Publishing

✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪

“READ THIS BOOK”

There are few books on human factors that 
aren’t written by academics for academics 
– but now there is such a book. Designing 
for Human Reliability has a solid industry 
feel to it. 

The tone of Ronald W McLeod’s book 
is informative and clear, and avoids being 
esoteric. It is peppered with convincing 
figures and photos from case studies where 
human factors have made a difference. 

The book is split into five sections, 
though it can be read in any order. After 
covering the scope and value of human 
factors engineering and ‘the problem  
with people’, and unpacking the mysteries 
behind barrier thinking and modelling, 
the book concludes by explaining how  
to implement human factors in the oil,  
gas and process industries.

McLeod addresses tricky questions, 
such as where to locate human factors 
within organisations. Rather than giving 
abstract answers, he poses questions that 
will make sense to managers and directors: 
who wants it most? Who stands to gain 
most from it? Who will suffer most if it 
goes wrong? His language and tone speaks 
directly to people in industry who are used 
to making hard choices under pressure.

This book is most valuable to industry 
managers, engineers, designers and anyone 
trying to understand and optimise human 
performance in industrial settings. If you 
are a manager, engineer or designer facing 
human performance issues and wondering 
what to do, read this book.
Reviewed by Barry Kirwan

THE LIGHT AND FAST 
ORGANISATION: A NEW WAY OF 
DEALING WITH UNCERTAINTY
Author: Patrick Hollingworth
ISBN: 978-0730328278
Price: £17.50
Publisher: Wiley

✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪

“YOU WILL NOT WANT TO 
PUT IT DOWN”

Two words in the title of this book say it 
all – ‘light’ and ‘fast’. Despite having 224 
pages, this book will provide you with  
a light read, and you will read it very fast. 
You will not want to put it down.

Patrick Hollingworth, an experienced 
climber, does a great job of translating  
his passion and knowledge of mountains 
into a business setting. The book draws  
an interesting comparison between 
‘alpine’ and ‘expedition’ styles, suggesting 
that taking a light and fast approach –  
like alpinists – is more effective than  
a heavy, slow approach, which is typical  
of mountain expeditions.

The same logic can be applied to the 
context of business, where it’s easy 
to find companies that have become 
ponderous, sluggish behemoths, with 
complex structures and several layers 
of governance. They are following an 
expedition approach. But in a world of 
constant change, if you want to reach 
the summit, you need agility. In project 
management, too, faster, more agile 
methods have become the new trend  
that all companies want to follow. 

The Light and Fast Organisation offers 
a fresh and sometimes provocative take 
on business, calling for a new approach 
to risk and uncertainty management. It 
illustrates how others have gone light and 
fast, and provides a practical approach on 
how to become more self-aware and more 
resilient to setbacks. This book explains 
how you, too, can become an alpinist.
Reviewed by Marisa Silva

BIG DATA IN PRACTICE: HOW 45 
SUCCESSFUL COMPANIES USED 
BIG DATA ANALYTICS TO DELIVER 
EXTRAORDINARY RESULTS 
Author: Bernard Marr
ISBN: 978-1119231387
Price: £29.99
Publisher: Wiley

✪ ✪ ✪ 

“INTERESTING INSIGHT”

Big Data in Practice provides an interesting 
insight into how 45 organisations are using 
big data to drive their business objectives. 
The organisations mentioned in the book 
are varied, and include Facebook, Uber, 
Microsoft, LinkedIn, Amazon, the BBC  
and many more.

The book is well structured, with each 
chapter – or organisation case study 
– having the same sub-headings to guide 
the reader, including: what problems are 
being solved, how big data is used, the 
results, what data is used, technical details, 
challenges and key learning points.

But this is not a book that will teach you 
about big data per se. This is a book of case 
studies, and in that sense, it stands out as  
a book rooted in reality rather than theory. 
It is interesting, and eye opening, to see 
how companies truly use big data, as 
opposed to how it could be used.

Many of the case studies focus on  
the volume of big data, with only a  
few touching on the its variety, velocity, 
variability or veracity. This is not a 
criticism of the book, more a reflection 
of how big data is seen by organisations, 
based on their own challenges.

This book is not aimed at project 
managers, and it is not about project 
management. However, the insight  
given will touch on many topic areas  
that project managers are involved in, 
giving a fascinating look at how big data 
is used and how it impacts business and 
effects our everyday lives.
Reviewed by Dr Edward Wallington



A while ago, as part of the strategy process for a defence 
client, I presented to the board a graph showing the 
time that passed from the first flight of an aircraft  
to when the aircraft was operationally deployed. 
Date-wise, the graph began with the Wright brothers 
in 1903. One by one, I revealed the data points for 
more recent innovations.

The time it took from possibility to discovery to 
reality could at first be counted in weeks, but then  
it started getting longer and longer very quickly. 

This ‘slowing up’ is occurring in many areas of 
structured research. In the early days of cancer 
research, Dr Emil Freireich and Dr Tom Frei could 
achieve breakthroughs using a cocktail of drugs  
on a patient in days. Today, for a single drug to  
be established takes 800 days.

So why is this happening and what 
should we do? In my view, project 
managers are the world’s real leaders, 
because we create reality. What we 
do and where we succeed or fail is the 
future, irrespective of ideals and popular 
sentiments. This means that we have 
a huge responsibility not to mislead, 
understanding what and where to 
challenge and not just executing blindly.

There are five things that we can do  
to stop the journey slowing down:

1  Only allow wacky projects!
Cancer treatment is often only effective 
as a ‘cocktail of drugs’. This means researchers  
must study not just the impact of the new drugs,  
but the multiple combinations of old and new drugs. 
I’d like to take that as an analogy for the challenge  
for all institutional research.

We have made such advances within disciplines 
that, as with everything, they lead to decreasing 
returns. Returning to look for your lost keys on the 
table you checked before is not a great strategy. The 
new places to look for possibilities are between the 
disciplines or in the cross-disciplinary exploration. 

Your role in the feasibility should be to de-risk the 
work by ensuring that it is multidisciplinary at best, 
or if it isn’t, that both the topic and the researcher 
have little prior experience of the field they wish to 
explore or are promoting something truly radical.

2  Break the governance model and board, often
Governance is good – but in our world, which 
changes faster than we can learn, any governance 
body that does not have a ‘sell-by date’ or built-in 
breaks with changes of personnel will create its  
own ‘industry’ of checks, balances and compliance.

At the same time, they will become increasingly 
risk averse as, like all humans, they develop habits 
within their comfort zones. Your role in early stages 
will be to help de-risk the work and ensure it can 
pass more easily through better-engaged governors.

3  Don’t sweat the metrics
Another area you will have to check is that the 
benefits are correctly identified and understood. 

So, for example, with cancer research, metrics are 
used to prioritise investment and funding. The metric 
often used to judge drugs is rational: it is to look 
for evidence that the proposed drug research will 
‘improve survival’. But the unintended consequence 
is to bias investment towards shorter trials and to 
focus on late stages of the disease instead of longer, 

more expensive work on early stages. And 
there are no points at all for prevention. 
The rational metric is not always the best.

4  Make it everyone’s baby
The way research and collaboration are 
carried out has a significant effect on speed 
and outcomes. How do we navigate the 
intellect and emotions brought together 
to lead and contribute to the journey? 

In non-structured research innovation 
work, it is routine to involve users in the 
research journey, often very early and all 
the way through. Involving users retains 
focus on benefits and can, at the same 

time, steer you away from dead ends. So, from a 
project perspective, look at the collaboration across 
teams. Is it fast? Does it exploit digital by allowing 
teams to ‘think together’ but ‘work apart’? Does 
it extend to a network of users? Are stakeholders 
and people who can help with delivery and 
commercialisation involved early? 

Early co-ownership gets past challenges with 
intellectual property ownership and partnership, 
accelerating the process. The best research seems  
to happen when the best minds are fully engaged.

5  Prevention is better than a cure
And finally, back to prevention. Sometimes the 
project is the wrong project altogether. As a leader,  
it is worth asking: is this project really needed?  
Why are we not focusing on ‘pre-liminating’ the 
problem altogether? 

I don’t know what you think about accelerating 
research. But I do hope that you will soon be able to 
tell a nail-biting story about how, by focusing on five 
common challenges, you reversed the slowdown. 

 PROFESSOR  
 EDDIE OBENG  is 
an educator, TED 
speaker and author 
of nine books 
including Perfect 
Projects, published 
by Pentacle Works, 
and All Change!  
The Project Leader’s 
Secret Handbook, 
published by the 
Financial Times. 
Reach Eddie  
on Twitter  
@EddieObeng 
or read his blog: 
ImagineAFish.com

            Now, more than ever, project managers have a duty to help accelerate 
the development of life-saving research, writes EDDIE OBENG

WHAT WE DO 
AND WHERE 
WE SUCCEED 
OR FAIL IS 
THE FUTURE, 
IRRESPECTIVE 
OF IDEALS 
AND POPULAR 
SENTIMENTS

Tempus fugit
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